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Abstract 1 

Abstract 

Ultrasonic spectrometry has potential for monitoring chemical processes 

on line; an important application is the detection of the suspended particle size 

distribution (PSD) in emulsions. Measured ultrasonic wave attenuation as a 

function of frequency is compared to the predictions of an adaptive wave 

propagation model to obtain an estimate of the PSD. Current models are based 

either on scattering physics, heat transfer, or hydrodynamics, or on a 

combination of these. Most models give good prediction of attenuation for 

dilute and semi-dilute systems, but they are known to break down at high 

dispersed phase concentrations and for very small (10s of nm) particles. The 

limits of applicability are not known in a formal sense. 

The principal aim and contribution to knowledge of this research is to 

formally determine the limits of existing theory and to set out which model or 

models are appropriate for use with emulsions with large or very small 

particles (nano-emulsion), and at small and large concentrations of dispersed 

phase. The second aim is to answer the same question for the case of 

encapsulated emulsions in which the droplets are encapsulated in a thin 

polymer shell. 

The project combines computational methods based on analytic theories 

of wave propagation with a comprehensive experimental programme. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The term emulsion refers to a mixture of materials in which some liquid 

particles, the dispersed phase, are suspended in a second liquid, known as the 

continuous phase. Many products exist as emulsions or will have passed 

through the emulsion state during their manufacturing process; examples are: 

food products such as milk, yoghurt, and sauces, agricultural sprays, 

pharmaceutical products, lubricants and fuels, and paints, inks and pigments. 

Emulsions are made by adding liquid drops into another liquid, and using a 

high-shear rate mixing machine to produce a wide range of particle sizes, 

typically around 10 nm to 1 µm in radius. The physical chemistry of the 

internal structures of emulsions is complicated, and the information required 

from any given test varies greatly across the many combinations of products 

and industrial processes. However, the most basic information that needs to be 

sought is the particle size distribution (PSD) of the dispersed phase, because 

many product properties, including shelf life, depend on this. There is thus a 

requirement to characterize emulsions in terms of their PSD and gross 

concentrations. 

There is currently a vast range of well established techniques to achieve 

this: optical scattering, electrical conductivity, neutron and X-ray scattering, 

and ultrasonic methods. Ultrasonic methods are attractive, particularly when 

the dispersed phase concentrations are too high for optical techniques to work, 

or when the physical conditions and/or environment are inappropriate for 

electrical methods. Also, many widely used techniques of particle 

characterization require large dilutions of the sample to be made before 
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measurements can be taken. This dilution in itself may mask or even destroy 

any particulate structure that is being investigated; in principle, an ultrasonic 

method would not require such dilution. 

The most frequently used ultrasonic spectrometry is the ultrasonic 

attenuation spectrometry. In this method, ultrasonic attenuation is measured as 

a function of frequency and compared to a prediction of the same function 

using a mathematical model of wave propagation that takes account of PSD. 

The model is adapted on PSD until its output matches the measured 

attenuation in a least mean squared error sense. At the point of smallest error 

the PSD input to the model is taken to represent the PSD of the test material. It 

is therefore crucial that the wave propagation model properly represents the 

physics of wave propagation in the emulsion. 

Current models are based either on scattering physics, heat transfer, or 

hydrodynamics, or on combination of these. Most models give good prediction 

of attenuation for dilute and semi-dilute systems, but they are known to break 

down at high dispersed phase concentrations and for very small (los of nm) 

particles. The limits of applicability are not known in a formal sense. The 

principal aim and contribution to knowledge of this research is to formally 

determine the limits of existing theory and to set out which model or models 

are appropriate for use with emulsions with large or very small particles 

(nano-emulsion), and at small and large concentrations of dispersed phase. 

The second aim is to answer the same question for the case of encapsulated 

emulsions in which the droplets are encapsulated in a thin polymer shell. The 

project combines computational methods based on analytic theories of wave 

propagation with a comprehensive experimental programme. 
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There are three issues to be addressed in this thesis: 

1. What is the extent of the validity of the approximations to the 

`scattering' models of Epstein and Carhart (1953) and Allegra and 

Hawley (1972). The reason for this exercise is that the so-called 

ECAH model involves difficult, intense and poorly conditioned 

computations which could be avoided if approximations were 

found to be valid. 

2. Are there theoretical models that exist that can predict 

attenuation (and phase velocity) as functions of frequencies for an 

emulsion system with high volume fraction of dispersed phase, 

given accurate physical parameters for the materials involved? 

And can this model be used to correctly calculate PSD in a 

concentrated emulsion? 

3. In some situations, there is a need to use a shell to cover the 

suspended particles, to control the release rate of active chemicals 

in the droplet phase. We seek a theoretical model for wave 

propagation in encapsulated emulsions which can predict the 

attenuation and phase velocity, as functions of frequency. 

In general, models which simulate the ultrasonic attenuation and phase 

velocity within two phase media can be grouped into two categories. 

Scattering models consider the transmission and reflection of waves at the 

boundary interface between the dispersed phase particle and the continuous 

phase. Coupled phase models are derived from a consideration of mass 

continuity and the conservation of momentum when one phase moves with 

respect to the other, combined with thermal interactions between phases. In 



this project it was decided not to seek new wave propagation models, largely 

because the questions outlined above have not been comprehensively 

answered for the existing ones. The task, then, was to comprehensively 

examine existing propagation models with a view to determining their 

applicability for emulsion characterization in a general sense and the 

determination of PSD in particular. 

Within the framework of this opening discussion, the structure of this 

thesis is as follows. After a brief introduction of the background to this study, 

we present the most widely used model for emulsions and suspensions - the 

Epstein and Carhart and Allegra and Hawley theory (the ECAH model). Since 

the ECAH model may break down at high particle concentrations for 

emulsions with small particle sizes, we then present two further models in 

chapter 3, which can be used in concentrated emulsions: Hemar (1997) , 

Herrmann et al (1996) and McClements et al (1999) model (HHM model) and 

the coupled phase model developed by Evans and Attenborough (1996,1997, 

2002). Then the comprehensive shell model of Anson and Chivers (1993) is 

examined in chapter 4 and applied to encapsulated emulsions. A software 

package was developed to implement the Anson-Chivers model in a general 

sense - it would be used for any combination of the physical properties of the 

mixture phases and therefore was applicable to both solid and liquid materials 

in either phase. 

Carefully controlled experiments on a variety of emulsions were required 

in order to test the validity of the various theoretical models outlined above. 

The experimental procedures are described in chapter S. The Applied 

Ultrasonics Laboratory at Nottingham does not have expertise in the 
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preparation of emulsions and so these were supplied by Professor Povey and 

his staff, at the University of Leeds, and by Dr. Fowles of Dow AgroSciences, 

UK. I am greatly indebted to these two gentlemen for such an important 

contribution to this project. The transportation of emulsions from one site to 

another (Leeds to Nottingham) is associated with some risk that the lapsed 

time and the mechanical agitation of the emulsions could lead to a change in 

their properties. For this reason the emulsions from Leeds were based on 1- 

bromohexadecane droplets because these were density-matched with the 

aqueous continuous phase. The results of the programme therefore, formally, 

only apply to density-matched emulsions. The results of the modelling and 

experiments are presented in chapter 6 and discussed in summary in chapter 7. 

Chapter 8 summarises the work overall, and gives conclusions and 

recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 Theories of Ultrasonic Wave 

Propagation in Emulsions 

2.1 Introduction 

Many natural and processed materials, such as foods, pharmaceuticals, 

cosmetics and agrochemicals, exist either partly or wholly as emulsions. The 

appearance, rheology, and stability of emulsions are largely determined by the 

properties of the droplets they contain, such as their size and concentration, 

and by the interaction between the dispersed and continuous phase. 

Consequently, there is a strong demand for analytical techniques which can be 

used to measure these properties. Measurements of ultrasonic compression 

wave attenuation and phase velocity are related to such properties and have 

potential for on-line applications. 

Since Lord Rayleigh (1877, Strutt, 1896) published "The Theory of 

Sound", there has been considerable scientific interest in the propagation of 

ultrasonic waves in various media. This chapter provides a review of theories 

for acoustic wave propagation in particulate mixtures, especially for emulsion 

systems. 

Of the sections that follow, section 2.2 describes the earlier theories of 

ultrasound propagation in emulsions. Section 2.3 gives a detailed account of 

the more comprehensive theory of acoustic wave propagation in particulate 

mixtures - the theory of Epstein and Carhart (1953) and Allegra and Hawley 

(1972), which is now known as the ECAH model. The limitations to the 
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ECAH model are discussed in section 2.4, where it is explained why and how 

the ECAH model breaks down for high volume concentration systems. 

2.2 Basic theory of ultrasound propagation 

The first theoretical investigations into the propagation of sound through 

disperse systems were conducted in the late 19`h century (Challis, 1998). Since 

then an extremely large amount of work has been done to understand the 

sound attenuation in suspensions of particles. Stokes (1845) examined the 

viscous losses owing to shear viscosity, and Kirchoff (1868) quantified the 

losses owing to heat conduction. Rayleigh (1871,1894) further developed the 

work of Stokes and Kirchoff and also investigated the physics of attenuation 

caused by suspended particles using light or sound of a wavelength longer (by 

a factor of approximately ten or greater) than the diameter of the particles. 

This is the so-called fourth power law in which the scattered wave amplitude 

A. of a wave of wavelength A scattered in any direction making an angle 0 

with the incident wave A, , is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the 

wavelength (Rayleigh, 1894): 

i+cosZ e AS xA, Ad 
,V 

(2.1) 

Rayleigh represented mathematically the disturbance of a plane wave by 

a small particle by using a partial wave expansion. He concluded that the 

magnitude of the zero-order term is a function of the compressibility 

difference between the particle and suspending fluid; the particle acting in the 

manner of a pulsating sphere (a monopole radiator). The first-order term is a 

function of the density difference and represents the particle acting as a dipole 
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radiator. The characteristic of the first-order term is caused by viscous drag 

opposing the relative motion of the particle with respect to its surrounding 

medium. On the basis of Rayleigh's theory, Sewell (1910) derived an 

expression for the attenuation of sound caused by inelastic, immovable 

particles suspended in a gas. Lamb (1945) refined Sewell's expression to 

remove the restriction that the particles be immovable, and defined an 

expression for the scattered wave potential. 

Up to the 1940's a great deal of research was undertaken to investigate 

and quantify the intrinsic acoustic losses in fluids and solids but it was not 

until 1947 that the first practically useful model for calculating acoustic phase 

velocity in a dispersion of particles was published by Urick (1947). He derived 

equations for the attenuation and velocity of sound propagating through a 

dispersion by using a simple effective-medium approach. This treats a 

dispersion as an equivalent homogeneous medium of modified physical 

properties in order to calculate the velocity using Wood's Equation (Wood, 

1941). 

ý=1 (2.2) 
xe, p' PeJJ' 

where xeff and pef are the volume-weighted averages of the density and 

adiabatic compressibility of the two phases. This equation also provides a 

simple way to calculate the compressibility of the suspended phase given the 

sound speed and particle density. It works well in the long wavelength limit, 

but is limited in that it is wholly independent of frequency, and can break 

down at high dispersed phase volume fractions. In addition it is inaccurate for 

particles with significantly contrasting properties with respect to the 
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continuous phase due to the effects of scattering, thermal and viscous 

phenomena. Following this work, Urick and Ament (1949) developed a model 

which used a single equation to express the complex wave number of an 

effective medium from which both attenuation and phase velocity could be 

derived. It offers a useful method to calculate the frequency and particle-size 

dependent attenuation and phase velocity as long as the following assumptions 

are true: 

a. The particles are spherical, compressible and mobile. 

b. Absorption by the continuous phase is negligible. 

c. Multiple scattering of energy is negligible. 

d. The particles occupy negligible volume. 

e. Thermal losses are negligible. 

However, the subject of the last assumption, thermal losses, was shown 

by Isakovich (1948) to be a significant source of attenuation for mixtures 

where the densities of the particles and the continuous phase do not contrast 

greatly. The thermal losses due to two phases of a mixture heat-up differently 

in response to the compression cycle in the wave. Biot (1962) devised a model 

for the sound velocity in a porous elastic solid containing a viscous liquid. He 

considered the average motions of the solid and liquid phases separately, and 

obtained two sound velocities, one for a fast compression wave and the other 

for a slow wave. Johnson and Plona (1982) considered Biot's model and 

derived a similar equation for sound speed as that of Urick. 

The theories outlined in the last paragraph assume that the suspensions 

are dilute and most are limited in applicability to mixtures where the density 

contrast between the particles and the surrounding phase is small. This is the 
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case for liquid-in-liquid emulsions and suspensions of polymeric particles in 

liquids, where the combined effects of compressibility and thermal contrast arc 

dominant. However, for most materials more comprehensive theories are 

required to quantify the effects of their physical properties on ultrasonic wave 

attenuation and phase velocity. 

2.3 The Epstein-Carhart and Allegra-Hawley theory 

A significant proportion of current research into the modeling of acoustic 

loss mechanisms can be categorized into two distinct approaches: scattering 

models and coupled phase models. The former will be discussed in this 

chapter, and the coupled phase model will be discussed in chapter 3. The basis 

of the scattering model is the wave interaction at a single spherical particle 

suspended in an infinite liquid medium through which a plane wave is 

propagating (Povey, 1997). The wave scattered at the surface of the object, 

regardless of its initial shape, will tend towards planar at infinite distance away 

from the object (figure 2.1). A receiver located at an infinite distance away 

from the scatterer will receive both the transmitted wave and the scattered 

wave in superposition. The total effect of a number of scatterers is then 

obtained simply by adding their combined effects together. Because of the 

spherical nature of the scatterer and the sphericity of the boundary conditions, 

the scattered wave potential may be expanded in spherical harmonics by using 

appropriate radial and angular functions (Povey, 1997). 

The basis for scattering theory was laid in the 19th century by Lord 

Rayleigh (Strutt, 1896), and his work has been built on over the years by many 

workers. Some of the important models in the application of partial wave 
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analysis to acoustical scattering include the calculation of the scattering 

coefficients of a fluid droplet suspended in a fluid continuum (Epstein and 

Carhart, 1953), and the experiment and theory in both emulsions (hexadecane 

in water) and suspensions (polystyrene spheres in water) by Allegra and 

Hawley (1972). 

I 

Figure 2.1. Schematic of spherically symmetric scattered wave, tending toward plane at an 

infinite distance. (Povey (1997), figure 4.3) 

Epstein (1941) refined the Sewell-Lamb (1910) scattering equation to 

remove the restriction that the particle be incompressible. He considered 

spherical particles suspended in the surrounding fluid; the particle could be 

rigid, an elastic solid, or a viscous fluid, thus providing for both emulsions and 

suspensions. Compression and shear (transverse) wave equations were derived 

for the continuous and disperse phases respectively. In response to an incident 

compression wave both compression and transverse waves were diffracted 

from the particle boundary. For elastic solid or viscous liquid particles, waves 

of both types were excited inside the particle, whereas for rigid solid spheres 

the interaction was limited to reflection only. In the liquid continuous phase 

and inside the fluid particle the transverse mode took the form of a rapidly 

decaying shear wave, also known as a viscous wave. Solution of the boundary 
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equations around the particle with continuity of radial and tangential 

displacements (for solid particles) or velocity (for fluid particles) and stresses 

gave an expression for radiation scattered away from the particle. More details 

of this solution will be given below where we consider Epstein's later work. 

Epstein's expression for attenuation in atmospheric fogs was similar to that 

obtained earlier by Sewell (1910), but the expression for attenuation in 

suspensions and emulsions with a liquid continuous phase depended strongly 

on the densities of the two phases and was very different from Sewell's result. 

Later Epstein found that the discrepancy resulted from second order scattering 

effects which he neglected in his derivation. Whilst he did not consider it at 

this stage, his later work showed that thermal transport effects would be highly 

significant for a mixture where the densities of the two phases did not differ 

greatly. 

Eleven years after this work Epstein collaborated with Carhart (Epstein 

and Carhart, 1953) and introduced thermal transport effects into the theory of 

compression wave propagation in particulate mixtures. This has proved to 

have had a major effect on the understanding of attenuation mechanisms in 

emulsions. The basic assumptions were that the suspended droplets were 

elastic and were free to move with respect to the surrounding fluid; they were 

much smaller than the compression wavelength and distributed randomly in 

space. The volume fraction of droplets was assumed to be very low, which 

implied large distances between droplets and therefore the interactions of 

thermal and viscous wave with neighbouring particles could be neglected. It 

was further assumed that no relaxation processes were associated with the 
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passage of the wave. They concluded that the total attenuation could be 

regarded as the sum of the viscous attenuation and thermal attenuation: 

a= aviscous + athermal (2.3) 

Thermal attenuation is generated by the pulsation of the droplet. As the droplet 

pulsates, its temperature also fluctuates periodically because of pressure- 

temperature coupling. This leads to heat flow across the interface between the 

droplet and the surrounding liquid. Because the heat flow out of the droplet is 

more than the heat flow into the droplet within a compression-expansion cycle, 

some of the ultrasonic energy is converted to heat. Viscous attenuation is 

caused by the oscillating to-and-fro motion of the suspended particles relative 

to the continuous phase due to the density difference. This motion is damped 

by viscous drag imposed by the surrounding liquid. These frictional losses are 

referred to as viscoinertial absorption. 

Twenty years later Allegra and Hawley (1972) extended the application 

of the Epstein and Carhart model to dispersions of solid (as well as liquid) 

particles in a liquid continuous phase. The combined (ECAH) theory really 

applies only to dilute systems, where scattering from a single particle does not 

affect neighbouring particles. Modifications to the theory are required when 

the propagation medium can no longer be regarded as dilute, and these will be 

discussed in chapter 3. 

There were some long standing algebraic errors in the ECAH model and 

these have been corrected by Challis et al (1998). They also showed how the 

model could be applied to solid in solid composites and finally demonstrated 

that it was equivalent to the model of Ying and Truell (1956), which had been 

specifically focussed on the solid-in-solid system. The Challis formulation 
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enabled the effects of thermal phenomena in solid-in-solid suspension to be 

investigated (Challis et al, 1998). 

2.3.1 ECAH field equations 

The ECAH model can be used for both fluid and solid particles 

suspended in a fluid continuous phase. This thesis is mainly concerned with 

liquid-in-liquid emulsions, and so the following equations are based on the 

Epstein and Carhart theory. For the case of solid particles, the following 

relationship can be used: 

P_ -itvri 
(2.4) 

where co denotes angular frequency, p denote shear modulus and i denotes 

viscosity. 

The conservation laws (conservation of mass, momentum and energy) 

were used as the basis of the ECAH model. These equations are well known 

and so will not be repeated in this thesis; interested readers are referred to 

Epstein and Carhart (1953). The acoustic field equations were then obtained 

by linearizing the conservation equations: 

aP+pv"u=o au 
p 

öt 
+Op-Nrýo V"u +rJýxOxu=O 

PaU+pv"u =v"(x'VT) 

ill 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where N=31+ 'u 
,p denotes mass density, U is the specific internal 

energy, p is the pressure, a is the velocity vector of a volume element, v is the 
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thermal conductivity, and T is the absolute temperature. Two variables, 

pressure p (p, 7) and specific internal energy U (p, 7), incorporate pressure- 

temperature relationships into the system of equations. Because a is a vector in 

three dimensional space, equations 2.5,2.6 and 2.7 can be separated into seven 

equations in seven unknowns, and u, p, A p and T, and rearranged to give: 

ö2u c2 ""- c2Q " 
---02u+ý, 

V2u+! "VXVXU=- VT 
at2 YppY 

_. Y 0"u+T=yoV2T 
ß 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where y is the ratio of specific heats Cp /C, ,c is the adiabatic velocity of 

sound defined as equation 2.2, and a is the thermometric conductivity and 

given by a=K 
PC P 

2.3.2 The ECAH wave equation 

The wave equations were obtained by de-coupling the field equations into 

three ordinary differential equations. These differential equations can be 

solved separately to get the three wave potentials: two scalar potentials 

compressional 0, and thermal 0, , and a vector potential shear A., as follows: 

(V2+k2)ß, =0, 

(02+ks)Aw =0, 

(v2 +x? )0, = o, 

where k is the wavenumber, which is given by: 

kc=w(1+ia), (a« ý) 

cc 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 
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k, =(I+ i) wpCr 
2K 

ks =(I+ i) 
FiLýqo 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The wavenumbers in equations 2.11 and 2.12 are equally applicable to a 

viscous fluid or elastic solid, as is equation 2.13 when the equivalence of 

equation 2.4 is invoked. 

2.3.3 Spherical harmonics 

Partial wave analysis, in which each wave potential is described by a sum 

of waves of different angular (spherical, dumbbell, etc. ) and radial 

dependencies, permits the various components of the wave to be 

independently matched at the particle boundary. Omitting the time variation, 

the incident plane wave can be written in terms of all the possible angular 

(Legendre polynomials, P� (cos 0)) and spherical (Bessel and Hankel 

functions, j� (k, r) and hn (kr)) variations out of which it can be constructed, 

in a somewhat similar manner to the way in which a wave can be written as 

the sum of its Fourier components. In these analyses the spherical coordinate 

system is used, with the origin at the centre of a spherical scatterer and 

coordinates (R, 9, yr) , whereas R is distance from the origin, 0 is the angle 

with respect to the propagation direction of the incident wave and yr is zenith 

angle. The analysis is generally done in the frequency domain. An incident 

plane wave is expressed in spherical coordinates as: 

, ý( 
ý 

Yý0 - 
Zl" (2n + 1). %n(kcR)Pn (COS ©) (2.14) 
n=0 
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where n is the order of polynomial, and i=. The plane incident wave Oo 

is represented in this way so that each of the partial wave orders of the incident 

wave can be matched with the respective components of the scattered wave at 

the spherically symmetrical particle boundary. The scattered waves produced 

at the particle boundary can be written in a form similar to the incident wave: 

00 00 0c2 i" (2n + 1)A,, hn (kc2 R)Pn (cos 9) =Z 
Oc2n (the scattered compression 

n=0 n=0 

wave) 

ý, 2 = i" (2n + 1)B" h" (kt2 R)P" (cos 9) (the scattered thermal wave) 
n=0 

00 
Awe = i" (2n + 1)C"h" (ks2R)P' (cos 0) (the scattered shear wave) 

n=0 

OD 
Oc, => i" (2n + 1)A;, j" (kcl R)P" (cos ©) (the transmitted compression wave) 

n=0 

Go 
(6, l 

i" (2n + 1)B, jn (k, 1 R)P� (cos 0) (the transmitted thermal wave) 
n=0 

00 
Av, =Zin (2n + 1)C� jn (k,, R)P l (cos 9) (the transmitted shear wave) 

n=0 

(2.15) 

where j,, (kR) is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind; it is defined at 

the origin and therefore used to represent inwards travelling transmitted waves 

which pass though zero radius (see appendix 1.1); h�(kR) is the Hankel 

function, which is the third kind of spherical Bessel function. The Hankel 

function is defined at infinity and therefore used to represent reflected waves 

travelling outwards towards infinity (see appendix 1.1). The arguments of the 

Bessel and Hankel functions take the form of particle radius times 
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wavenumber products for six wave types in the system - compression, shear 

and thermal waves inside and outside the particles. P� (x) and P,, ' (x) are 

Legendre polynomials and associated Legendre polynomials of the first kind, 

both of order n, respectively (see appendix 1.1). The subscripts I and 2 denote 

dispersed phase and continuous phase, respectively. 

The zero-order scattered acoustic mode (quo) represents the result of the 

particle pulsation, arising from the temperature difference and the 

compressibility difference between the particle and its suspending fluid. It is 

spherically symmetric. The first- order mode (q, 1) represents the movement of 

the particle backwards and forwards in the direction of the incident wave. In 

the long wavelength limit (kr «1), the series in the incident wave potential 

can usually be truncated at the first-order, and partial wave analysis is ideal for 

the analysis of acoustic propagation in this limit (Povey, 1997). 

2.3.4 Boundary conditions 

When a plane compressional wave is incident upon a sphere of radius r in 

a continuous suspending medium, the sphere translates some of the 

compressional energy into thermal and viscous waves, which gives rise to 

compressional, shear and thermal waves travelling from the surface of the 

sphere both outwards into the suspending medium and the inwards into the 

sphere (see figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of the translation of an incident wave into scattered and 

transmitted compressional, shear, and thermal wave (based on Tebbutt (1996)). 

At the surface of the suspended particles, the velocity and stress 

components, and the temperature and heat flow are continuous. Following 

Epstein and Carhart and Allegra and Hawley, for axial symmetry, these 

boundary conditions can be written as: 

VR2 = VRl, V02 = v91 (continuity of radial and angular velocity) 

T2 = T, (continuity of temperature) 

K2 
aT2 

= rc, 
a7' 

(continuity of heat flux) 
aR aR 

PRR2 = PRR19 PRO2 = PRO1 (continuity of compressive and shear stress) (2.16) 

where R denotes radial direction and 0 is the tangential direction. 

To obtain the boundary conditions at the particle surface, physical 

quantities such as temperature and stress must be expressed in terms of wave 

potential. The fluid velocity, temperature, and stress are given by Epstein and 

Carhart for the situation of liquid particles suspended in the fluid continuous 

phase: 
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(Aw sin 4) 00 i ao VR äR +R 
sin 0 00 

ve 1 00 1 a(RAw ) 
R a© R aR 

T=go, +Gor 

2 
PRR =(iwp+2riký )0, +(iwp+2rik2)0, +2i1 

ä'+ 1ä AZ R Aw 
sin4 FR sin© 8© R ar 

11 

0_0_ a2A 
_2A __ 

1(a 

ia ýW1a1a PRO -ý- ae R aR RZ aR2 R2 
+ RZ a© JLsinooo (A sin 0) 

(2.17) 

where 0= 00 + 0, + 0, for continuous phase and 0_0, + 0, for dispersed 

phase, the thermal terms g, G are given by: 

= -la(y-1) 
- 0 fi^2 

r.. G= 
QK 

(2.1 s) 

For the case of the solid-in-liquid suspension, Allegra and Hawley used 

alternative thermal terms b, b, to replace the g, G terms. Challis et. al. (1998) 

investigated both Epstein and Carhart and Allegra and Hawley boundary 

equations, and obtained relationships between the thermal factors for solid and 

fluid particles. 

2.3.5 General equations for emulsions and suspensions 

The boundary condition equations can be obtained from equations 2.16 

and 2.17, where terms of equal order in the series expansions are equated 

because of the orthogonality property of the spherical harmonics, and can be 
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deleted from both sides of the equation. The following set of equations define 

the boundary conditions for fluid particles in a liquid medium in the order of 

radial velocity, tangential velocity, temperature, heat flux, radial stress 

component, and tangential stress component, respectively. These equations 

ensure that the corresponding physical quantities are continuous across the 

scatterer boundary. 

act. ýn(ac2)+Anac2hnýac2ý+BnQl2hnla12)-Cnn(n+l)hn(as2ý 

- fjnacl. %n (ac1) + Bna11. %n (all )-C;, n(n + l). 1 n 
(as1) 

j,, (ac2 )+ Anhn (ac2 )+ Bnhn (al2 )-C. 
Lhn 

(as2 )+ as2 r`n 
(as2 )J 

- 
An ln ýacl ý+ BnI 

n 
ýa/l ý- Cn 

ý, / n 
ýasl ý+ asl ýn (as1 ) 

I 

(2.19 a) 

(2.19 b) 

g2 [Jn (ac2 )+ Anhn (ac2 )] + G2 Bnhn (ai2 )= gI An. ln (aci )+ G1 Bnjn (af1) (2.19 c) 

K2 lg2 
[ac1in (ac2 )+ Anac2 hn iac2 A+ G2 BnQl2, /n (a, 

2)) 

= iq{äIAacIJ�(acl)+GIB�an>�(an)} (2.19 d) 

172{[(a 22 
s2 
22222- 2ac2 ) 

. 
ýn ýac2 ý- 2ac2. l n 

(ac2 ýý + An [(as2 - 
2ac2 )hn (ac2 )- 2ahn (ac2 A 

+B�[(as2 -2a, i)hn(ar2)-2aih�(ar2)l+C�2n(n+1)[af2hn(aS2)-hn(as2)l} 

= rý, An [(a ;- 2aýl )j 
n 
(a,, ) - 2aý, Jn (a,, )l + Bn [(a i- 2a i )j 

n 
(an )- 2a ; J, 

º 
(a,, )] 

+C;, 2n(n+1)[as, j�(as, )-jn(asi)] (2.19 c) 

172 lac2. %n (ac2 ý-j, ýac2 ý+ An ýac2 hn (ac2 ý- hn (ac2 ýý + Bn [aº2 ha 
laº2 

)-h,, 
\aº2 

)] 

- (Cm / 2)[as2hn (a. 2)+ (n2 +n- 2)hn (as2 )1I = %I lAn 
[ac, Jn (ac, ) 

. 
%n (ac, )] 

'+' Bn [ari. l 
n 

(a,, ) 

. 
%� all )] - 

(C,, / 2)[a2 j" (a,, ) + (n2 +n- 2), ßn 
(a,, )]I (2.191) 

S1 n 

Using the relationship in equation 2.4 we can get the boundary equations 

for solid particles in a fluid medium. The solution of this set of equations for 

each order n produces a value for the single-particle scattering coefficient A� 
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of that order. The equations 2.19b and 2.19f are related to the tangential 

velocity and the tangential stress boundary condition respectively, they are 

invalid for n=0 because the angular function factor ( P, ' (cos(©)) ) is 

identically zero for any arguments (Po' = 0). Besides this, Epstein and Carhart 

pointed out in their paper that for n=0, the C,, and C� terms do not appear in 

the remaining equations, that is, the viscous waves should not enter into the 

spherically symmetric n=0 term (Epstein and Carhart, 1953). So the problem 

simplifies to four equations and four unknown at n=0. 

2.3.6 Matrix form of the boundary equations 

Equations 2.19 can be transposed into matrix format such that they take 

the form ofMx = C. The matrix equation 2.20 is based on Challis et al (1998) 

for fluid particles. 

[Ml 
vc 

An 

B,, 
Cn 

An 

B� 

C� 

ac2Jn (ac2 ) 

Jn (ac2 ) 

22" 
%2 Un (ac2 ) as2 - 2cc2Jn (ac2 

112 [ac2. %n (ac2 ) 
-j,, 

(ac2 A 

g2Jn(ac2) 

K2 ac2 g2.1 n 
(ac2 ) 

(2.20) 

Because the 6x6 matrix MEc (see appendix 1.2 for details) and the vector on 

the right hand side are explicitly known, the system can be solved for the 

column vector of the complex scattering coefficients A, B�, C�, A�, B,,, C' 
, 

in 

directions other than the propagation direction for each order n. Acoustic 

attenuation in emulsions arises from energy scattered by the sphere to infinity, 

as well as the energy absorbed in the vicinity of the suspended particle. The 
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viscous and thermal waves that are produced at the boundary are damped near 

the interface and do not contribute to the scattered energy at a long distance 

away. Therefore, the observed attenuation is defined by the coefficient A. of 

the scattered compressive waves. Hence it is only the coefficient An which 

needs to be evaluated in order to get the attenuation. 

2.3.7 Solving the matrix 

Inspection of matrix [M], c reveals that a number of elements possess n 

as a multiplicand. Therefore, this matrix equation can be reduced to a4x4 

one when n=0. Pinfield showed that thermal terms can be neglected for 

n>0 (Pinfield, 2007), and by neglecting the thermal terms, the equation again 

can be simplified to a4x4 one when n=1. But the solution becomes more 

difficult for n >_ 2. Many methods can be used to find the solutions to such 

matrix equations (Tebbutt, 1996, O'Neill, 1998). The principal difference 

between these methods lies in their degree of sophistication, their 

mathematical complexity, and their computational cost. The matrix in equation 

2.20 is ill conditioned because on the same row of the matrix some elements 

become exponentially large while others become exponentially small at the 

same time. Tebbutt (1996) and O'Neill (1998) have given detailed solutions 

for this matrix equation. 

2.3.8 Single scattering model 

Epstein and Carhart and Allegra and Hawley only calculate the 

attenuation of a plane compression wave by a single suspended sphere. The 

total attenuation contains the part due to the scattering losses and also due to 
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absorption in the vicinity of the particle, not the absorption alone. They 

derived an expression for the total energy attenuated by a dispersion of many 

spheres by representing the total velocity potential at infinity in terms of 

incoming and outgoing waves on a single sphere, and it was summed over the 

total number of particles per unit volume. The energy difference carried by 

these waves is the energy absorbed by the dispersion. In this way, the 

attenuation is found to be determined by the coefficients of the reflected 

compressional wave. The following equation is an approximation to 

attenuation obtained by approximating the square root of a complex number 

(Challis, 1998): 

a=- 
2k2r3 

(2n + l) Re(An ) 
, n=0 

(2.21) 

where 0 is the volume fraction of the suspended material, and a is the 

attenuation for the pressure wave. This expression implies that only the real 

partof An directly contributes to the attenuation. 

In 1961, Foldy derived an expression for the cumulative effect of a 

number of scatterers randomly dispersed in a volume. 

aZ 
=1- 

33ý ý(2n+1)An 
ký ký r n=o 

(2.22) 

where ß is the complex wavenumber of the dispersion., which is defined as: 

w ß=+ is . Foldy's equation considered only the forward scattering, i. e. 
C 

0=0 for scattering amplitude f (0) I Co (2n + 1)A� P� (cos 0), which gives 
ik �. o 

the scattered amplitude as a function of angle with respect to the propagation 
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axis, in a dilute dispersion of point scatterers, with coherent re-scattering 

assumed to be negligible. 

As discussed in section §2.3.7, in the long wavelength region, only the 

lowest orders of An make a significant contribution to the attenuation, 

although, at larger values of k, r, higher orders become more significant and 

must be included in the calculated scattered field. O'Neill (1998) has explored 

the convergence ofAn, demonstrating the maximum number of partial wave 

orders required to the wavenumber parameter k, r was n =1.05k, r+4 , 

rounded off the nearest integer. However this result has not been substantiated 

in further work. Pinfield (1996) demonstrated that the limit of partial wave 

orders is determined by the incident wave magnitude for the various orders 

which limits the amount of scattered field of the same order. The number of 

partial wave orders required is defined by the number of wave orders needed 

to describe the incident field for a particle of a given radius. A more accurate 

value about the maximum number of partial wave orders was obtained by 

Pinfield by investigating the behaviour of the Bessel and Hankel functions 

with increasing of order n, for a fixed value of kcr, the approximate result 

was n kcr +4 (Pinfield, 2007). 

2.3.9 Multiple scattering model 

The above single scattering model is limited to very dilute systems where 

the proportion of acoustic field incident on a particle which has been scattered 

by other particles is very small. However, in the case of a high concentration 

of scatterers, the individual particles are no longer immersed in the 



undisturbed initial acoustic field, but in this field combined with the acoustic 

field scattered by the surrounding particles. The proportion of the incident 

field which is due to all other scatterers may become significant as 

concentration increases. A wave is therefore redirected more than once in a 

process called multiple scattering. Figure 2.3 illustrates the multiple scattering 

effects for an emulsion system as an incident wave passes through it. We can 

see from this figure that a wave incident on a particle is scattered by it; this 

scattered wave, together with the original incident wave, impinges on an 

adjacent particle and is scattered again. The computation of the phase and 

amplitude relationships at each stage of this multiple scattering process (first, 

second, third scattering and so on) is important (Povey, 1997). 

Waterman and Truell (1961) extended Foldy's equation, incorporating 

the work of Urick and Ament (1949). They developed an approximation for 

complex wavenumber based on a series of concatenated slabs of scattering 

material: 

2 
00 00 ßZ 2 

=1- 
33ý E(2n+1)A" + 

9ý26 [1(2n 
+1)A -Z 

(-1)"(2n+1)A" 
kc kc r ". 0 4kc r ". 0 ". 0 

(2.23) 

Their approximation takes into consideration both forward (© = 0) and 

backward scattering (0 = ; r) from each dispersed particle. The first two terms 

of equation 2.23 are the same as equation 2.22. The last term, in the square of 

volume fraction, accounts for the backward scattering, which proved to be 

important for concentrated systems. Fikioris and Waterman (1964) later 

corrected a problem in their derivation of this result. Lloyd and Berry (1967) 

extended this model on the basis that the validity of the concatenated slab 
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approximation, they pointed out that Waterman and Truell's derivation was 

based on an erroneous integration. Instead they approached the problem from 

the point of view of the density of energy states in a medium, resulting in the 

acoustic wavenumber. It has been found to produce reliable results in many 

systems and has been widely adopted as the correct form for multiple 

scattering theory. Lloyd and Berry's result for the complex wavenumber is: 

p2_t 3i5" 
i. . -t .. e. 1 

k2 
ý 

k76ý6 
I AoAý + 

10 
AoA2 + 11 A, A2 - 

k602 (A12 

r6 
+'21 A2 

rý\J 

ý 

c 

= I- 

krkHU 
t Jfi1 -1- 0 H2i 

(2.24) 

The result presented here is terminated after the second-order scattering 

terms, since these are usually sufficient in the long wavelength region. The 

Lloyd and Berry's result agrees with that obtained by Firkioris and Waterman 

up to the first-order scattering mode at which* it is frequently truncated. 

Figure 2.4 shows the simulations based on ECAH model and ECAH 

modifications by Foldy (equation 2.22), Waterman and Truell (equation 2.23) 

and Lloyd and Berry (equation 2.24) for a 25% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in- 

water emulsion, together with our experimental measurement. We note that in 

this case there is no significant difference between the three formulations, 

because the density contrast between the suspended particles and continuous 

phase is very small, the zero-order term being dominant. The higher order 

terms are very small, due to the cross multiplications. All three models are in 

good agreement with experimental data. 

It should be noted that equations 2.22 to 2.24 apply to suspensions of 

particles that are monodisperse, whereas the majority of particulate mixtures 

of industrial significance are polydiperse. If we use the monodisperse formula 
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to simulate a polydisperse mixture, there will be discrepancy between 

modelled and experimental data. Figure 2.5a shows the particle size 

distribution (PSD) of 25% v/v 1-bromohexadecane oil-in water emulsion, and 

2.5b shows the experimental attenuation together with the simulations based 

on this PSD and on the mean radius alone. Thus it is important to modify the 

ECAH theory to include the particle size distribution effects. Challis el al 

(1998) suggest a distribution of particle size in the form of a histogram with J 

(j =1 to J) discrete sizes R, . The partial wave attenuation coefficients A� are 

calculated for each of the J size bins, each represented by a dispersed phase 

volume fraction O and a particle radius r, , and summed to give the complex 

wavenumber thus: 

=1-ýk3ý3 2: (2n+1)A,, 
j k, J. 1 cjR. o 

z 

k6ý6 

(AOJAIJ+ 

3 
AojA21 +11A, jA2j 

ý, 

-, 
J 540f 

A2 +115A2 Gr 66 11 2J 

J-, kc rý 21 

(2.25) 

Whilst this appears to work well (figure 2.5b), it must be noted that it is a 

gross approximation to the underlying physics. It assumes that waves scattered 

from particles of a given size, only re-scatter at particles of the same size, 

whereas in practice the scattering patterns are expected to be much more 

complex. 
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Figure 2.3. Multiple scattering of a plane wave by several particles (based on Povey. I997. 

figure 4.4). 
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Figure 2.4. Comparison of the experimental attenuation for 25% 1-bromohexadecane 

emulsions of 1.2µm particle radius with the simulation data on the basis of [Cell model 

adopted by Foldy (broken line), Waterman and Truell (dash line) and Lloyd and Berry (solid 

line). 
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Figure 2.5a. Particle size distribution of 25% 1-bromohexadecane-in-water emulsion 

calculated using Mastersizer. 
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Figure 2.5b. Attenuation versus frequency for the emulsion of 1-bromohexadecane-in-water. 

Comparison of experimental data (dots) with ECAH model using the particle size distribution 

shown in figure 2.5a (solid line) and ECAII model using the mean particle radius (broken line). 
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2.3.10 Explicit expressions for low order scattering 

coefficients 

An alternative way to calculate the theoretical attenuation is to use the 

explicit solution of the zero and first order attenuation coefficients AO and A, . 

These explicit expressions were first derived by Epstein and Carhart (1953) for 

the case of a liquid-in-liquid system and then extended by Allegra and Hawley 

(1972) to the solid-in-liquid system. Within the long wavelength limit, the 

equations for AO and A, terms can be simplified by using limiting forms for the 

Bessel and Hankel functions, and the solution provides an opportunity to avoid 

the potential errors of computation associated with the full ECAH model. The 

analytical results also illuminate the physical phenomena that contribute to 

attenuation. 

Epstein and Carhart obtained the following explicit expression for 

scattering coefficients for suspensions of liquid particles in a liquid continuum, 

and Allegra and Hawley obtained the same result some years later: 

2 Ao = _l 3 

Al = 

a2 P2 
a2 - ia b'2 1_ P2býi H, 

c2 P' cl c G2 P2bc2 H2 

-iaýzl 
Pl 

-11h2ýasi)ýasi)-i asijýýa: i)Ji(as, ) 

3x 3 pj§cas2)+ p' 
-1 ho(a, 

2) 
172 

as2jh(as2)J2(asl) 
pi 

+2 
l 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Where H, = a, 2h, (a12) 1- 
KicG 

i 

2G2 , 
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as, Ji (as, ) -21- 
I=2 J2(as, ) 
nsl 

(2.28) 

In long wavelength limit, since the compression wavenumber-radius 

products ace and ac, are much less than one, the Hankel function, h� (x) and 

Bessel function, j� (x) with arguments ace and ac, can be replaced by the first 

terms in their Taylor series. Approximate expressions for the low order Iiankel 

and Bessel functions (n = 0,1,2) can be written as follows: 

h (x) __ 
ie'x 

_x_ 
;x_ 

o, h, (x)_ e 1+ l, h2 (x) ie 1+ 
31 3) 

x2 xxzxx 

. 
10 (x) = 

sin xý 
A (x) =z 

sin x 
-cos x, 

j2(x) _1-3Z -1 sinx- 
3 

cosx 
x X2 x 

i 

(2.29) 

Alternative expressions for the scattering coefficients AO and A, for the 

case of liquid particles suspended in a liquid continuous phase were derived by 

Pinfield (1996) and Povey (1997). Their approximation has a simpler form for 

A, compared with the one obtained by Epstein and Carhart, since it only needs 

the basic thermal and acoustic parameters, and does not include the Hankel 

and Bessel function. But it gives the same result as the one derived by Epstein 

and Carhart. In their approximation, they used the conditions for the limiting 

values of the attenuation coefficient suggested by Pinfield (1997): 

z2 Pi 

A -_ 

iac2 ac2 - aci 
P2 

_ ia3 (, 
ý -1 

ß1 CP2P2 
2H 

0 02V y 3 
)62Cp1 P1 ar2 

Al _ 
iaýz (PI 

- P2 X1 +T+ iS) 
(2.30) 

9(p, + p2T + iSp2 ) 
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Where H= 1_ K2 tan(a,, ) 
1- ia, 2 K, tan(a,, )-a,, 

1-1 

(2.31 a) 

S= 9 
I+' 

4as2 as2 

y=cp; T=1+S; 8= Iii. 
v2 4r pm 

(2.31 b) 

(2.31 c) 

Allegra and Hawley (1972) gave the approximations for solid particles 

suspended in the liquid continuum, which had a much more complex form 

than the expressions for liquid particles in liquid continuous phase; however, 

since these are not relevant to emulsions, they will not be included here. 

The explicit expressions for the scattering coefficients will be used to 

predict the attenuation for comparison with the result obtained from the full 

ECAH model by solving the complex matrix equation. Expressions of this 

type are widely employed for the reason that they avoid the computational 

complexity associated with the full matrix solution. They are only accurate in 

the long wavelength limit, but it is not known what is the maximum value of 

k, r to remain valid. One of the aims of this project is examine the range of 

conditions over which these explicit expressions can be used to replace the full 

ECAH model. 

2.3.11 Physical significance of scattering coefficients 

The long wavelength limiting and explicit solutions help to identify the 

physical processes represented by the various scattered partial wave modes. 

The coefficient A. represents the amplitude of the compression wave field 

diffracted by a suspended particle. Each A. is associated with a spatial 
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distribution expressed by a spherical Hankel function and a Legendre 

polynomial, each of order n. Monopole symmetry is implied by n=0, dipole 

symmetry by n=1, and so on. 

The zero-order scattering coefficient, Aa (equation 2.30), can be separated 

into two parts. The first part, denoted as A01 , (A01 = 3 

unaffected by thermal effects and depends on the difference of compressibility 

between the two phases. The second part, A02 9 

(A02 = -iac2 
(y2 

-1) 1- 
P1P2Cp2 2) 

is related to thermal scattering because it 
%j2 Pi Cry 

2 

which results from the acylic contains the thermal term 1- 
APICCri 

pz 
ý 

differences in temperature between the particles and the surrounding phase. 

The larger this term, the greater effect of thermal scattering will be. 

The first-order or dipole contribution to the attenuation described by the 

coefficient A, is related to visco-inertial scattering, which occurs when 

droplets have a different density from the surrounding fluid. In the presence of 

a compressional wave the difference in inertia between particles and fluid 

causes the particles to oscillate to and fro with respect to the continuous phase. 

This oscillation is damped by the viscosity of the surrounding fluid. As seen 

in equation 2.27 for the case of liquid particles in liquid continuous phase, the 

attenuation from this mechanism depends on the density difference between 

the suspended matter and that of the suspending fluid. 

For a small density difference (such as 1-bromohexadecane, polystyrene), 

the particles move at the same speed as the molecules of suspending fluid, so 

1 
22 P1 iac2 ar2 - aci 

P2 ) is 
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the energy loss is very small; for large density difference (such as silica or iron 

in water), the relative motion becomes greater with larger losses occurring. In 

emulsions or suspensions with low density contrast between the two phases 

(i. e. 0.8 _< 
' <_ 1.2), the thermal effect plays an important role, so AO is the 

Pi 

dominant term compared with high order term of A� . Figure 2.6a shows the 

attenuation calculated using the coefficients of AO and A, alone, together with 

the total attenuation by using the sum of them. It has been calculated for a 

12.5% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with a particle radius of 1.2 

gm, the density ratio of water to 1-bromohexadecane is around 0.997. It is 

clear that AO is the dominant term in the whole attenuation. Figure 2.6b shows 

the dominance of A, for high density contrast suspensions of silica in water, 

the density ratio of silica to water is around 2.2. 
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Figure 2.6a. Contribution of the ECAIT attenuation coefficients AO and A, to the whole 

attenuation in emulsion: 12.5% 1-bromohexdecane with mean radius of 1.2 µm. The dots is 

for AO term only, broken line is for A, term only, solid line is for AO +A,. 
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Figure 2.6b. Contribution of the ECAH attenuation coefficients AO and A, to the whole 

attenuation in suspension: 4.1% silica-in-water with mean radius of 0.16µm. The dash line is 

for A, term only, broken line is for AO term only, solid line is for Ao + A,. 

Compared with the AO and A, terms, each higher-order term of 

An (n z 2) contains an additional factor of a', and it is this that enables us to 

neglect the higher-order terms in the long wavelength limit because a, « 1. 

Besides, as we mentioned in section §2.3.8, the maximum number of orders 

depends on kcr. 

In general the effects of visco-inertial and thermal scattering are 

intermingled, but in the long wavelength limit and for the dilute systems, we 

can calculate their effects independently and then add them together (see 

equation 2.3). Examination of the approximate expressions in equations 2.26 

and 2.27 reveal that thermal scattering is associated with the AO term, whilst 

visco-inertial scattering is associated with the A, term (Ahuja, 1973). We 
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therefore separate the contributions of the thermal and visco-inertial scattering 

to the overall attenuation, and obtain: 

3 ORe(Ao ) 
a, h =-2 kcr3 

3 ORe(3A, ) 
av;. v =2k, 

r' 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

Figure 2.7 was plotted to demonstrate the practical significance of the 

thermal and visco-inertial scattering mechanisms using equations 2.32 and 

2.33. Attenuation per wavelength aZ is plotted against .r, since this term 

is proportional to the terms of product of wavenumber and radius, which 

determine the magnitude of thermal and visco-inertial scattering. The 

magnitude of visco-inertial attenuation depends on the density difference 

between the particles and surrounding fluid, and its maximum value occurs 

when the viscous skin depth (8s = 2v / w) is approximately equal to the 

particle radius, in figure 2.7 it is negligible. Similar arguments apply to the 

thermal attenuation, the maximum value occurs when the thermal skin depth 

(S, = 2c / w) is approximately equal to the particle radius. In this figure, the 

excess attenuation was used, which is defined as the difference between 

overall attenuation and that caused by intrinsic absorption alone: 

Aa = a-(1-q5)a2 -¢a, 

where a, and a2 are the intrinsic attenuation of the dispersed phase and 

continuous phase, respectively. 

In the emulsion, the excess attenuation is the sum of thermal and viscous 

attenuation. 
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Figure 2.7. Variation of a,;, ii, and a, h2 with for 1-bromohexadecane-in-water using 

equations 2.32 and 2.33. 

2.4 Failure of theory at high concentrations 

The acoustic analysis of suspensions and emulsions by the ECAH model 

is difficult at high particle concentrations. In this case, the particle or droplets 

can no longer be assumed to behave as individual isolated objects, and a 

simple linear superposition of isolated-particle behaviour is no longer adequate. 

The nonlinear increase of sound attenuation with particle concentration is due 

to two kinds of multiple-particle effects that become more significant at higher 

concentrations. First of all, the redirection of the acoustic wave between the 

particles leads to multiple scattering, where each particle is immersed in an 

overall field of primary and secondary waves instead of in the undisturbed 
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initial compressional wave. Secondly, particle-particle interactions lead to a 

modified intrinsic behaviour of individual particles. The response of a given 

particle to a certain excitation is different whether the particle is surrounded by 

an infinitely large homogeneous medium or by a medium interspersed by other 

particles. In the case of high concentration emulsions, because of the typically 

relatively small particle separation, the particle-particle interactions become a 

major source of nonlinearity and are thus one of the principal concerns of this 

thesis. 

In the long wavelength limit, the principal form of attenuation in 

emulsions with low density contrast is the thermal transport which occurs 

between a droplet and its surroundings (McClements and Povey, 1989). The 

extent of these thermal losses depends on the difference in thermal properties 

between the droplet and its surroundings. The ECAH theory assumes that a 

single particle is surrounded by an infinite medium, i. e. there is no interaction 

between neighbouring droplets, so that the heat generated by one droplet flows 

directly into the continuous phase. However, in the following three situations, 

the thermal (or shear) wave generated by a droplet may propagate into its 

neighbouring droplets, as illustrated in figure 2.8. First of all, at high particle 

concentrations, the inter-particle distance is getting smaller. Secondly, for 

emulsions with small particle sizes, the inter-particle distance is getting 

smaller as well. And thirdly, at low frequencies, the thermal or shear 

wavelength is getting longer. Typically, these effects result in a deviation 

between ECAH model and the experiment data. 
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Figure 2.8. Thermal wave overlap effects in the emulsions (top); shear wave overlap effects in 

the suspensions (bottom), based on Challis et al (2005). 

40 

The limit at which thermal overlap becomes significant can be estimated 

from the average surface-surface distance between neighbouring particles. If 

the droplets are supposed to be spherical and randomly dispersed, then the 

average distance d separating the surfaces of two neighbouring particles as 

given by Herrmann (1996) is: 

d ýr 3 
4n 

Z 
30 

(2.34) 

where r is the radius of the suspended droplet, and 0 is the disperse volume 

fraction. This quantity is related to the length of the secondary waves around 

each particle, since in the case of d being small, the secondary waves may 

interfere, which will affect the intrinsic particle behaviour. To quantify the 

length of the secondary waves, the concept of skin depth was introduced. 

30 
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Thermal skin depth is defined as the distance for the temperature in the 

surrounding fluid to decrease to 1/e of its value at the interface, which can be 

written as: 

sT = 
2x 

wpC wpC,, 
(2.35) 

where Kc is the thermal conductivity and C,, is the specific heat capacity. 

Similarly, the shear skin depth as: 

Ss = 
2z (2.36) 
wp 

Therefore, particle-particle interactions are significant if there is not 

enough interparticle space for the corresponding boundary layers, that is, 

thermal wave overlap happens when 8r Zd/2 (or shear wave overlap 

happens when 8S zd /2 ). Figure 2.9 illustrates half the average surface- 

surface distance d, 
thermal skin depth 8,. and shear skin depth 8s as a 

2 

function of frequency for a range of concentrations, assuming the particle 

radius is 0.1 µm. The horizontal lines indicate the half average particle 

separation at different concentrations using equation 2.34. For example, at 

20% v/v, the grey shadow indicates that there is thermal overlapping effect 

when frequency is less than 5.5 Mliz, where the thermal skin depth is larger 

than the half particle distance, and when the frequency is less than 32 Mliz, 

shear overlapping occurred, as the yellow shadow area indicates. It is apparent 

from this figure that for a fixed particle size, the overlapping becomes more 

pronounced at high particle concentration, which means d is small, or at low 

frequencies, where S,. or 8s is larger. As can also be seen in figure 2.9, the 
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thermal skin depth in aqueous dispersions is generally smaller than the viscous 

one (8,0.48, ). In systems where thermal losses are dominant, overlapping 

between boundary layers and corresponding nonlinearities therefore occur at 

higher particle concentrations. 
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Figure 2.9. The viscous and thermal boundary layers in an aqueous phase, plotted as 

8,. (blue line) and 6 (green line) using equations 2.35 and 2.36. The half of averages 

separations between neighbouring particles are indicated as horizontal lines for several values 

of the particle volume fraction, assuming a particle radius of 0.1 Am (equation 2.34). For d 

below 8,. (or c5 ) (the shade areas), particle interactions may arise. 

From equation 2.34 we know that the average surface-surface distance d 

is proportional to the suspended particle radius r at a given o. Therefore the 

ratio of distance to thermal skin depth d/8,. (or the ratio of distance to shear 
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shin depth d/ (&) becomes a function of the product of radius and the square 

root of frequency (. r ): 

34c- 
3ý 

ý= r-- = D, " jr 
OT ZK 

2nfp( 

4ýt 
r3 -- 3 

and 
d=r= 

DZ " 
jr 

os "llj 

2; 7f) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

where D, and D2 are constants given the volume fraction. 

If we assume that interactions start at 5T =d/2 (or 6, =d/2 for shear 

waves), we can get the critical volume fraction, which is the concentration at 

which the ECAH model is expected to break down: 

/% 3 

> ýt 

2nfpC p 

1 

L12P J 
(2.39) 

We can conclude that, in a dilute emulsion system, the half distances 

between any two particles will be larger than the thermal skin depth: d/2> Sr , 

so thermal wave can die away unaffected by other thermal waves scattered by 

adjacent particles. However, in concentrated emulsion systems, where the 

particles are close together, or at low value of frequency or with small particle 

sizes, where the thermal skin depth is larger than the half distance between 

droplets ( Sr Z d/2 ), thermal interactions will occur. This relationship 

effectively accounts for the fact that measurements of the attenuation are 

2P 
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always lower than those predicted by ECAII scattering theories at high droplet 

concentrations. 

A model by which the effects of thermal overlap can be accounted for has 

been proposed by McClements et al (Hemar et al, 1997, Herrmann et al, 1996 

McClements et al, 1999), where a core shell was invoked, and this will be 

discussed in detail in chapter 3. 

2.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has given a brief introduction to the so-called scattering 

models for acoustic attenuation in particulate dispersions, following the 

formulations of Epstein and Carhart and Allegra and Hawley, known as the 

ECAH model. Generally the ECAH model when used to simulate ultrasonic 

measurements gives very good agreement with experimental results in dilute 

mixtures. At high concentrations of dispersed phase the ECAH model, even 

including multiple scattering, may break down and predict a greater 

attenuation than observed experimentally - the dependence of the attenuation 

on concentrations becomes non-linear. The breakdown is believed to be due to 

overlapping of evanescent wave fields scattered by suspended particles in 

close proximity - thermal wave fields in the case of emulsion, and viscous 

wave fields in the case of suspensions. The need for an alternative model for 

the high concentration case has been expressed by many at least a decade ago 

(McClements and Povey, 1989, Hemar, 1997). The solution has not yet been 

applied to solid in liquid systems (see Challis et al 2005), but a possible 

solution for emulsions with low density contrast between the two phases has 

been suggested by Hemar (1997), Herrmann (1998) and McClements et al 
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(1999) (HHM model). The principal questions in this thesis concern the 

validity of wave propagation models for emulsions - dilute and concentrated 

- and it is for this reason that 111iM's model for thermal overlap will be 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 Extended Theories for Concentrated 

Emulsions 

3.1 Introduction 

The ECAH theory of the ultrasonic wave propagation in dilute systems is 

now well-established and was discussed in the last chapter. This approach 

gives excellent agreement with experimental measurements in dilute 

emulsions, but recent studies showed that, at high particle concentrations, say 

15%, the ECAH model fails to explain quantitatively the ultrasonic attenuation 

(Hemar, 1997, McClements et al, 1999). It over-predicts the attenuation data 

compared with the experiment measurement, especially for small particle sizes 

and for low frequencies. This discrepancy has been attributed to the 

interactions between the decaying fields of evanescent waves scattered from 

particles in close proximity. In this chapter, we will present two relatively new 

models, which deal with the wave propagation in concentrated emulsion and 

suspension systems. The aim here is to establish once and for all what the 

limits of the unmodified ECAH theory actually are, and then to examine in 

detail the applicability of the new models. Ultimately we wish to know what 

model to use in procedures for dispersed phase particle sizing by means of 

ultrasound. 

Section 3.2 introduces a HHM model, which was initially suggested by 

Hemar et al (1997) and extended by McClements et al (1999) to include 

intrinsic absorption as well as multiple scattering effects. Its authors propose 
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that this model can be used for high concentration emulsions because it 

accounts for the thermal wave interaction between particles. 

A relative new-comer to wave propagation models is the coupled phase 

model of Evans and Attenborough (1996,2002), which has the advantage that 

it avoids computations of matrix functions but nevertheless includes thermal 

coupling between phases. It has considerable potential for use in particle 

sizing operates, but its validity in the content of emulations of various 

concentrations and particle sizes remains to be established. It is for this reason 

that it is included in this study. 

3.2 The Hemar, Herrmann and McClemcnts model 

(HHM model) 

In the long wavelength regime, the dominant part of the attenuation in 

emulsions with low density contrast between the dispersed phase and 

continuous phase is the heat flow which occurs between a suspended particle 

and its surroundings in the presence of an ultrasonic wave. The basic 

scattering theory, ECAH theory, assumes that there are no overlaps of thermal 

waves between neighbouring particles, so that heat generated by one particle 

flows directly into the continuous phase. In practice, the heat generated by a 

particle may be propagated into a neighbouring particle, therefore the 

temperature difference between any given particle and its surroundings is 

reduced, and thus leads to a decrease in the attenuation. This explains why the 

measurements of the attenuation coefficient of emulsions are lower than the 

scattering theory predicts at high concentrations. 
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The HIM model was developed by Hemar (1997), Herrmann (1998) and 

McClements et al (1999), the aim of which was to account for the interactions 

between thermal waves at high concentrations. 

Hemar et al (1997) first proposed the idea of the III1M model to 

compensate the interaction between particles in concentrated emulsions. 

Figure 3.1 shows the conventional scattering model (left) and the HHM model 

(right). We can see that in the conventional scattering model, the droplet is 

assumed to be surrounded by pure continuous phase. In the IIHM model, on 

the other hand, we imagine a shell of continuous phase surround the particle, 

which can be treated as a new particle with larger diameter. Outside the shell, 

there is an effective medium, whose properties are determined by the 

composition of both the disperse and continuous phases. 

Continuous Phase 

Conventional model: 
Droplet surrounded by pure 

continuous phase 

Effective medium 

}IIiM model: 
Droplet surrounded by shell of continuous 
phase embedded in an effective medium 

Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of the core-shell model used to take into account thermal 

overlap effects in the multiple scattering theory (based on McClements et al, 1999). 

Hemar's model is based on Isakovich's (1948) theory of heat transfer 

between two phases; it had been established initially for the case of a dilute 
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emulsion system. The complex wavenumber of the mixture was given by 

Isakovich: 

2 
ý 2=1 

+i 30 T ýrý 
_ 

/jr2 H 
k wr2 x3 plCl'1 p2CP2 

-1 
11 

where H=K, 
[n, rl tanh(n, r) -1] 

+ 
K2 (l+ n2 r) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

and x3 is the volume averaged adiabatic compressibility of the emulsions, 

which determined by the value of the adiabatic compressibility of both 

dispersed phase and continuous phase (%3 = Y$, + (1- q$42 ); 

nj = (1- i) 
ýi2a'i 0=1,2), 

is is the thermal conductivity and r is the suspended particle radius. The 

subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the dispersed phase and continuous phase, 

respectively. 

Hemar modified Isakovich's wavenumber equation (equation 3.1) by 

using a new thermal term H to replace equation 3.2 in his model. Thus this 

new equation took into consideration of the thermal overlap effects between 

the particles. 

n, r-tanh(n, r) g2 -g3 H=x, x2 2x3 n2rs (n3rf + 1) + C(1 + n2r) + D(1- n2 r) 
E"C+F"D 91-92 

where g, = 
Ti NpJ 

CP! 

nJ = (1 _ i) 
wj pj Crj 

2 Kj 

(3.3) 

(3.4 a) 

(3.4 b) 
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C= en2cý. -ý)[K2(n2r, 
-1)+K3(n3rý -1)] 

D=e e2 
(r. 

r)[K2(n2rs +1) -K3(n3r, +1)ý 

E=K, n, r+[K2(n2r+1)-K, ]tanh(n, r) 

F=K, n, r-[K2(n2r-1)+K, ]tanh(n, r) 

(3.4 c) 

(3.4 d) 

(3.4 c) 

(3.40 

It is easily verified that the above expression reduces to equation 3.2 both 

for high frequencies and for low concentrations (in these two cases the term C 

tends to infinity whilst the term D tends to zero because nfrf goes to infinity). 

However, Hemar's model is limited because it ignores intrinsic absorption in 

both the particles and the continuous phase, multiple scattering caused by 02 

term and visco-inertial effects, although the multiple scattering may be very 

small and visco-inertial effects may not be very important for low density 

contrast emulsions. McClements et al (1999) demonstrated how the ECAH 

scattering theory could be modified to incorporate Hemar's expression. By 

using Lloyd and Berry (1967) multiple scattering expression (the higher order 

terms are neglected in the following equation): 

22 

=1- 33 ý ýAo +3A, )-27 06 k41 
+2A; ) (3.5) 

ýc 
kr kcr C. -c 

Following Hemar's idea, McClements et al modified the zero-order of the 

scattering coefficient Ao, i. e. the monopole term, to include the thermal wave 

overlap effects: 

32 iac2 
22 Pi 

- 
iac2 (Y2 -1) ßriCrzPz AO ac2 - acl 

21- 
ýýnew 

3 P2 b2 Qr2CrIPi 
(3.6) 

Equation 3.6 shows that the first part of AO term is unchanged, but the 

second part, which is dominated by the thermal effects, was modified to get a 
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new term Hnew to account for thermal wave overlap effects. This term is 

analogous to Hemar's expression, but with: 

Hnew =H 
x2 

(3.7) 
Z3 K2 

Again, x3 is the volume averaged adiabatic compressibility of the emulsions 

as defined above. 

Now the shell thickness is set to the average distance between the 

droplets in the emulsion, so the radius of shell is given by: 

r 
rs =v o- 

(3.8) 

where r is the suspended particle radius, and O is the volume fraction of the 

dispersed particles. It means that the larger the volume fraction is, the smaller 

the shell thickness will be; that is to say that at higher droplet concentrations, 

the environment of a particle will appear to be same as the particle-continuous 

phase mixture, rather than continuous phase alone. 

It is to be emphasized that the HHM model does not require any other 

supposition or adjustable parameter, and it is claimed that it describes 

correctly what happens at low frequency, where the effective medium 

approximation has been shown to be adequate, as well as at high frequency, 

where the range of the thermal wave may be smaller than the distance between 

droplets. The effective medium, denoted by the subscript 3, is described by the 

following physical constants: 

Ps = OPI + (1- q$)P2 (3.9) 

A- OPI + (1 - OA (3.10) 

P3Cp3 = OP1Cp1 + (1 - O)P2Cp2 (3.11) 
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The thermal conductivity, which cannot simply be obtained as a volume 

average, has been given by Torquato (1985) for a random dispersion of hard 

spheres: 

1+20y-2(1-0)S72 
K3 -K2 1_oy-2(1-O)SY2 

where y_ 
K' - K2 

and q=0.210680 - 0.0469302 
x, + 2K2 

(3.12) 

The result of HHM model offers the possibility of an accurate prediction 

of the ultrasonic attenuation in emulsions up to 50%. In this project a number 

of computations were done to show the difference between the traditional 

scattering theory (ECAH model) and HUM model for different concentrates of 

corn oil-in-water emulsions, and the results are shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3 

(the thermo-physical properties of these materials was shown in table 3.1). We 

also show experimental results for comparison with the two models. The mean 

radius of the suspended particles is around 120 nm in figure 3.2, and the 

volume fraction is between 5% and 50%. Figure 3.2 shows that in the fairly 

dilute system (0 <_ 20% ), the ECAH model predicts the same result as the 

HHM model, and both of these two models gave good agreements with the 

experiment data, especially at lower frequencies; but at higher droplet 

concentrations, for example, 0z 30% the ECAH model began to overpredict 

the attenuation compared with the experimental data, whereas the I IIIM model 

still closely follows the experimental data even at 50% v/v, especially for 

lower frequencies. 

As has been discussed in chapter 2, when the frequency is sufficiently 

high and when the particle size is sufficiently large, the spacing between the 
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droplets will be greater than the thermal skin depth (d » (5T ), and the thermal 

term H in equation 3.7 tends to give the same value as the one in equation 

2.31a. The two models then tend to give the same result, which can be seen 

from figure 3.3, which shows the attenuation spectra for corn oil-in-water 

emulsions with volume fraction from 5% to 50%, here the mean particle radius 

is 600 nm. The ECAH model gave a reasonable prediction compared with the 

experimental results up to 40% v/v. At 50%, the ECAH model slightly 

overpredicted the attenuation data. The HHM model is in good agreement with 

the experimental data for all concentrations. At 40% v/v, and at 10 MHz, the 

calculated average particle-particle surface distance is d=0.12 µm, and 

thermal skin depth is S,. = 0.06 µm from equation 2.34 and 2.35, so it is clear 

that the interparticle distance is twice as the thermal skin depth. When the 

particle concentration decreases, the interparticle distance will increase and the 

thermal skin depth will decrease at higher frequencies, leading to these being 

no thermal wave overlap effect, which explains why the ECAII model remains 

applicable. 
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Figure 3.2a. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 5% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 120 nm. The triangles are experimental 

measurements, the solid line is computed using the ECAH model, and the broken line is 

computed using HHM model. 
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Figure 3.2b. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 10% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 120 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.2c. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 20% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 120 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.2d. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 40% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 120 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.2e. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 50% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 120 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.3a. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 5% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 600 nm, Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a.. 
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Figure 3.3b. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 10% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 600 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.3c. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 20% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 600 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.3d. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 40% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 600 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.3e. Comparison of predicted and measured attenuation spectra for 50% corn oil-in- 

water emulsions with mean droplet radius of 600 nm. Line descriptions are the same as in 

figure 3.2a. 
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3.3 Coupled phase theory 

At present there are three kinds of coupled phase theories. The first was 

suggested by Gumerov et al (1988) and Margulies and Schwartz, (1991 and 

1994), who took into consideration heat transfer between the phases and 

assumed an incompressible particulate phase. Harker and Temple (1988) 

proposed a hydrodynamic model which allowed for a compressible particulate 

phase but neglected heat transfer between phases. Their model has proved to 

be successful for slurries. More recently, Evans and Attenborough (1996) 

combined the former two theories and allowed for both heat transfer and a 

compressible particulate phase, and as the result, the new coupled phase model 

can be used in both suspension and emulsion systems, at least in principle 

The coupled phase model has proved successful for slurries, and there is 

also some evidence (Evans and Attenborough, 1996 and 2002) that it works 

for emulsions, but not enough to be sure. One of the purposes of this work is 

to determine whether it could be used for emulsions and also whether it could 

be used for concentrated emulsions. It will be tested later in this thesis as to 

whether or not it can give a better prediction of the volume fraction 

dependence of the attenuation compared to scattering theory. 

3.3.1 Harker and Temple 

In their paper, Harker and Temple (1988) constructed four differential 

equations: two continuity equations and two conservation of momentum 

equations. The transfer of momentum between phases was dealt with by 
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considering the drag force on one phase by the other. It is assumed that there is 

no gravitational field, and no heat or mass transfer between the phases. 

0 
oapf 2f oaO o oau 0f ar +` p' 

at 
+Of pf az 

°' j =1,2, (3.13) 

Pi ýJ 
auý 

=i 2f-' ývýz Pý0 Sýua - u, )-ýý 
aý 

f 

at aZ . 1=1,2, (3.1 d) 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the dispersed phase and continuous phase, 

as usual. The subscript 0 denotes the constant equilibrium component of the 

variable. The complex quantity S is a factor representing momentum transfer 

between phases: 

9 S= 
4i 

81 
x +4(1+i)S+ 2? 

0 
r (10) 

(3.15) 

The assumptions implicit in the determination of S are that the particle is 

rigid and does not depend on relative fluid density. Observing equation 3.15 

and equation 2.31b, It can be shown that the first two terms in these two 

equations are exactly the same, the difference between the two expressions is 

the third term on the right hand side, in equation 3.15, the third term represents 

the induced mass for a single rigid sphere, however, in equation 2.31b, the 

third term is a constant!, , which applies to isolated spheres. When the particle 

volume fraction is quite low, the third term in equation 3.15 tends to 
2. 

Since the suspension is compressible, the above equations cannot give a 

complete description of the system. It is assumed that the compressibility of 

the suspension is the volume average of the compressibility of the two phases. 

The density of the suspension will vary in response to the passage of a wave 

according to: 
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Pý = P, ° (l + xlP) 

P2 = Pz (1 + x2 p) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

where x is the adiabatic compressibility and p, is the density of dispersed 

and continuous phase, p, is the steady state density of the two phases. 

The velocities and densities for each phase, the pressure and particle 

phase volume fraction can all be specified by equations 3.13,3.14,3.16 and 

3.17. If wavelike solutions are assumed, then they will be expressed in the 

following forms: 

Velocity: u= u' exp[i(kx - wt)]; 

Pressure: p= p' exp[i(kx - wt)] ; 

Volume fraction: 0= 0° +q' exp[i(kx-wt)]; 

Density: p= p° + p' exp[i(kx - wt)]. (3.18) 

The fluctuating parts of the field variables vary as exp [i(kz - wt)] , and are 

assumed to be small compared with their steady state values. The equations 

above were therefore expressed in linear form with respect to the variables. 

The transformations a 
-* -irw and 

a 
-+ ik lead to the matrix equation: 

at az 
Ax=O 

where x= (u2, u,, P29A9P99')' 

and 

A= 

o001 -1p1 0 

o010- x2 p2 0 
- KoP2 0000 p2 

0 KP1(1- 0) 0 -(1-0) 0 Pi 
O( p2 + p, S) Op, s00 KO 0 

Op, S p, ((1-0)+OS) 00 K(1-0) 0- 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 
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A nontrivial solution to equation 3.20 is obtained by equating the 

determinant of the square matrix A to zero and expressing it in terms of the 

complex wave number K(K =k/ co). The expression was given by Challis et 

al (2005): 

2 ýýl-OXPýP2/P3)-i(y/w) 
K° Psx3 ýý1-OXOP, +(1-0)P2)-i(yl w) 

(3.21) 

where p3 and x3 denotes effective density and compressibility of the mixture 

respectively. That is: 

P3 = 0Pi +(I - O)P2 

X3 = fix, + (1- O)x2 
The velocity and attenuation of an elastic wave can be determined from 

the above expression using a= Im(K) and c=w/ Re(K) . It was also noticed 

that in the limits 0=0 and 0=I, equation 3.21 reduces to 

K2 = x, p, and K2 = x2P2 for each single phase respectively. 

This model has certain advantages over the ECAH model in that it is 

mathematically simpler and it is self-consistent, as a result of the use of 

volume average field variables, which means that it should work for the whole 

range of possible volume fractions. It is also easier to stabilise computation 

against ill-conditioning in the matrices which require inversion. The Harker 

and Temple model does however have a major disadvantage in that it excludes 

the heat transfer between the two phases, which implies that it only applicable 

to the systems with a high density contrast between the two phases. Since most 

emulsions have a low density contrast between phases, it has been of great 

interest to develop the coupled phase theory of Harker and Temple to include 

the thermal transfer effects that are incorporated in the ECAIH model. Evans 
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and Attenborough (1996) have achieved this with a new coupled phase model 

which could be used in emulsions; it will be discussed in the following section. 

3.3.2 Evans and Attenborough 

As noted above, the coupled phase model of Evans and Attenborough 

(1996) is a generalisation of the Harker and Temple coupled phase model in 

that it includes the effects of thermal transport between phases. This was 

achieved by including of two extra equations to describe heat transfer and 

energy conservation in each of the two phases. These equations are: 

CJPf T+- 
T Pj(y, -1)CJ äuJ 

= i2j-'wPl Sn(Ti -T, ), j=1,2 (3.22) 
flTj öz 

T, T2 are the temperatures of the dispersed and continuous phase respectively, 

and they can be written in the form: 

T =T° +T' exp[i(kx-wt)] 

C1, C2 are constant volume specific heat capacities of the dispersed and 

continuous phases respectively, and Sh is the irreversible heat transfer term 

which is given by: 

Sh- 
3K2 [_1 - 

K2 tan(q, r) +3 /(g, r) -3 tan(q, r) l(g, r)2 (3.23) " iwr2p2 1-ig2r K, tan(q, r)-q, r 

where q, = 
ý+ l 

and q2 =+ 
j. Sr 0 Sr z are thermal wavelengths for the 

1 .11 IL 
-Vi -1 1 .S- 44 R 

dispersed and continuous phases respectively. 

This expression for the irreversible heat transfer between the phases 

comes from Gumerov et al (1988). Comparing this equation with equation 
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2.31a, we find that the thermal term in equation 2.31a is analogous to the 

expression in equation 3.23 in the square bracket, i. e. 

3K2 
Sh ý- "H tCVr 2 p2 

(3.24) 

At low frequencies, the first term in equation 2.31 a, which denotes the heat 

1 
-* 1; however, the transfer to the continuous phase, tends to one: 1-ig2r 

second term in equation 2.31a , which denotes the heat transfer to the particles 

tends to infinity; as a result, equation 2.31 a tends to zero and the heat transfer 

disappears at low frequencies. We get the similar results in equation 3.23 at 

low frequencies: the heat transfer between the continuous phase tends to one, 

whilst the heat transfer between particles tends to K2 
, and the steady state 

5K, 

r 
heat transfer tends to 11- K2 

L sK, 

1-1 

The thermodynamic equations of state for the two phases, in terms of the 

magnitudes of the fluctuating parts of the field variables are: 

Pi + Pi ßr2Ti - Y2 Pi x2 P= 0 (3.25) 

Pi +p°f3 T1° -YiP, iztp =0 (3.26) 

where far, is the thermal volume expansion coefficient of the dispersed and 

continuous phases. 

Solutions in the form given by equation 3.18 are assumed with 40) and ik 

substituted for time and x-axis differential operators, and the matrix equation 

can be written in the same form of equation 3.20, where 

r x= (u2, u,, p2, p,, p, O, T2, T)and 
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o001 -y, px 00 AA 
0010 -y2ýV2 0 AA7 0 

A= 

-KpZ0 0ý00A00 
0 Kq(1-0) 0-(1-A 0g00 

-(pl +qs) qs 00K000 
Oiß 00 hýi-0) 000 

Kýý 2-1) 0000 0-(pjCý +gsN) Ash 
ßz 
0 x(1-ýgG(r-n 0000 0A91, -g(@ -Ac+Ah) 

Al 
(3.27) 

It can be seen that the top left six by six sub-matrix of equation 3.27 

corresponds Harker and Temple's hydrodynamic matrix equation, i. e. equation 

3.20 when y, = 72 = 1. Columns 7 and 8 are related to the heat transfer terms 

from equation 3.22. Evans and Attenborough have solved this equation using 

Mathematica to obtain the attenuation and sound speed. The complex wave 

number K was found to be (Challis et al, 2005): 

K2 

Y3 CO w 

Yu \CPl3 + lß3 
MY 

- 1) / ß/3 

2 
0 PIP2O1O2C1C2Y3 

1-1 

(3.28) 

This is currently the most general form of the complex wave number for a 

coupled phase model. The inclusion of thermal effects results in additional 

complex terms in both the numerator and denominator, as well as new cross 

terms that depend on both the shear drag and the thermal coupling. If the 

thermal effects are removed from equation 3.28, for example, set S,, = 0, or 

set y, = y2 =1, then the solution reverts back to that of Harker and Temple. 

_ 
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3.3.3. Simulation using the coupled phase model 

The Evans and Attenborough model was used to simulate ultrasonic wave 

propagation through a sunflower oil-in-water emulsion and a corn oil-in-water 

emulsion. The thermo-physical properties of these materials show in table 3.1. 

Figure 3.4 shows the result for the calculated excess attenuation (i. e. the 

intrinsic losses in liquids have been neglected) for sunflower oil-in-water 

emulsion as a function of volume fraction at frequency of 1.25 MEIz. The 

experimental data come from McClements and Povey's (1989) measurement 

for sunflower oil-in-water emulsion. The particle radius is 0.27 µm and the 

frequency is 1.25 MHz. The coupled phase predictions are programmed using 

the results obtained by solving matrix equation 3.27 using Maple, the ECAII 

explicit expression was calculated using equations 2.30 and 2.31, and the 

HHM model-was calculated using equation 3.6. It can be seen that there is 

quite good agreement between the coupled phase model and the HEIM model 

at this low kr value (kcr = 0.0015 ), both of them increase non-linearly as 

functions of volume fraction, and are in good agreement with the experimental 

data up to 0=0.35. Some discrepancies between theory and experimental data 

can be explained on the basis that we used the mean particle radius whilst the 

emulsion was polydispersed. The predictions using the coupled phase model 

and the HHM model are away from the ECAH model at above 10%, and the 

discrepancy becomes larger at higher volume fractions, this being due to 

thermal wave overlap effects. 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the attenuation data for different concentrations 

of corn oil-in-water emulsions as functions of frequency. The same three 
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models are used to predict the simulation results. In these calculations, the full 

particle size distribution (figure 3.5) was used; the mean particle radius was 

600 nm. These two figures show that the coupled phase model agrees with the 

measured attenuation and the HUM model only at low values of kr, but tend to 

underestimate the attenuation as the frequency increases. This investigation 

shows that the coupled phase model is a very long wavelength limited model. 

Its validity can be defined by considering the value of the wavenumber- 

particle radius product. In figure 3.6 the kr = 0.008 , 
in figure 3.7, 

the kr = 0.008 as well. From our experimental data the coupled phase model 

appears to be valid for frequencies less than 3 MHz, which for the mean 

particle radius 600 nm, corresponding to a maximum kr of 0.008. 

pro er Sunflower oil Water Corn oil 
Ultrasonic velocity m s' 1469.9 1497.0 1456.1 
Attenuation coefficient 
(Np m") 

2.76 x 10-11f 1.7 2.5 x 10-14 f2 6.74 x 10-12 f 1.85 

Density( k m" 920.6 997.0 917.7 
Viscosity mPa s) 54 0.88 63 
Specific heat 
JK''k" 

1980 4177.0 1923 

Thermal conductivity 
Wm', s'1 

0.17 0.5952 0.166 

Thermal expansivity 
K" 

0.00071 0.00026 0.00072 

Table 3.1. Thermo-physical properties of sunflower oil, corn oil and water used in the 

calculations of the ultrasonic properties of the emulsions (25.0'C). All the data are from 

McClements and Povey (1989). 
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Figure 3.4. Excess attenuation in Np/m as a function of volume fraction for the sunflower oil- 

in-water emulsion using the coupled phase model (dash line), the ECAII explicit expression 

(solid line) and the h111M model (broken line). The frequency was 1.25 Mllz and the mean 

particle radius 0.27 µm. 
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Figure 3.5. Particle size distribution for corn oil-in-water emulsion measured by Chanamai 

(1999), the mean particle radius is 600 nm. 
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Figure 3.6. Attenuation as a function of frequency for the corn oil-in-water emulsion using the 

coupled phase model (dash line), the ECAII model (solid black line) and the 1111M model 

(broken line). Volume fraction is 20%, using the PSD shown in figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.7. Attenuation as a function of frequency for the corn oil-in-water emulsion using the 

coupled phase model (dash line), the ECAII model (solid line) and the 1111M model (broken 

line). Volume fraction is 50%, using the PSD shown in figure 3.5. 
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3.4. Conclusion 

Two models -- the HHM model and the Evans and Attenborough coupled 

phase model - for attenuation coefficient calculations in high particle 

concentrated systems have been presented in this chapter. The HEIM model 

was developed to include thermal wave interactions and would expected to be 

applicable to concentrated emulsions. Our experiments and simulations in 

figures 3.2 and 3.3 show that this model is a good alternative to the scattering 

model, and can be used to predict the attenuation at high volume fractions. 

However, it has some limitations in that it really only applies to systems where 

the density contrast between the droplets and the surrounding liquids is low, 

that is where the dominant phenomena in the attenuation is the thermal loss. In 

systems where there is a relatively high density contrast it would also be 

necessary to take into account the effect of the overlap of the shear waves. 

The Evans and Attenborough coupled phase theory has been derived to 

include heat transfer between the phases and compressibility in the particulate 

phase, as well as the viscous wave interaction. Evans and Attenborough 

applied this model to different emulsions of low density contrast between 

phases, allowing the hydrodynamic coupling to vanish. It can be used to 

determine the attenuation and phase velocity spectrum below a very long 

wavelength limit, that is when kr < 0.01. 

In the previous chapter and this chapter, we have discussed some basic 

models for ultrasound propagation though emulsions and each of them has its 

own limits. 
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In the next chapter the problem of emulsions with a shell around them is 

addressed in more detail. The idea is to examine a comprehensive ̀ shell' 

scattering model for application not only to real encapsulated emulsions, but 

also as a possible alternative to the I IHM formulation. 
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Chapter 4 Shell Theory for Encapsulated 

Emulsions 

4.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2, we introduced the basic theory of acoustic wave propagation 

in particulate dispersions - the ECAH model, applicable to fairly dilute 

systems. The model was extended to include the thermal overlap effects in 

concentrated emulsions (Hemar, 1997, McClements et al, 1999) in chapter 3. 

However, in this case the shell is not actually a real one - it is merely an 

outer face which enables us to deal with overlapping thermal wave fields. 

Moreover, it has limitations in that it did not include the viscous overlap 

effects, so it can only be used for low-density-contrast emulsions. There are 

situations in which the core shell idea can be applied to real physical shells. In 

many agrochemical, pharmaceutical and food products, many emulsions use a 

thin polymer shell, which is porous to the bioactive ingredient, and which 

controls its release rate. Such materials are known as microencapsulated 

emulsions. There is a requirement to investigate non-destructively both the 

droplet size and the properties of the shell, and it was thought that 

measurements of ultrasonic compression wave attenuation and phase velocity 

could provide a means to achieve this. A formal shell model was developed 

many years ago by Anson and Chivers (1993). In their paper an analysis is 

given for sound scattering and attenuation by shelled structures immersed in 

fluids, together with some comparisons with previous (limited) published 
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results. Their shell model deals with ultrasonic scattering from spherical shells 

including viscous and thermal effects, and showed be applicable to both 

suspensions and emulsions. Several years later, Hipp (2002a, 2002b) reviewed 

the Anson and Chivers' model and added some approximations which, 

according to the author, extended the model's flexibility. He used the same 

boundary conditions as did Anson and Chivers to set up the diffraction 

equation, but used a different method to solve it. 

It was not clear in Hipp's original publication (Hipp 2002a, 2002b) 

whether or not he had followed the formulation of Anson and Chivers exactly; 

some utility was therefore to be gained from comparing Hipp's results with 

equivalent calculations using the Anson and Chivers model, and this 

comparison is included in this chapter. It is also shown that this formulation 

can be used in place of the HHM model to account for the thermal interactions 

between particles in highly concentrated emulsions. The Anson-Chivers model 

is finally applied to polymer encapsulated emulsions in a combined 

experimental-theoretical study. 

4.2 Anson and Chivers shell model 

There are a number of methods of calculating the scattering properties of 

a fluid-loaded elastic shell available in the literature: Werby and Green (1983) 

and Werby et al (1988) have considered elastic shells in fluids with fluid cores. 

Gaunaurd and Kalmins (1982) have considered a gas-filled elastic shell with a 

viscoelastic solid coating for kr values up 20. However these models were 

somewhat restricted in that they did not include all of the physical phenomena 

which constituted the ECAH model. 
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This was later achieved by Anson and Chivers (1993) who considered the 

scattering from a spherical particle surrounded by a concentric shell (figure 

4.1). Whenever a compressional acoustic wave falls on a surface of 

discontinuity, waves of two kinds are excited on both sides of the surface in 

addition to the reflected and transmitted compressional waves. Hence, in each 

of the media arise a longitudinal wave, a highly damped shear/viscous wave 

and a highly damped thermal wave. The acoustic attenuation of a dispersion of 

shelled particles is determined by the behaviour of compressional waves in the 

continuous phase resulting from its interactions with particle and shell. 

The following presents a summary of Anson and Chivers' formulation of 

this shelled system. The indices and dimensions used are as shown in figure 

4.1. In each medium, i. e. the surrounding fluid material (medium 1), the shell 

material (medium 2) and the core material (medium 3), there are three kinds of 

waves present: compressional, shear and thermal. These waves are represented 

by three potentials O, A. and 0, respectively, and can be obtained by using 

the wave equation 2.10 (chapter 2). Following a similar method to the ECAH 

model, using wave potential and partial wave analysis, the various wave 

modes can be expressed as follows: 

The incident plane wave is represented by: 

00 0o = 1] i" (2n + 1) j" (k, 1 R)P" (cos 4) (4.1 a) 
no 

In the surrounding liquid medium (medium 1), reflected wave potentials are 

given by 

00 O', = 1]in(2n+1)A�hn(k,, R)Pn(cos 0) (4.1 b) 
n=0 
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Figure 4.1. Scheme for the Anson and Chivers shell model. 

In the core medium (medium 3): 

co 
0c3 

=Z1 n(2Yi + 1). %n Jn (kc3 R)Pn(COS 8) 

n=0 

00 
013 = 

J: 
l"(2n+1)Knjn(k13R)Rn(COS©) 

n=0 

w 
Aw3 i" (2n + 1)L" jn (ks3 R)1' (cos 4) 

n=0 

(4.1 c) 

(4.1 1) 

(4.1 g) 

In the shell medium (medium 2) the wave potential may host both outgoing 

(represented by using the Hankel function h�) and incoming (represented by 

using the Bessel function j�) waves, and therefore can be written as: 

00 
0,2 =2: i" (2n + 1)[D" J" (kcz R) + G� h� (kcz R)]Pn (cos 0) 

n=0 

co 

012 = I]1 n (2n + 1)[E. ln (kJ2 R) + Hn hn (k, 
2 

R)]Rn (COS ©) 
n=0 

(4.1 h) 

(4.1 i) 
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Co 
A, 2 = Ei" (2n + 1)[F' Jn (ks2 R) +I nhn 

(k., z R)]I �'(CoS 0) 
n=0 

(4.1 J) 

where A. represents the scattered partial amplitude of compression wave 

B� represents the scattered partial amplitude of thermal wave 

C� represents the scattered partial amplitude of transverse wave 

D� andG� represent the partial amplitude of compression wave inside 

the shell 

E� and H. represent the partial amplitude of thermal wave inside the 

shell 

F� and In represents the partial amplitude of shear wave inside the 

shell 

J. represents the forward partial amplitude of compression wave 

K� represents the forward partial amplitude of thermal wave 

L� represents the forward partial amplitude of shear wave 

The boundary conditions of the shell model are an extension of those of 

the ECAH model. The first boundary is between the core material and its shell 

(R = r). Compared to ECAH model, additional boundary conditions need to 

be applied at the outer limit of the shell and the continuous phase with the 

radius R= rs . At each boundary, continuity is required for radial velocity and 

stress, tangential velocity and stress, heat flux and temperature. Therefore we 

can obtain a system of 12 equations with 12 unknown coefficients An to L� . 

This can be written in matrix form as: 
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(4.2) 

The first three columns of the matrix deal with the behaviour of 

compressional, thermal and shear waves in the surrounding fluid, whilst the 

last three columns, deal with the behaviour of the same kinds of waves in the 

core. The remaining six columns describe the waves spreading into the shell. 

After scaling, the expressions for the coefficients of this matrix are given in 

appendix 4.1. 

Anson and Chivers model has some limitations: the first one is the 

assumption of concentric spherical geometry, and the second one is the 

requirement that the losses in the material are reasonably small (i. e. 
w»a, ). 
c 

In fact, both of the requirements are met for the emulsions used in this project. 

As for the input parameters, since we are only concerned with the fluid 

core with a polymer shell, the composite particle being suspended in the 

surrounding fluid phase in this thesis, there are 22 parameters needed as the 

input (see table 4.1). These parameters include the thermal properties: thermal 

conductivity Kc, volume thermal expansion coefficient X13,., and specific heat 
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capacity at constant pressure CP for all three materials; compressional 

properties: density p, compressional wave speed c and compressional wave 

attenuation ac for all three media; shear/viscous properties: shear viscosity i 

for the fluid core and surrounding phase, the second Lame constant pt and the 

amplitude attenuation coefficient of shear wave as for the polymer shell. 

Compressional Thermal properties Shear/viscous 
properties properties 

Medium 1 pi, ci, aci KI >Qr>, 
Cp1 li 

Medium 2 A9C2, ac2 K2, Qr2, Cp2 P29 as2 
Medium 3 P3, C3, ac3 K3, ßr3, Cp3 173 

Table 4.1. Input parameters required for a polymer shell with a viscous fluid core, suspended 

in a viscous fluid. 

With the knowledge of these input parameters, the other necessary 

variables can be calculated. These include the elastic modulus A and the ratio 

of the specific heat y: 

ý=P"C 2 -3P 

y=1+7' 
ToCz 

Cp 

4.2.1 Computational procedures 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

In this section, the computational procedures are described in detail 

together with the assumptions made and how the calculation was simplified. 

The most important procedure is scaling of each term inside the matrix 

equation. As in the ECAH model, A. is the only term required for attenuation 
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as this is the only component that can be detected experimentally. Thus, all 

columns except the first can be divided by the same term without affecting the 

result. The following changes were made from column 2 to 12 following 

Tebbutt (1996) in his implementation of ECAI1. The acoustic terms (i. e. the 

products of wavenumber and radius) were made to appear only in the 

denominator in the expressions ofd. This means column 2 was divided by x,, , 

column 3 divided by xs,, column 5 and column 8 divided by x 2V column 6 

and column 9 by xs2 column 11 was divided by yr3 , and column 12 was 

divided by ys3. Other columns remained unchanged. These modifications were 

made to reduce the complexity of the matrix in a simple way. For example, if 

we do not need to consider either the thermal or viscous effects, we can then 

simply set the reciprocal of the appropriate wavenumbers to zero, resulting in 

the whole columns equal to zero, and reducing the order of the matrix. 

After establishing expressions for each element in the matrix equation, 

we now consider how to solve it to get the attenuation coefficient. As with the 

ECAH model, considerable care must be taken when solving the ill- 

conditioned matrix equation. First of all, the computation of scattering 

coefficients from the 12x12 matrix equation 4.2 relies on accurate and stable 

numerical computation of spherical Bessel and Hankel functions (see appendix 

1.1). The arguments for these functions are compressive, shear and thermal 

wavenumber-particle radius products for the three media and in the general 

case all of them are complex. Computational experiments were carried out 

over frequency range of 100 kHz to 100 MHz and over the shell radius range 

of 100 nm to 50 mm. When using this range of sizes and frequencies it was 

found that the real parts of the wavenumber-radius products lie within the 
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range 10 to 106, and the imaginary parts of the wavenumber-radius products 

lie within the range 10'" to 106 . 

10-5 5 Re(krs) S 106 (4.5) 

10'" 5 Im(krs) <_ 106 (4.6) 

where k denotes either compressive, shear or thermal wavenumber in either 

the continuous or the dispersed phase, and r3 denotes the shell radius. 

According to Anson and Chivers, the vessel and Hankel functions used 

in the calculation were put into the forms: Jn+1 (x) h,, +, (x) J�+, (Y) 
j (x) 9- h,, (x) , j,, 

+1x 

and 
hhn +' ýz) 

, to reduce the numerical instability. However, there is an ( 

exception of the term in the final expression for A. which is in the form: 

ill( 
. This term controls the convergence of the series obtained for A. when h,, (x) 

calculating the forward and backward scattering, that is when the angle 0=0 or 

r respectively, where O is defined as the angle between the scattering in the 

far field to the axis of wave propagation. 

Numerical experiments to establish the stability map of Bessel and 

Hankel functions on the complex plane encompassed by equations 4.5 and 4.6 

showed that when the imaginary part of the argument was larger than a certain 

threshold then overflow occurred in the computation of spherical Hankel 

functions. It followed that underflow occurred in the computation of the 

spherical Bessel functions. The computation was not sensitive to the size of 

the real part of the argument or the order of the function, within the limits of 

those sizes and orders of practical interest (n<1000). Within the frequency and 
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particle size ranges of interest it follows that the stability of the computation of 

Bessel and Hankel functions depends completely upon the imaginary part of 

the wavenumber-particle radius product argument. For polymer materials 

where the imaginary part of the shear wavenumber is large, the Hankel 

functions are proportional to the inverse of the exponent of the imaginary part. 

Bessel functions are directly proportional to the exponent of imaginary part. In 

the surrounding medium (medium 1) and the core medium (medium 3), the 

relevant terms are all in the form 
h"+i (x) 

or 
'' (x) 

, so the exponentials h, (x) j" (x) 

cancelled. In the shell medium (medium 2), however, terms of the form 

J"+I (Y) 
and occur, and these are proportional to eV(Pa r), where k' is 

.l n+1('x) 
hn (x) 

the imaginary part of the relevant wave number, and rs and r are the shell 

radius and particle radius, respectively. It is terms of this type that can become 

very large for Hankel functions and very small for Bessel functions, leading to 

overflow/underflow problems. Assumptions were made follow the steps taken 

by Anson and Chivers: whenk'(rf -r) z 104, then set ek(''-'' =1 in columns 

containing Hankel functions, whilst set ek'(`, -) =0 in the relevant columns 

involving Bessel functions. This is equivalent to assuming that the waves 

involved are totally damped after travelling a distance equal to or less than the 

thickness of the shell. 

In addition, the thermal terms b, and b, for solid and liquid can also 

become very large at high frequencies, so these terms were normalized by 

dividing b.,: 
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w2- c2 +3ý 
)k, 

b, =Yp for solid b` 2- c2 + 
3ý 

k, 2 
7P 

h1v In 
and =' =r' for liquid. 

be 
co 

t c2 4iwt7 k2 
Y 3p 

4.2.2. Program results 

82 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

In order to test the accuracy of the program, we compared our program 

results with Anson and Chivers' original results. The materials are the same as 

they used in their simulation. The three materials used are water or olive oil 

for the surrounding fluid, polystyrene or aluminium for the shell and also 

water, olive oil or air for the core. The input parameters of these three 

materials are shown in table 4.2. 

Shell materials 

Substance Aluminium polystyrene 
c (m " S-1) 6420 2330 

cs (m " S-') 3040 1100 

ac If (Npm -' Hz'' ) - 8. O x 10 -6 

asl If (Npm''Hz-') - 38.0x10`6 

p (kg " M-3) 2700 1050 

K (W " m'' " K-) 238 0.133 

C,, (J " K'' " kg-') 904 1200 

ß (K-') 6.9x 10"5 2.6x 10-' 

C2 
_ 

4itT 
k2 

Y 3P ý 
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Surrounding and core materials 

Substance water Olive oil air 
c (m " s-') 1500 1440 344 

a, l f' (Npm "' Hz`') 2.5x10-" 135 x 10-14 1600 x 10'14 

r/ (Pa . S) 1.0 x 10'3 93.3x103 0.02x 0.02x103 

p (kg. m-3) 1000 900 1.17 

K (W " m-' " K"') 0.59 0.19 0.024 

Cr (J " K"' " kg'') 4182 2000 1000 

p(K'1) 2.1x10-4 7.2x10' 36.6x10-4 

83 

Table 4.2. Input parameters for simulation: thermo-physical properties of different materials. 

The following sections show some selected simulation results using our 

program compared to those of Anson and Chivers. The backscattering 

amplitude f (; r) (refer to chapter 2) was calculated for a range of wavenumber- 

particle radius products kcr from 0 to 30 with the step of 0.01. The particle 

radii in the following calculations are 49.5 mm and the ratio between the 

particle radius and shell radius is set to 0.99, which means that a very thin 

shell thickness was used. 

4.2.2.1 Influence of surrounding material on backscattering 

The influence of the surrounding fluid on the backscattering was 

examined here. The backscattering amplitudes of an air-filled spherical 

aluminium shell suspended in olive oil or water were calculated, respectively, 

shown in figure 4.3 (figure 4.2 shows Anson and Chivers' results). Comparing 

the top and bottom figures we see that the two curves have similar shapes: 

both have a very sharp initial ripple and the subsequent ripples happened at 

similar intervals in kr . Whereas the backscattering amplitude for the olive oil 
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is smaller than that of water, especially for the ripples at very low ka value, 

which means that the particle suspended in the olive oil has a strong 

absorption compared with water. It is concluded that the effect of the different 

surrounding fluids is mainly on the amplitude of the curve, and that the 

periodic native of the response did not change significantly. 

4.2.2.2 Influence of core material on backscattering 

Figures 4.4 to 4.7 show the influence of the core material on the 

backscattering. There is no doubt that for a very thin shell thickness, the core 

response is expected to be dominant. For this reason, the ratio between particle 

radius and shell radius was set to 0.99 to get a very thin shell thickness. 

Figures 4.4 (Anson and Chivers results) and 4.5 (our simulations) show the 

backscattering from a water-filled aluminium shell suspended in water 

together with an olive oil-filled aluminium shell suspended in water. We can 

see that the two curves have very similar shape at low kr (kr <10), and the two 

main sharp peaks occur at very similar kr value, but the shape differs more at 

higher values of kr. Comparing the two core materials, we find that for the 

water-filled aluminium shell in water, the shell material has significant 

influence on the backscattering, because without it, there would not have been 

any scattering at all. Replacing the inner water by olive oil means the 

scattering will be determined by both the core and the shell, therefore, the 

amplitude of the backscattering changed. It is interesting to compare figure 4.5 

with the bottom curve in figure 4.3, which is the same situation but with air 

inside. The backscattering for air core in figure 4.3 has totally different shape, 

which has a high amplitude in backscattering as well as a very sharp initial 
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peaks. The scattering for the air core is much stronger than for the oil and 

water cores. 

Figures 4.6 (Anson and Chivers results) and 4.7 (our simulation results) 

show the backscattering from a viscoelastic plastic shell (polystyrene) in water 

with a water core and olive oil core, respectively. The phenomenological 

model of viscoelasticity used here is Zener's model, which has been explained 

fully in one of Challis' papers (Challis, 1995). This time changing the core 

material to a more viscous and lossy liquid (olive oil) reduces the whole 

amplitude of the scattering, up to kr=23, and this effect appears to increase 

with increasing kr, but without significantly changing the values of kr at which 

the subsidiary maxima occur. When kr>23, there is a dramatic change on the 

backscattering curve - the amplitude of the backscattering for the olive oil 

becomes much higher than that of water till kr=28 then decreases sharply, and 

the subsidiary maxima occur at different kr values. We can conclude that 

larger kr value is sensitive to the core material. 
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Figure 4.2. Anson and Chivers' results: Left: backscattering of an air-filled aluminium shell in 

olive oil; right: backscattering of an air-filled aluminium shell in water. Both have a particle 

radius of 49.5 mm, and the ratio of particle to shell radius was r/ r3 = 0.99 
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Figure 4.3. Computation in this project: Top: backscattering of an air-filled aluminium shell 

in olive oil; bottom: backscattering of an air-filled aluminium shell in water. Other 

descriptions are the same as in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.4. Anson and Chivers results. Left: backscattering from a water-filled aluminium 

shell in water; right: backscattering from an oil-filled aluminium shell in water. Other 

descriptions are the same as in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.5. Our simulation results. Backscattering from a water-filled aluminium shell in 

water (the solid line); backscattering from an oil-filled aluminium shell in water (dotted line). 

Other descriptions are the same as in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.6. Anson and Chivers results. Left: backscattering from a water-filled polystyrene 

shell in water; right: backscattering from an oil-filled polystyrene shell in water. ). Other 

descriptions are the same as in figure 4.2. 
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4.2.2.3 Influence of shell material on backscattering 

The influence of a viscoelastic plastic shell (polystyrene) and a solid shell 

(aluminium) is shown in figure 4.8, both with water core (for Anson and 

Chivers results please refer to figure 4.6 (left) and figure 4.4 (left)). 

Examination of the two curves showed the polystyrene shell gives a response 

which is completely different from that of the aluminium shell. As we 

mentioned above, when the core material has the same physical properties as 

the surrounding phase, the response of backscattering will mainly depend on 

the physical properties of the shell, and it is obvious that polystyrene is a 

vicoelastic plastic while aluminium is a solid, the properties of the two 

materials being completely different, and hence the backscattering response is 

different as well. 

The influence of shell thickness on the backscattering is examined in 

figure 4.9. A water-filled polystyrene shell suspended in water was selected 

because the shell properties have significant influence on the scattering. The 

shell radius is fixed to 50 mm, and the ratio between particle and shell radius 

was reduced from 0.99 to 0.95, which means the shell thickness is increasing. 

It shows that the thicker shell is a much stronger scatterer; the amplitude of the 

backscattering increases as the shell thickness increases, especially at high kr 

values (kr >20). At low kr values (kr<7), the shape of the backscattering did 

not change much, and the values of kr at which the subsidiary maximum 

occurred remained the same, but the backscattering amplitude for thicker shell 

is large. For kr>7 the structure of the scattering changed significantly 

indicating increased sensitivity to the shell thickness for large kr. 
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Figure 4.8. Our simulation result. Backscattering from a 50 mm radius water-filled aluminium 

shell in water (solid line); backscattering from a 50 mm radius water-filled polystyrene shell in 

water (dotted line). Other Other descriptions are the same as in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.9. Backscattering from a water-filled polystyrene shell in water, with shell radius of 

50 mm, core radius of 49.5 mm (solid line), and core radius of 47.5 mm (dotted line). 
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4.2.2.4 Influence of thermal and viscous effects on 

backscattering 

The effects of thermal and viscous waves were investigated here. The 

backscattering from an air-filled aluminium shell in water was calculated 

using the particle radius and shell radius mentioned above. Figure 4.10 shows 

the backscattering including thermal and viscous effects (the upper figure), 

and the backscattering without thermal and viscous effects (the lower figure). 

The inclusion of thermal and viscous terms appears to have very little effect on 

the structure of the curve, but has some contributions in backscattering 

amplitudes, especially for the diminishing of the amplitude of the first two 

sharp peaks. A further investigation at low kr values is shown in figure 4.11, 

with a smaller kr step of 0.001. The thermal effect alone reduces the first 

amplitude by about 3% and reduces the second one by about 0.1%; whereas 

the viscous effect has more influence than the thermal one, which reduces the 

first amplitude by about 30%, and reduces the second one by about 4%. This 

confirms the previous comment on the effects of including viscosity and 

thermal terms. 
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Figure 4.10. Our simulation results: Backscattering of a 50 mm radius air-filled aluminium 

shell in water, with particle radius of 49.5 mm and the ratio between particle and shell radius 

is 0.99. Top: backscattering including thermal and viscous effects; bottom: backscattering 

without thermal and viscous effects. 
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4.2.2.5 Attenuation calculation for an encapsulated emulsion 

In the above sections we compared our simulation data for backscattering 

with Anson and Chivers' results. The comparisons indicate that our simulation 

data are almost the same as theirs, which implies that our program is stable 

and gives confidence. What we are concerned in this thesis is not the 

backscattering calculation, but to calculate the attenuation and phase velocity 

as functions of frequency. The experiment for a kind of encapsulated emulsion 

(sugar-in-olive oil, with the added tripalmitin to form an imagined shell 

outside the sugar particles) has been done by Dr. Holmes in Applied 

Ultrasonics Laboratory. Our aim here is to use the developed Anson and 

Chivers shell model to calculate the attenuation and compare with the 

experimental result to see the applicability of this model. Moreover, we 

change the shell thickness in the simulation to see if the attenuation is sensitive 

to the shell thickness; and we also interested in checking when the thickness 

tends to zero, whether the shell model can give a same result as ECAH model. 

The thermo-physical properties of the three media are shown in table 4.3. 

The suspended particle radius is 7.5 µm, particle concentration is 36.4% v/v, 

the shell radius is 10.5 µm (calculated using equation 3.8), and shell thickness 

is 3.0 µm, which means a very thick shell is used. 
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Substance Sugar Tripalmitin Olive oil silica Corn oil 

c (m - s-1) 3800 2500 1424.4 5968 1456.1 

ac /f2 

(Np. m-IHz-z ) 

1.72x 10-16 1.0x 10-16 135x 10-14 2.6x 10-22 6,47x 10-12 

p (N"m-2) 5.73x109 2.33x109 - 3.09x1010 - 

r/ (Pa - S) - - 0.07 - 0.06 

p (kg " M-3) 1588 1036 909.0 2185 917.7 

x 
(W - m-' K-') 

0.245 0.088 0.1593 1.6 0.166 

CP 
(J , K-'kg-1) 

1245 1625 1948 729 1923 

ý8 (K-1) 0.6x10` 5.55x10 7.37x10-4 1.35x10 7.2x10-4 

Table 4.3. Thermo-physical properties of some materials used in this chapter. 

Figure 4.12 shows the experimental attenuation data together with the 

simulation data as a function of frequency for the 36.4% sugar-in-oil emulsion 

with 4% tripalmitin. There is a good agreement between the experiment and 

the simulation up to 12 MHz, and after that there is an increasingly variant at 

frequencies above 13 MHz in the experimental data due to the effects of noise. 

This good agreement shows that our shell model can be applied in the 

attenuation calculation for encapsulated emulsions. The influence of shell 

thickness was also shown in figure 4.12. A very thin shell thicknesses 

compared to the particle radius was selected, 200 nm, to investigate the change 

in the attenuation with the decreasing in shell thickness. We can see that the 

attenuation does not change significantly with decreasing of shell thickness at 

low frequency, however at frequencies larger than 10 MHz, the attenuation is 

getting smaller as the shell thickness decreases, due to the attenuation caused 

by the shell getting smaller. 
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As we discussed above, when the shell thickness is setting to zero, the 

shell model can be treated as a single particle model, and therefore we should 

obtain the same result as that of ECAII model. Figure 4.13 shows the 

comparison between shell model and ECAH model, from which we see that 

the two curves are coincident when frequency is less than 25 Mliz, at higher 

frequencies the shell model is slightly smaller than the ECAH model, but the 

difference is acceptable within the error limits. We conclude that our 

implementation of the Anson and Chivers model behaves in the limit of no 

shell exactly as the ECAH model. 
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Figure 4.12. Attenuation as a function of frequency for 36.4% sugar-in-oil with 4% 

tripalmitin: experimental data (dots), simulation using the Anson and Chivers shell model with 

shell thickness of 3µm (solid line), and simulation using Anson and Chivers shell model with 

shell thickness of 0.2µm (broken line). 
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Figure 4.13. Attenuation simulation using the Anson and Chivers shell model without shell 

(the broken line) as well as the ECAH model (the dotted line) for 36.4% sugar-in-olive oil. 

4.3 Concentrated emulsions and suspensions -the 

Hipp model 

Hipp (2002a, 2002b) developed a shell model using the same boundary 

conditions as those of Anson and Chivers, only several years later. His model 

applied to both dilute or concentrated suspensions and emulsions because of 

the inclusion of thermal and viscous effects, and with no wavelength or 

frequency restrictions. Hipp's model was based on the assumption that a given 

particle was surrounded by a shell of original dispersant in its immediate 

vicinity, which in turn was immersed in an unlimited effective medium 

accounting in an effective way for the effect of neighbouring particles. The 

shell has the same thermal properties as those of original continuous phase, 

and the thermo-physical properties of the effective medium are calculated as 
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the volume average of both suspended particles and the shell. Hipp pointed out 

that the situation in the shell model is similar to that of the ECAII model, 

except that the particle and the outer phase are separated by an intermediate 

phase. 

Hipp set up potentials for compression, shear and thermal waves in the 

three media just as Anson and Chivers had done. The resulting equations were 

solved for both boundaries at the surface of particle and at the surface of shell 

according to figure 4.1, the boundary conditions are exactly the same as that of 

Anson and Chivers' shell model, which results in a 12 x 12 matrix equation. 

This equation is also the same as that of Anson and Chivers (see equation 4.2, 

and appendix 4.1). 

The calculation of the attenuation is based on the compression partial 

wave amplitude in the shell G,, which is different from both the ECAH model 

and the Anson and Chivers model. In the original ECAH model, the observed 

attenuation is defined by the coefficient A� of the scattered compressive 

waves, so does in the Anson and Chivers shell model. But in Hipp's shell 

model, where an imaginary shell is invoked, we find that only the coefficient 

G� represents the wave in the shell and allows evaluation of how the wave is 

attenuated by the particle. The Hipp model will converge to ECAII model as 

the shell thickness tends to infinity, the particle is then immersed in the pure 

continuous phase again. 

We have carried out a number of computational experiments to test the 

validity of Hipp's model in solid-in-liquid and liquid-in-liquid systems. The 

aim of these experiments was to investigate whether the Hipp model 

converges to the ECAH model at low particle concentrations, and secondly, 
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whether the Hipp model predicts lower attenuation at high particle 

concentrations. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the physical properties for the 

materials of water, corn oil and silica in the calculations used. Figures 4.14a to 

4.14d show the attenuation for silica-in-water suspensions as a function of 

particle volume fraction, for a number of different frequencies in the range 2 

MHz to 100 MHz. Experiments were made using a Perspex (PMMA) test cell 

in the Applied Ultrasonics Laboratory at frequencies of 5 MHz and 20 MHz. 

The experimental data at the higher frequencies 50 MHz and 100 MHz were 

given by Hipp, who did the experiments using U11rasizer (Malvern 

Instruments Ltd. ). Since the density difference between silica and water is 

relatively high (p3 N 2.0 ), viscoinertial effects are expected to dominate in 
P2 

determining the attenuation. From figure 4.14a we can see that the ECAH 

model predicts a linear increase in the attenuation with volume fraction. 

However, the experimental results show that the attenuation does not increase 

as rapidly with concentration as predicted. The non-linearly results in a much 

lower attenuation than the ECAH model would suggest. In this case, the 

attenuation reaches a peak at around 15% concentration and decreases at 

higher concentrations. It is believed that the reduction in attenuation compared 

with the ECAH model may be due to the interaction of shear waves in this 

case when particles are close together. The Hipp model accounts for such 

interactions and the figure shows that it predicts the attenuation with a greater 

success than the ECAH model. The Hipp model predicts a non-linear form for 

attenuation versus volume fraction and can produce a peak in the attenuation 

curve. Figures 4.14b to 4.14d show that the ECAH model is valid up to a 
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higher concentration as the frequency increasing, whilst Hipp model is in good 

agreement with the experimental data. 

These results confirm Hipp's important findings --- as concentration 

increases the increased attenuation is much less than that expected from the 

linear increase with concentration which would be expected from the original 

ECAH model; the difference between ECAII and experiment is more 

pronounced at low frequencies and much less pronounced at high frequencies. 

Figures 4.15a to 4.15d show the attenuation for corn oil-in-water 

emulsions as a function of particle volume fraction, and this time the dominant 

part becomes thermal effects due to the low-density-contrast between corn oil 

and water (p3 1.0). Again, we observe an over prediction of attenuation by 
Pi 

the ECAH model, the gap between the model and experiment reducing as 

frequency is increased. 

From further observations of these figures, it is also clear that our 

implementation of the Hipp model provides a simulation that closely matches 

the experimental data. Compared with these two groups of figures, we see that 

the deviation between ECAH model and experiment is more significant for the 

solid-in-water suspension, and this is due to the fact that the thermal skin 

depth in the continuous phase is less than that the shear skin depth 

(8T -- 0.485 ), as has been discussed earlier in chapter 2. 
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Figure 4.14a. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for silica in water with 

mean particle radius 0.2 µm at 2 MEIz. The curves in these figures are llipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAII model (solid line) and the experimental data (dots). 
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Figure 4.14b. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for silica in water with 

mean particle radius 0.2 pm at 20 Mhlz. The curves in these figures are Ilipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAII model (solid line) and the experimental data (red dots). 
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Figure 4.14c. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for silica in water with 

mean particle radius 0.2 pm at 50 MHz. The curves in these figures are Hipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAH model (solid line) and the experimental data (dots). 
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Figure 4.14d. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for silica in water with 

mean particle radius 0.2 pm at 100 Mliz. The curves in these figures are llipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAI model (solid line) and the experimental data (dots). 
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Figure 4.15a. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for corn oil in water with 

mean particle radius 0.1 pm at 2 MHz. The curves in these figures are Ilipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAH model (solid line) and the experimental data (dots). 
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Figure 4.15b. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for corn oil in water with 

mean particle radius 0.1 pm at 20 MEIz. The curves in these figures are Elipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAN model (solid line) and the experimental data (dots). 
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Figure 4.15c. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for corn oil in water with 

mean particle radius 0.1 pm at 50 MHz. The curves in these figures are Ilipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAH model (solid line) and the experimental data (dots). 
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Figure 4.15d. Attenuation as a function of particle volume fraction for corn oil in water with 

mean particle radius 0.1 pm at 100 MHz. The curves in these figures are Ilipp's shell model 

(dash line), the ECAH model (solid line) and the experimental data (dots). 
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The following figures examine whether the Anson and Chivers shell 

model is equivalent to the Hipp shell model for a comparable system. 

Simulations were done for both solid-in-water suspensions and liquid-in-water 

emulsions at relatively high particle concentrations. For both systems, we 

assumed that particles are suspended in a shell of water, and outside this shell, 

there is a continuous phase whose physical properties are determined by the 

volume average of the properties of the suspended particles and water, which 

is exactly the same as the assumption that Hipp made in his shell model. As to 

the Anson and Chivers shell model, these are a few changes: the shell changes 

to a liquid one, and the continuous phase becomes the volume average of both 

the particles and shell. The particle radius for silica is 0.2 gm, and for corn oil 

is 0.1 gm. From figures 4.16 and 4.17 we can see that Hipp's shell model 

gives the same prediction as that of Anson and Chivers shell model for both 

emulsions and suspension at high volume fractions. 

-Hipp shell model 
" Anson and Chivers shell model 

0 20 40 60 
frequency (MHz) 

80 100 

Figure 4.16. Simulations using Hipp shell model (solid line) and the Anson and Chivers shell 

model (dots) for silica-in-water suspensions with a volume fraction of 25%, the particle radius 

is 0.2 µm, and the shell thickness is 0.3µm. 
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Figure 4.17. Simulations using Hipp shell model (solid line) and the Anson and Chivers shell 

model (dots) for corn oil-in-water emulsions, volume fraction is 38%, the particle radius is 0.1 

µm, and the shell thickness is 0.14 µm. 

4.4. Conclusion 

A comprehensive shell model was presented in this chapter, which was 

first developed by Anson and Chivers, and several years later, Ilipp propose a 

very similar formulation based on Anson and Chivers' boundary conditions to 

simulate the scattering in concentrated systems. This shell model can be used 

not only for concentrated emulsions but also for the concentrated suspensions 

due to the inclusion of viscous interactive effects. 

We developed our own program based on the Anson and Chivers shell 

theory, and this works well when comparing with the backscattering results 

with those of Anson and Chivers. A number of implementations were carried 

out in order to examine the influence of core materials, shell materials and the 

shell thickness, and much useful information was obtained. Moreover, we 
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combined the simulations using our program with experiment for encapsulated 

emulsions, and showed that the shell model converges to the ECAII model 

when the shell thickness tends to zero. 

We also included the Hipp shell model in this chapter, and this was 

possible because Hipp's idea was the application of the Anson and Chivers 

shell model in the calculation of acoustic attenuation and phase velocity in 

concentrated mixture. Hipp used Anson and Chivers shell model and extended 

it so that it can be widely used without any wavelength limit. We did some 

experiments to test Hipp's results and we also compared Hipp's shell model 

with the Anson and Chivers shell model, and found that they can exactly get 

the same results when given the same inputs. 

In the next chapter the experimental systems used in this work are 

discussed. These will be used in chapter 6 to examine the performance of all of 

the theories discussed in chapters 2 to 4 with a view to determining (once and 

for all) when they are applicable and where they break down. 
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Chapter 5 Experiment and Methods 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a description of the wideband ultrasonic 

spectrometer used to investigate suspension and emulsion systems. The 

spectrometer is intended to characterise suspensions and emulsions in terms of 

attenuation and phase velocity as functions of frequency. The principal 

measured propagation variable is usually the ultrasonic wave attenuation 

coefficient as a function of frequency, sometimes known as the attenuation 

spectrum. In more sophisticated experiments the phase velocity dispersion is 

measured as a function of frequency (the phase velocity spectrum), although 

this requires carefully designed signal processing procedures for its extraction 

from raw data. All of these measures are linked through the Kramers-Kronig 

relationships (O'Donnell, 1981), although formal use of this theory is not 

straightforward. In most real practical situations the attenuation spectrum is 

the function generally used to elucidate material properties and the physical 

phenomena that underlie them. 

In the following sections brief descriptions are provided for the 

experimental set-up for attenuation and phase velocity measurement. The 

functional elements include: the relatively high amplitude pulser which excites 

the transmitter transducer plus its timing and trigger arrangement, the 

transducers and the test cell onto which they are mounted and the digitisation 

and data capture techniques. An example experiment is presented to illustrate 

how the attenuation and phase velocity are obtained. At the end of the chapter, 
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we introduce electronic noise and discuss the problem of the experimental 

errors in the context of earlier work by Kalashnikov and Challis (2005). 

5.2 Review of Previous Methods 

Methods to measure ultrasonic properties (the attenuation and phase 

velocity) in liquids generally cover the frequency range between 20kIIz to 

over 100 MHz, with most work being performed between 500kHz and 20 

MHz, depending on the strength of the absorption being measured and its 

dependence on frequency. The methods arc subdivided into two groups, 

namely resonator methods and pitch-catch propagation methods. The former 

method is mostly used in the lower part of the frequency range (<1 MHz), for 

which the ultrasonic attenuation is normally small (Schultz and Kaatze, 1998, 

Eggers and Kaatze, 1996). In resonator cells the effective path for the 

interaction of the ultrasonic wave with the test medium is substantially 

lengthened by multiple reflections. Resonator techniques require careful 

calibration to establish the inherent losses associated with the test cell, and, 

unfortunately, these in turn require calibration liquids of known-properties 

which are close to the properties of the liquid to be measured. It is not 

surprising that appropriate calibration liquids are frequently just not available. 

Calibration requires the attenuation coefficient of the reference to be precisely 

known, together with previous knowledge of the sound velocity and density of 

the reference liquid. In addition to these strict demands on the choice of the 

reference liquid there are also rigorous requirements on the mechanical 

stability of the cell, which should maintain its delicate adjustment during the 
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emptying, cleaning and refilling procedures when the sample is exchanged for 

the reference. 

In pitch-catch methods the signals used can be short wide bandwidth 

pulses, gated sinewave bursts, tone-bursts or random codes (McClements, 

1996, Chanamai et al, 1998). The signal processing required to extract 

attenuation can be based on simple deconvolution schemes or correlation 

concepts. At higher frequencies, these propagation methods are appropriate 

because the attenuation to be measured is likely to be high and the amplitude 

of the acoustic signal will be considerably reduced as it passes through the test 

medium. This implies that just one pass through the test medium will be 

sufficient to obtain a signal loss that is large enough to be quantified with 

usable precision. We shall see later that the optimum value for the total 

measured signal loss is 1 Neper. These methods have been applied widely with 

much success in the past and are still generally accepted today (Kao et al, 1990, 

Hsu and Hughes, 1992). 

The pitch-catch technique involves fixed path or variable path length test 

cells designed for the absolute determination of the attenuation spectrum. A 

fixed system has the advantage of stable geometry which is required to 

maintain the faces of the transducers in parallel alignment, preventing the 

lowpass filtering effects which occur when waves strike a receiving transducer 

obliquely (Challis, 1982); it is also relatively cheap and can be applied to 

process plant pipe-work. It suffers the disadvantage that the wave propagation 

distance in the test medium cannot be adjusted to optimise the signal to noise 

conditions for the measurement. Variable geometry systems permit such 

optimisation and as a result they enable measurements on any given sample 
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over much wider bandwidths than possible with fixed systems. A commercial 

device with variable geometry, the Ultrasizer ( Malvern Instruments Ltd., 

Malvern, Worcester, U. K. ), measures over bandwidths between l MHz and 

more than 100 MHz; however, the measurements require considerable time 

and the apparatus is very expensive; it has now been removed from the market. 

A second variation on the basic arrangement for the pitch-catch method is 

to combine the transmitting and receiving transducers into a single device 

which then acts as both transmitter and receiver; the transmitted wave passes 

through the test medium and is reflected back to the receiver by a solid 

(typically steel, glass, or quartz) reflector, the so-called pulse-echo method. In 

this case the propagation distance is doubled but all of the other arrangements 

remain the same. 

A third variation concerns the manner in which the transducers are 

operated. High frequency transducers are both fragile and expensive and may 

not be affordable in some circumstances, particularly taking account of their 

fragility and the possibility that they may have to be replaced if damaged. It is 

possible to operate cheap low frequency devices in a transient thickness mode 

in which the exciting pulse is much shorter than the resonant period. This 

results in a very short transient with a bandwidth approaching 70 MHz being 

obtainable from a device with a fundamental resonant frequency which is 

below 1 MHz. Thus very high operating bandwidths can be obtained at low 

cost. A full discussion of this method is beyond the remit of the present work, 

and the reader is referred to Challis et al(1982 and 1991). 
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5.3 Measurement techniques employed in this work 

5.3.1 Operating principles 

Figure 5.1 shows diagram of the system used for measurement in this 

project. The blocks shown are the high voltage (LIV) pulse generator (DUI, 

NDT Solutions Ltd, Chesterfield, UK), the commercial transmission and 

receiving transducers (V309, V311, V354, Panametrics Inc, Massachusetts, 

USA), Perspex test cell (based on an earlier design developed in the AU 

laboratory), the digital storage oscilloscope (DSO, LeCroy 9314, LeCroy Inc, 

NewYork, USA) and the personal computer. The signal pathway for the 

system starts from the HV pulse generator to the test cell, the wideband 

amplifier and the DSO, in that order, via 50 S2 coaxial cables. Where possible 

the input resistance of each item along the signal path is matched to 50 £ to 

prevent reflections at the cable ends. The acoustic part of the signal pathway 

consists of the transmission and receiving transducers as well as the 

intervening test medium. The pulse generator excites the transmission 

transducer into a highly damped half-wave acoustic resonance which causes 

the radiating face of the device to emit ultrasound into the test medium, 

generally via a buffer layer to protect the transducer from chemical attack or 

the ingress of water. The acoustical signal then propagates across the test 

medium as a field that is generally assumed to be a workable approximation to 

a plane wave, although in reality it is not exactly so. This signal ultimately 

arrives at the receiving transducer (similar to the transmission transducer), 

which filters it according to its resonant characteristics and converts it into an 

equivalent electrical signal, which is amplified by the broadband amplifier and 
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digitised by the I)SO. The acoustic signal in the test cell reflects hack to the 

transmitter and then again back to the receiver, and so on. producing a series 

of reverberation components which are also digitised. These are of little use as 

a means to estimate attenuation of the reverberation waves because they 

become successively more distorted by diffraction effects as the reverberations 

proceed, they eventually die away due to attenuation in the test medium and 

radiation damping, the decay rate being faster at higher attenuation. I lowever, 

the existence of these reverberations prevents rapid repetition of the 

measurement process - each measurement must be delayed until there are no 

observable reverberations from the previous one and this sets a limit to the 

minimum time between successive measurements, which is between I rns and 

100 ms, although 10 ms is typical. An important outcome of' this is that if 

coherent averaging is used to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) it could 

take several seconds to complete a measurement. In studies of non-stationary 

chemical systems, such long time intervals may not he available due to rapid 

chemical change or to flow. 

PC 

------- --------------------------------- --------------------- - 

Pulse generator Oscilloscope ý Amplifier/ ý 
Uigittzer 

ý--- 
--------------------------------------- /\ --------- 

Test 
Cell 

Figure 5.1. Schematic of experiment arrangement. 
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1) The high voltage pulse generator 

The pulse generator and receiver amplifier were based on earlier designs 

developed in the Applied Ultrasonics Laboratory and which are now marketed 

by the spin-off company NDT Solutions Ltd (Chesterfield, UK). The receiver 

bandwidth (at 3 dB) of this device is 100Hz to 70 MHz, and the gain ranges 

from -20 dB to 60 dB in 0.5 dB step increments. 

It excites a unipolar or bipolar pulse of amplitude between 10 V and 300 

V and a duration that is short enough to provide adequate bandwidth, typically 

in the range of 5 ns to 1 µs. The width of the voltage pulse is normally tuned to 

one half period of the transducer's characteristic frequency, to optimise the 

transmitted signal power from the transducer. The optimum pulse-width is 

therefore related to the transducer's characteristic frequency in the following 

manner: 

T= 1 
2fý 

where f,, is transducer's characteristic frequency 

The rise time of the transmitted pulse is approximately 4.5 ns, and the 

fall time is less than 3.0 ns when transmitting with a 50 cZ load, although 

these increase somewhat when the transducer and its connecting coaxial cable 

are connected. 

2) Transducers 

Typically, ultrasonic waves are generated using transducers, that is, 

devices that convert one form of energy into another. An ultrasonic transducer 

generates ultrasonic waves (normally compression) by converting an electrical 

signal into a corresponding stress or displacement (Hocking, 1995), which can 
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then be propagated into a material under evaluation. It is also capable of doing 

the inverse, that is, convert mechanical stress or displacement into an 

equivalent electrical signal, which can then be recorded and processed. 

The basic structure of the transducer is shown in figure 5.2. It consists of 

three layers, i. e. the piezoelectric element (i. e. active element), a lossy backing 

layer, and a radiating face element. The piezoelectric element is responsible 

for the transduction process of converting mechanical energy into acoustic and 

vice versa. The element has silvered electrodes wired to coaxial-style 

connectors for connection with transmitter and receiver electrodes. The 

thickness of the piezoelectric element is half-wavelength, at its centre resonant 

frequency. The backing layer is usually made from highly attenuating material 

with a high density. The layer controls the reverberation response of the 

transducer by absorbing energy radiating from the back face of the 

piezoelectric element. When the backing and piezoelectric layers are 

acoustically matched, the resultant transducer will have a heavily damped 

response and lower amplitudes, but with a usefully wide bandwidth. If the two 

layers are mismatched, more acoustic energy will be propagated into the test 

medium, and such a transducer will have a longer response time and higher 

sensitivity over a narrower range of frequencies. 

The radiating face varies in its construction, and may be a thin layer of 

polymer material or a thicker buffer of a harder material such as glass. For 

applications where the transducer has direct contact with the test medium, the 

radiating face serves as a protective element for the piezoelectric layer; it must 

be durable and corrosion-proof in order to withstand friction and wear. In 

many applications the radiation face serves to match or at least partially match 
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the high acoustic impedance of the piezoelectic element to the lower 

impedances of the acoustic load. 

Lossy backing 

layer 

7 

Coaxial cable. 

Radiating face 
(matching layer) 

Piezoelectric element 

Silvered electrodes 

Figure 5.2. Basic structure of the transducer. 

The transducers used were the Panametrics-ND'FIM V309. V311. V354 

and V356 immersion-type transducers with centre frequencies of 5 MIlz, 10 

MHz 20 MHz and 30 MHz respectively (Appendix 5.1). These transducers are 

single element longitudinal wave devices with a quarter wavelength layer 

acoustically matched to water (figure 5.3); they are all of 0.5 inch diameter 

and a length of 33 mm. 

4 A312S-SU-NK--- F1. Uiilh! 

; r^ý, n_c, Il Fý ý'-IPJ 
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" I f ýý 

Y4 
Figure 5.3. Immersion transducers used in the experiments. 
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3) Test cell 

Experimental calibration measurements were carried out in pitch-catch 

mode, with the transducers co-axially aligned in a circular Perspex (PMMA) 

test cell, which was based on an earlier design from the Applied Ultrasonics 

Laboratory. Figure 5.4 shows two kinds of test cell used in the experiments, 

the one on the right side has two different gauge lengths, 4 mm and 8 mm, 

which can be used for transducers with high frequencies; the one on the left 

side has a gauge length of 10 mm, it also has a steel buffer outside the 

transducer to protect it from erosion, but this buffer layer adds an extra delay 

time into the system. The transducers are aligned coaxially with their faces 

parallel, one set on each side of a diametral line across the cell. The outer faces 

of the transducer are immersed in the test medium. Transducer response 

exhibits zeros at DC and even multiples of the centre frequency, as shown in 

figure 5.5. The 3dB operating bandwidth varies from device to device but 

typically extends from 0.3 fo to 1 .6 
fo 

,a frequency bandwidth of 1 .3 
fo 

. 

Test cells with different gauge lengths are used to get an optimised signal 

to noise ratio for transducers with different central frequencies. That means the 

measurements at high frequency are best done with the transmitting and 

receiving transducers close together (small gauge length d) to compensate for 

high values of the attenuation coefficient and to bring the signal level above 

the system noise; measurements at low frequency are best done with the 

transducers farther apart in order to increase the total measured attenuation 

towards the optimum value of 1 Neper (Challis et al, 2005). 

Figure 5.6 shows the modulus frequency responses for water at room 

temperature for propagation distances of 4 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm and 26 mm, 
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calculated using the equation: H,,,, (ro) = ex pj-a(m) -dj (which means the 

modulus of the spectra is a function of the products of attenuation and 

transmission distance). A frequency range up to 320 Mllz was used For the 

calculations, to ensure that all significant spectral components are 

encompassed and to prevent aliasing effects which would occur when a more 

limited frequency range is evaluated for the frequency response. It can he seen 

that the low-pass filtering effects in frequency responses increase with 

increasing path-lengths, this has the effect of widening the impulse response 

duration and dispersion in the time-domain. 

Figure 5.4a. Different kinds of through transmission test cells. 
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Figure 5.4b. The structure of the test cell. 
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Figure 5.5. Transducer response. 
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Figure 5.6. Modulus frequency responses of distilled water, for path-lengths of 4 mm, 8 mm, 

10 mm and 26 mm. 

4) The digital storage oscilloscope 

The signal obtained at the output of the amplifier is monitored and 

digitised by a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO, LeCroy 9314) running at a 

sampling frequency of 320 MHz. The data recorded by the DSO is transmitted 

via a GPIB interface (IEEE 488) to a personal computer for further processing. 

5.3.2 Computation of attenuation and phase velocity 

Ultrasonic spectrometers usually characterise the test medium in terms of 

its attenuation and phase velocity as functions of frequency. The calculation of 

the attenuation coefficient takes into account the whole signal pathway 

through the system. This includes the transmitter excitation waveform, the 

responses of the two transducers and their buffer layers, the response of the 

test medium (required) and the response of the electronics. In the context of 
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spectrometering, ultrasonic compression wave propagation through an 

acoustic pathway may be regarded as a series of convolutions in the time 

domain and these convolutions are equivalent to the following multiplications 

in the frequency domain: 

Y(w) =X (o)) "T (w) " C, (w) " H(w) - C2 (w) - R(w) - E(w) (5.1) 

where co is radial frequency, 

Y(co) = received signal; 

X (co) = electrical excitation signal; 

T(co) = frequency response of transmitting transducer; 

C#)) = coupling between transmitting transducer front face and test medium; 

H(w) = frequency response of test medium; 

C2 (co) = coupling between receiving transducer front face and test medium; 

R(w) = frequency response of receiving transducer; 

E(w) = frequency response of instrument electronics. 

It is necessary to calibrate for the responses of the transducers and this is 

not straightforward. The normal procedure is to record the attenuation in a 

reference medium whose attenuation and other properties are well known, 

distilled degassed water being a common choice. A test on distilled water 

yields: 

Yrur (w) =X (w) " T(w) " CRI. 1,1(w) " Hj,,. ((9) " Cw: r2 (w) . R(w) . E(w) (5.2) 

where H,,, 
. 
(w) = frequency response of water test medium; 

CRF, 
7"'1 (w) = coupling between transmitting transducer front face and water test 

medium; 
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C1t,, p2 (w) = coupling between transmitting transducer front face and water test 

medium. 

All other responses in the water reference measurement, i. e. the excitation 

signal, transducer responses and the impulse response of the instrument 

electronics, are assumed to be identical to those in the test medium 

measurement. The water reference data is used to remove the responses of the 

excitation signal, transducers and instrument electronics, by means of 

frequency-domain division: 

Y(w) 
_X 

(w) "T (o)) " C, (w) ' H(w) ' C2 (w) " Rx(w) " E(w) (5.3) 
Yp,,. (w) X (co) 'T (w) " Cncr1 (w) . Hw r (w) " Cw: rz (w) . R(w) . E(ty) 

Cancelling the common terms and rearranging gives: 

H(w) _ 
Y(w) ' CRrr" 1 ýw) ' 

HRr. 
r ýw) . CRFF2 ýw) 

Ynr: 
F(w) ' Cl (w) ' Cz (w) 

(5.4) 

The coupling terms C� are calculated from the relevant transmission 

coefficients and the density and sound speed in the test medium, both of which 

are measured relatively simply, see below. 

The ultrasonic wave attenuation in a medium can be calculated from the 

moduli of the complex frequency-domain data. Since the acoustic plane wave 

response of a test medium is expressed as: 

H(w) = ee"f 
ax! 
ýiýý (5.5) 

where a is the attenuation coefficient, w is the angular frequency and d is the 

propagation distance. The modulus of the frequency response of the test 

medium is then: 

H(w)I = e_a(o, ). d (5.6) 

The ultrasonic attenuation can be calculated as: 
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a(w) =d loge 
Hl (w)I 

Substituting for H(w) from equation 5.4: 

Q'(CO) =1 lOge 
IYRh'lý (w)I' C1(w)'C2(w) 

d 
_lY(w)I " HRC. r (w) ' CRIir1(w) ' CRr: 

r2 (w) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

The frequency response of distilled water can be calculated from 

literature values of a /f2 at the specific temperature at which the water 

reference measurement was taken. Water can be considered as a dispersion- 

free medium that obeys Beer's law (Kalashnikov and Challis, 2005); for a 

water reference measurement at room temperature (25°C) for instance, the 

attenuation coefficient is 

a,, (w)=2.5x10'14 " f2(Nepers"m-' "s-2) (5.9) 

where f is the frequency in Hz. 

Given the gauge length d, the frequency response of water is then: 

IHRrl,. (w)j = exp[-a(w) " d] (5.10) 

The coupling between the medium and transducer front face layers are 

represented by the transmission coefficients between the two materials, and 

this can be calculated from knowledge of the acoustic impedances of the test 

medium and the transducer front layer. The acoustic impedance, Z, of a test 

material is: 

Zmedium = Pmed, um 
X Cmedium (Rayls) 

Zlransducer 
- Plransducer X Ctransducer 

(5.11) 

(Rayls) (5.12) 

for the transducer, where p is density (Kg " m-') 

and c is low-frequency velocity based on time of flight (m " s-1). 
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The transmission coefficients are then: 

2'Tmedium 

ra, _ Zmedium + Ztransducer _ c. (w) 

tto _2" 

Zlransducer 
= C2 

Zmedium + Zlransducer \ 
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(5.13) 

(5.14) 

The same applies for the water reference medium, and because the 

properties of water are well documented, the acoustic impedance for water 

could be calculated from established experimental results. The density and the 

velocity of distilled water can be expressed as follows (Kaye and Laby, 1995): 

S 

k;,, " T! 

P(T) - 1+(A 
T) 

S 

c= I]k; 
T "T' 

; =o 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where A is a constant A =16.887236 x 10"3, and T is the water temperature in 

degrees Celsius. The constants k,,, and k. are given in table 5.1 (Del Grosso 

and Mader, 1972). 

i kip k, r 

0 999.83952 0.140238754 x 10° 

1 16.952577 0.503711129 x 10' 

2 7.9905127x10-3 - 0.5 80852166 x 10"' 

3 46.241757 x 10-6 0.334198834 x 10-3 

4 105.84601 x 10-9 - 0.147800417 x 10"5 

5 281.03006 x 10-12 0.314643091 x 10'8 

Table 5.1. Values of the constant k,,, in equation 5.15 and k; r in equation 5.16. 
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The ultrasonic phase velocity of a test medium can be determined by taking 

the phase difference between test medium and water reference data, as well as 

the transmission distance. The phase spectrum is calculated as: 

LY(w) = 
Im[Y((O)] (5.17) 
Re[Y(w)] 

where Y(a) is the frequency-domain data. The phase velocity is then 

expressed as: 

c(w) =d [LY(a)_LYiJ.. (co) 
+ zd + ts 

(5.18) 

where LY(ty) =phase spectrum of test medium data (rad. ); 

LYE,, (co) = phase spectrum of water reference data (rad. ); 

d= propagation distance (m); 

rd =time from initial electromagnetic breakthrough to the start of 

recording window; 

rs =amount of pulse time-shift imposed to minimise phase-wrapping; 

w= angular frequency (rad. ). 

This basic calculation works well in low noise environments, but in the 

majority of measurements the desired signal at the output of the digitiser is 

corrupted by electronic noise. Detection of wanted signals from unwanted 

noise is one of the most important topics in the theory and practice of 

ultrasonic measurements. A very simple technique for improving the signal-to- 

noise ratio (SNR) is coherent averaging. If the received signal has finite 

duration and repeats itself at particular instants of time, governed by the 

system clock, and if the background noise remains stationary in a statistical 

sense and uncorrelated with the signal, we may gain an increase in SNR by 
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averaging several consecutive notionally identical records of the received 

ultrasonic signal. In the averaging process the repeats of the desired signal add 

constructively whilst the noise components average to a progressively small 

value. This process can be viewed in the time domain by representing the 

signal at the output of the receiver amplifier Hou, (t) as: 

Hour (t) = s(t) + n(t) (5.19) 

where n(t) is the noise component, and s(t) is the signal component. n(t) has 

a Gaussian distribution with a variance of a2, so the amplitude of the noise is 

equivalent to the standard deviation or. 

If the input signal repeats N times, 

N 
HN (t) 

-L 
Isn (t) + nn (t)] 

n=1 

(5.20) 

From equation 5.20 we can see the signal term will increase by a factor of 

N, however, the noise component n(t) is random and unrelated to the signal 

s(t), therefore the noise will not combine coherently as the signal does. The 

summation of noise terms expressed in equation 5.20 is equivalent to the 

summation of N samples taken from a Gaussian distribution with a variance of 

o. 2. The variance of N samples taken from a Gaussian distribution of variance 

a2 is Na'. The amplitude of the averaged noise is equivalent to the standard 

deviation, VQ. If the signal to noise ratio of the system without averaging is 

defined as: 

SNR = 
s(t) 

_ 
s(t) 

n(t) Q 
(5.21) 

Then the signal to noise ratio after averaging is: 
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SNRQYe, = 
s(t) Ns(t) 

= -JN x SNR 
n(t) \rNQ 

(5.22) 

The signal to noise ratio has been increased by a factor of-, /N 
. If we take 

1000 measurements into a coherent average, it will expect to have 

1000 (=31.62) times better chance of seeing the required signal. In practice, 

the undesired noise is not always statistically ideal, spectrally white, and 

formally incoherent between successive signal records, and so the 

improvement in SNR will generally be slightly less than JN 
.A major 

disadvantage of coherent averaging is that the SNR is enhanced at the expense 

of processing time. In most acoustic experiments the acoustic disturbances 

continue to reverberate to and fro in the apparatus long after the signal of 

interest has been received, and these reverberations are picked up by the 

receiver system. It is therefore necessary to wait until these reverberations 

have died down before the transmitting transducer can be pulsed again. This 

waiting period slows down the coherent averaging procedure, for example, a 

typical set-up with 1000 averages will require around 10 seconds to complete, 

whereas the propagation time of the signal of interest can be as small as 10 µs. 

For studies on a stationary medium this time is insignificant but for studies in 

fast reacting or flowing chemical systems the averaging time is too great for 

meaningful data to be obtained. Therefore, an alternative method is needed, 

which is in some sense equivalent to averaging, but does not take so much 

time. There are many ways that this can be achieved and the majority can be 

categorised as correlation techniques, the details of which arc beyond the 

scope of this work, and the user is referred to a thesis by Phang (2006). 
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5.3.3 An example of an experiment 
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5.3.3.1 Materials 

Dow Corning 200 silicon oil with a viscosity of 350 ccntistokes (cSt. ) 

used in this work was purchased from I)ow Corning Ltd, U. K. The physical 

constants of water and the silicon oil are given in table 5.2. This silicon oil is 

chosen because its ultrasonic wave attenuation is high and it is useful as an 

analogue for ultrasonic measurements in highly attenuating, low SNR acoustic 

pathways; it is also chemically stable over time. 

Density (kg "m Sound velocity (m "S 

water 997.0 1497.0 

Silicon oil 968.0 1000.0 

Table 5.2. Physical constants of water and silicon oil at 25" C. 

5.3.3.2 Ultrasonic measurements 

Figure 5.7. Photograph of the whole experimental system. 
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About 50m1 of emulsions was degassed for 3 min using the sonic wave 

generator to get rid of the bubbles, then was placed in the test cell and allowed 

to reach thermal equilibrium for 5 min prior to making the measurement 

(T = 25.0±0.3°C). The emulsions were stirred continuously at a speed of 250 

rev min'' during thermal equilibrium and measurement to ensure homogeneity. 

The emulsion stirring is a necessary step for ultrasonic measurement, without 

stirring, we are trying to measure the attenuation and phase velocity of a 

quiescent system. 

The ultrasonic attenuation and phase velocity were measured over a range 

of frequencies using the method discussed above. Figure 5.7 shows a 

photograph of the practical system used and its functional structure follows the 

arrangements shown on figure 5.1. The pulse generator was controlled from a 

Windows environment using the WVinDUI software, supplied by the 

manufacture (NDT solutions Ltd, Chesterfield, UK). The system clock 

repetition frequency was set to 9.9 kHz, given sufficient time to avoid 

distortion due to acoustic reverberations. For both calibration measurements 

the pulse excitations were set to 100V to give a usable signal in high 

attenuation material, and the receiver amplifier gain was set to be the same for 

both measured material and reference water. 1000 coherent averages were 

applied in each measurement to improve the SNR, and the received signal was 

digitised at 320 MHz. 

The wide frequency range was achieved by using different transducers 

with different central frequency, for example, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 20 MHz and 

30'MHz transducers were used in this work. As discussed above, different 

path lengths were selected appropriate to these transducers. 
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After digitising, prior to computing FFTs of the time-domain data, the 

mean of the first 20 samples in each record is calculated and subtracted from 

the whole signal to remove any DC offsets that remain from the digitising 

process in order to avoid any spectral leakage from any spurious and unwanted 

zero-frequency components. The Fourier transform was used to get the 

frequency response of the sampled signal. Assuming the sampling frequency 

is fs, and the length of the FFT is NPTS, which should be a power of 2 points, 

the time resolution must be 1/ fs 
, and frequency resolution becomes f, / NPTS . 

Since we use 1024 points in the FFT calculation, if the signal data points are 

less than 1024, we need to zero pad the signal data up to 1024 points for the 

FFT calculation. The zero padding stage causes the spacing of the frequency 

coefficients to decrease from 320MHz/640 (the output data length is 640) to 

320MHz/1024, which improves the frequency domain resolution a little. 

5.3.3.3 Experimental results 

Figures 5.8 to 5.15 show the time domain signal and the frequency 

domain response after FFT for both distilled degassed water and silicon oil 

using different transducers. The time domain signal in which we are interested 

is the first disturbance to propagate through the test material, before any 

subsequent reverberations in the test cell, therefore there is some delay for the 

time domain signal due to the transducer front face layer and transmission 

distances between the transducers. As the transducer centre frequency 

increases, the bandwidth of the transducer amplitude increases as well, 

typically approximately to 1.5 times the transducer central frequency. 
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Figure. 5.8. Experimental water calibration results using 5MHz transducer using a 10mm test 

cell with a stainless steel buffer, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. 
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Figure. 5.9. Experimental water calibration results using 10MIlz transducer using 26mm 

transmission distance, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. 
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Figure. 5.10. Experimental water calibration results using 20Milz transducer with plastic 

delay line using 8 mm transmission distance, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) 

domains. 
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Figure. 5.11. Experimental water calibration results using 30Mllz transducer with silica delay 

line using 8mm transmission distance, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. 
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Figure. 5.12. Experimental oil results using 5Mliz transducer using a l0mm test cell with a 

stainless steel buffer, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. 
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Figure. 5.13. Experimental oil results using 10M11z transducer using 26 mm transmission 

distance, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. 
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Figure. 5.14. Experimental oil results using 20MHz transducer with plastic delay line using 8 

mm transmission distance, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. 
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Figure. 5.15. Experimental oil results using 30Mllz transducer with silica delay line using 8 

mm transmission distance, shown in time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. 
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The requisite attenuation and phase velocity functions were obtained 

using a MATLAII program developed by the author. It computes the 

attenuation and phase velocity based on the computational procedure outlined 

in §5.3.2. The attenuation and phase velocity functions generated using this 

software are shown in figures 5.16 and 5.17. From the attenuation curve we 

can see that the attenuation results from the different transducers lie on a 

single isotonic curve. Attenuation of 500 Np. m'1 over a path length 8 mm 

corresponds to a total signal loss in the test fluid of 4.0 Np. The smallest 

measurable loss was around 0.15 Np. In some measurements, the attenuation 

coefficient curves become more variant at the lower and higher frequency, 

which is because we are trying to measure very small changes on top of a large 

signal at lower attenuation whereas at high attenuations the signal is simply 

contaminated by noise, giving a low SNR; this will be discussed in detail in 

the next section. 
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Figure 5.16. Measurement of ultrasonic attenuation for silicon oil. 
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Figure 5.17. Measurement of ultrasonic phase velocity for silicon oil. 

5.4. Errors and uncertainties 

5.4.1 Errors calculation 

The accuracy and precision of experimentally measured ultrasonic 

attenuation and phase velocity functions are usually compromised by noise. 

The presence of noise in experimentally obtained ultrasonic signals is 

undesirable but inevitable. In a typical ultrasonic signal pathway the unwanted 

noise arises. primarily from electronic equipment involved in the 

measurements, the so-called electronic noise. In our ultrasonic measurement 

set-up, a signal generator produces excitation signals that drive the 

transmitting transducer, which then generates ultrasonic waves (usually 

compression) that propagate through the test medium. The propagated signal is 

captured by a receiving transducer that converts the ultrasonic waves into an 

electrical equivalent, which is then amplified, digitised and processed by a 
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computer or dedicated processor (see figure 5.18). In such an arrangement it 

was found that the principal determinants of noise are equipment electronic 

noise (additive, quantisation and frame 
. 
jitter) and numerical/computational 

rounding (Kalashnikov and Challis, 2005). 

The time-domain random noise maps into the frequency-domain in the 

manner stated by Blair (1998), and this frequency-domain noise then leads to 

errors in the attenuation and phase velocity coefficients subsequently derived. 

The frequency-domain noise maps to errors in the ultrasonic data in a highly 

non-linear way, with the errors increasing dramatically in measurements of 

both high and low attenuations (figure 5.19). Quantification of these errors 

will therefore provide a useful basis for controlling and optimising the design 

of ultrasonic spectrometers for both laboratory and industrial applications. 

These errors may be quantified using the statistical concepts of bias and 

variance, or for convenience of interpretation, relative bias and variance in 

percentages. The following is a summarised adaptation from Kalashnikov and 

Challis's work (2005), outlining the theoretical treatments for noise 

quantification in ultrasonic spectrometry measurements. 

Noise 

lor 

Pulser 
Test 

Medium P -" Amplifier 

PC Oscilloscope 

Figure. 5.18. Schematic of a conventional attenuation measurement system with noise. 
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The ultrasonic compression wave attenuation and phase velocity 

functions are related to the response of the test medium in the following 

manner: 

H(e-ýaLc(w), H(w) = e-ac°'>ý' (5.23) 

where d is the propagation distance and r is the data acquisition delay. The 

attenuation is to be calculated from the modulus of H(w), and the phase 

velocity calculated from its phase spectrum. The test medium response H(w) 

contains: 

1) The true test medium response H,. (w) , and 

2) Errors/noise expressed as random numbers r with bias b and standard 

deviation Q. 

The modulus and phase spectra of H(w) are thus: 

IH(w)I =IH, "(w)I +bm +rmQ'm (5.24) 

LH(t)) = LH,. (o)) + bp + rpQp (5.25) 

Generally numerical/computational errors are negligible provided 

floating-point arithmetic with adequate precision is used. Errors arising from 

digital processing of the acoustic signals are also negligible with the use of 

appropriate sampling frequency and anti-aliasing filters. Quantisation errors 

can be neglected, provided that effective use is made of the dynamic range of 

the converter; signal levels should be set at around 80% of the available 

dynamic range so as to leave some headroom above the expected signal level 
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to protect against transient saturation of the converter (Diebold, 1977, Challis 

and Kitney, 1991). 

With these taken into account it may be concluded that the primary error 

components are additive noise and frame jitter. Additive noise contributes to 

errors in the attenuation data, while errors in the phase velocity result from 

both additive noise and frame jitter. By considering equipment noise as the 

primary source of errors, Kalashnikov and Challis adopted a statistical 

technique based on Lindley (1965) to derive the relative biases in the 

attenuation and phase velocity in relation to the equipment noise. These biases 

are expressed as follows: 

Relative bias in attenuation, B[a(m)] = -bmMm 
[a(w)d ]+ am2Mm [2a(w)d ] 

(5.26) 

Relative bias in phase velocity, B[c(w)] _ -bPMp + an2AlP2 (5.27) 

The authors subsequently showed that random electronic noise introduces 

no bias in the amplitude spectra, hence the above expressions could be 

rewritten as follows: 

Relative bias in attenuation, B[a(w)] = am2Mm [2a(co)d] (5.28) 

Relative bias in phase velocity, B[c(w)] = ar2Mn2 (5.29) 

The relative variances in the attenuation and phase velocity are calculated 

using equations 5.30 and 5.31, respectively: 

a 

[a 

(CO) = am2Mm2 [a(m)d] (5.30) a2 

= a, 
p2IN1r2 (5.31) 

c (w) 
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The terms Mm [a(w)d J and M1m [2a(w)d J are error magnification functions 

for the amplitude spectrum, which express the mapping of errors in the raw 

data domain into the domain of measured variables, and are expressed as: 

a(a)d 

M. [a((o)d ]= 
a(tv)d 

= ml 

e 
2a(w)d 

M. [2a(cv)d ]== M2 
2a((v)d 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

Mm [a(w)d ] and Mm [2a(av)d ] exhibit a minimum value of e=2.71828 

when a(w)d =1 for equation 5.32, and a(w)d = 0.5 for equation 5.33 

respectively. The two functions are plotted in figure 5.19. As can be seen, the 

lowest relative error in measured attenuation occurs when M is at its 

minimum, that is at a(w)d = 0.5 Np for M. [2a(w)dl and at a(w)d =1 Np for 

Mm [a(w)d ]. The significant implication of figure 5.19 is that the best 

measurement condition occurs when measured attenuation is in the range 0.5 

to 1 Np. The curve also shows that measurement errors rise dramatically when 

the measured attenuation is less than 0.4 Np or greater than 1.5 Np. This curve 

is very useful in the context of the design of experiments with specified error 

limits: if the maximum attenuation to be measured (amaxd) is known, we can 

obtain the corresponding value of M from the curve; the relative error in the 

attenuation measurement will then be a multiplication of that value of M with 

the noise to signal ratio. 

MP is the error magnification function for the phase spectrum, and is 

expressed as: 

MP =ý (5.34) 
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where c and co respectively represent the measured velocity and the 

bandwidth, both of which are fixed for a particular test medium and 

experimental measurement. Errors in the phase velocity data, as represented 

by the magnification function, can therefore be reduced by increasing the 

experimental gauge length. 
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Figure. 5.19. Error multiplier functions that magnify bias and variance in the amplitude spectra 

using equations 5.32 and 5.33, plotted against total signal loss expressed in Np (attenuation of 

distilled water was used for calculation). 

5.4.2 Errors calculation in our experiment system 

Experimental data were collected and recorded using the experimental 

equipment as discussed above. The test medium was silicone oil (350cst, Dow 

Coming 200), and the attenuation result was obtained using the 20Mliz 

transducer with the plastic delay line at a 10 mm transmission distance. Data 
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consisting of 1000 frames of 640 samples each were collected. The raw signal 

records (figure 5.20a) exhibit noticeable noise that is significantly reduced by 

coherent averaging (figure 5.20b). The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of recorded 

signal is 30.2dß and 52dß before and after coherent averaging respectively 

(the SNR of the recorded time-domain signal was calculated by using the 

division between the output signal with power applied to the transmitter and 

the output signal without power). The SNR has been improved about 12 times 

after applying 1000 times coherent averaging. This is less than the theoretical 

improvement (41000 =31.6) and this is due to the noise not being ideally 

random. 

The Fourier transform of every record was calculated, and the amplitudes 

were averaged separately within the range 0-40MHz. The averaged spectra 

were regarded as the true received spectra I YT (w)I . The attenuation coefficient 

of the silicone oil (350cst, Dow Coming 200) at 25°C (Povey, 1997) is: 

aT (a) = 2.04 x 10-10 . f1.66 (Nepers " m"1) (5.35) 

Theoretical attenuation can be defined as the ratio of the output amplitude 

and the input amplitude of the ultrasonic wave, and was given by: 

I H(w) _I 

Ao(ý)I 

= e-"r(oý)d I A, cw) II 
The calibration amplitude spectrum was derived as: 

IX(w)I I H(w)I 
The theoretical attenuation ( H(w) ), averaged amplitude 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

spectrum 

(Y,. (w)) and calculated calibration spectrum (X (w)) for this kind of silicon 

oil are shown as figure 5.21. 
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The additive noise was quantified by calculation of the standard deviation of 

the amplitude spectrum (Y(tv) ), and the averaged amplitude spectrum (1 ,. (w) ) 

was considered as true signal, so we could get the SNR as: 

SNR=lOlog YT (W) (dB) 
std (Y(w)) 

(5.38) 

The SNR was greater than 27dB in the frequency range from 3 MHz to 

40 MHz, and greater than 40dß in the frequency range from 5 MHz to 27 

MHz (figure 5.22). 

The attenuation and phase velocity for silicon oil was calculated for every 

record available, 1000 records in this experiment. Both the theoretical value 

and the values obtained by experiment have been included in figure 5.23. It is 

clear that there is a good agreement between the experimental results and 

theory for both attenuation and phase velocity. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the 

relative bias and variance for attenuation and phase velocity respectively, 

where the experimental relative bias and standard deviation are plotted 

together with the values calculated using the equations (equations 5.28 to 5.31) 

discussed above. 
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Figure. 5.20a. Recorded oil signals superimposed in the time domain and frequency domain, 

using 20 MHz transducer with plastic delay line, at 10 mm gauge length. 
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Figure. 5.20b. Recorded oil signal after coherent averaging based on figure 5.20a. 
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Figure 5.21. Frequency domain result for oil: Theoretical attenuation calculated use equation 

5.36 (crosses), average amplitude spectrum (dash line) and calculated calibration spectrum 

using equation 5.37 (solid line). d= 10 mm. 
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Figure 5.23. Ensemble of calculated attenuation (top) and phase velocity (bottom) values 

(points) and the theoretical values (solid line). 1000 samples were used in the experiment. 
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Figure 5.25. (Top) Relative bias in the phase velocity for oil versus frequency: Values 

calculated from equation 5.29 (solid line) and experiment results (crosses). Bottom: relative 

standard deviation: calculated from equation 5.31 (solid line) and experiment results (crosses). 

5.5. Conclusion 

The focus of this chapter concerned the experimental methods used in this 

research project. The experimental set-up was explained, followed by a 

discussion of the calculations of the attenuation and phase velocity of a given 

test medium. Experimental errors were analysed in terms of basic statistical 

theory and an example experiment was done using Dow Corning 200 silicon 

oil. The error calculations were based on Kalashnikov and Challis (2001,2002 

and 2005). 

In the next chapter, we will use the methods described above in a series of 

experiments designed to investigate the applicability of the wave propagation 

theories described in chapters 2 to 4. 
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Chapter 6 Experiments and Simulations 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter is mainly concerned with the experiments and simulations 

for emulsion systems with different particle concentrations as well as 

contrasting particle size distributions, using the experimental method 

discussed in chapter S. These experimental data are compared with theoretical 

data predicted using the ECAH model, the ECAH explicit expression for Ao 

and A, terms, HHM model, and Evans and Attenborough's coupled phase 

model. Besides the experiments on concentrated emulsions, also included are 

the experiments on encapsulated emulsions to test the Anson and Chivers shell 

model. These models have been discussed earlier in chapters 2 to 4. 

The first experiment is the attenuation and phase velocity measurements 

on dilute emulsion systems, consisting of a 5% v/v n-hexadecane oil-in-water 

with different concentrations of surfactant in the continuous phase. This 

experiment provided a test as to whether our measurement strategy was correct 

or not. This was followed by experiments on a number of 1-bromohexadecane 

oil-in-water emulsions with different concentrations and particle sizes in order 

to test how and when the traditional ECAII model breaks down. Experiments 

were thus done at smaller particle sizes (around 90 nm), again to test how and 

when the ECAH model breaks down. In addition we also wished to determine 

if the HHM model and Evans and Attenborough's coupled phase model could 

be used for highly concentrated emulsions with small particle sizes. 
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Finally, there are included some experiments on encapsulated emulsions 

where these experimental data were compared with our simulations using the 

Anson and Chivers shell model, again in order to determine its applicability. 

We also changed the shell thickness and thermo-physical properties of the 

shell in the simulation in order to assess their influence on the attenuation. 

6.2 Experiment 1: 5% v/v n-hcxadecanc in water 

emulsion with 1% Tween and 2% Tween 

6.2.1 Emulsion preparation 

These two kinds of n-hexadecane oil-in-water emulsions were prepared 

and characterized by the Procter Department of Food Science at the University 

of Leeds. The author is most grateful for this support. The two emulsions have 

different particle size distributions, which were measured by using an optical 

instrument, the Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, 

Worcester, U. K. ) at the University of Leeds (see figures 6.4a and 6.4b). 

The disperse phase volume fractions of these emulsions are the same, 

namely 5% n-hexadecane, whereas the contents of the continuous phase is 

different; one of the continuous phases uses a surfactant solution containing 1 

wt% Tween, the other uses 2 wt% Tween. This small amount of surfactant 

changes some of the properties of continuous phase slightly (such as phase 

velocity and attenuation), but we still use the properties of water as the 

continuous phase property in the following calculations because it is difficult 

to measure the properties of the continuous phase in our laboratory. It is 

recommended to do such measurement in the future work. The changes in the 
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properties may explain the divergences from the experimental data to the 

simulations. The thermo-physical properties of the dispersed phase and 

continuous phase are shown in table 6.1. 

6.2.2 Ultrasonic measurements 

Ultrasonic attenuation and phase velocity spectra of these emulsions were 

measured in the frequency range from 2 MHz to 25 MHz using a Perspex 

(PMMA) test cell and a single 20 MHz broadband ultrasonic transducer. The 

details of the measurement methods and calculations have been described in 

chapter 5. The signal was averaged 1000 times prior to analysis to improve the 

signal-to-noise ratio (also see chapter 5). Each analysis was carried out on five 

separate samples, and the average of all five results for attenuation was 

calculated. 

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 give the measured ultrasonic attenuation and phase 

velocity for the two n-hexadecane emulsions. We see that the attenuations for 

n-hexadecane emulsions are not high compared to that of the oil alone. There 

is increasing variance at frequencies above 22 MHz for both of the emulsions. 

This corresponded to attenuation of 170 Npm', which with a test cell gauge 

length of 10 mm, convert to a total loss of 1.7 Np, which corresponded to a 

mapping factor M(ad) = 3.5. It was shown in chapter 5 that the error in the 

attenuation is M(ad) - NSR . The low signal levels were due to the use of steel 

buffers and to high attenuation. The phase velocity data are shown in figure 

6.2, and again, there is an increasing variance at frequencies above 22 MHz for 

both of the emulsions. 
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Properties n-hexadecane Water 1- 
bromohexadecane 

Ultrasonic velocity 1357.9 1497.0 1299.4 
ms'1 

Attenuation 9.35 x 10''4 f2 2.5 x 10`10 f2 1.45 x 10" f2 
coefficient 
(Np m" Hz2) 
Density (kg m' 773.0 997.0 1000.0 
Viscosity mPa s) 3.44 0.88 6.63 
Specific heat 2215.0 4177.0 2090.8 
(J K'1kg") 
Thermal conductivity 0.143 0.611 0.141 
(W m'1 s1) 

Thermal expansivity 0.00091 0.00026 0.000775 
K'1 

Table 6.1. Thermo-physical properties of the n-hexadecane, water and 1-bromohexadecane 

used in the calculation (25°C). These data were obtained from Ilemar and l lerrmann(1997), 

Chanamai (1999) and Holmes (1999). 
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0 2% Tween experiment 
A 11% Tween experiment 

10 

frequency (MHz) 

20 30 

Figure 6.1. Experimental results for attenuation in 5% v/v n-hexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsions. The triangle line is the result for the emulsion with 1% Tween; the circled line is 

the result for the emulsion with 2% Tween. 
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Figure 6.2. Experimental results for phase velocity in 5% v/v n-hexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsions. The triangle line is the result for the emulsion with 1% Tween; the circled line is 

the result for the emulsion with 2% Tween. 

6.2.3 Simulations using ECAH model 

In order to characterize the properties of these emulsions, it was 

necessary to measure the particle size distributions (PSDs) without disturbing 

the mixture. The PSDs of these emulsions are generally expressed in log- 

normal form because this reduces the number of parameters required in the 

fitting procedure (Challis et al, 2005) when using ultrasound for particle size 

analysis. The particles contained in the size range r to r+dr in these mixtures 

are given by: 

dN = Np(r)dr (6.1) 

where N is the number per unit volume, and 

1_1 lnr-ý 2 
P(r) - 2ýrrn- 

exp 2Q 
(6.2) 
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where p is the logarithmic mean, and corresponds to the particle mean radius, 

and o is the logarithmic standard deviation, a measure of the width of the 

distribution. It affects the maximum total particle concentration which can be 

achieved. 

The basis of measuring the PSD using ultrasound spectrometry is to use 

the appropriate scattering model to predict ultrasonic attenuation as functions 

of frequency and with particle radius and volume fraction as its parameters. It 

can be calculated as follows: a first estimate of the mean droplet size p and 

the standard deviation o is used to calculate the ultrasonic attenuation using 

the appropriate scattering theory. The most commonly used model is that of 

ECAH, equation 2.25. The predicted values are then compared with the 

experimental values, the difference between predicted and measured data was 

determined, and then the sum of the squares of the differences (SSD) is 

calculated (McClements, 1996). For example, the SSD calculation using 

ultrasonic attenuation measurements as a function of frequency is given by: 

SSD = 2: (eo, 
y (f) - a«P (f3 (6.3) 

where a, heo, y 
(f) is the predicted ultrasonic attenuation coefficient at a 

particular frequency f,, using the scattering theory, and a, xp 
(f, ) is the 

experimentally measured value. 

Varying mean p and standard deviation a, the attenuation calculated and 

compared with experimental data until the SSD error is minimised. Once the 

values of the mean particle size and the standard deviation have been 

determined, the particle size distribution p(r) can be calculated using 
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equation 6.2. In some complex cases, a bimodal distribution is used to increase 

the reliability of the distribution curve. 

As we mentioned above, the ECAII model is widely used in determining 

the PSDs, it requires discrete values of particle radius as input whereas the 

log-normal distribution is a continuous function; there is thus a problem in 

deciding on the number of size bins used to discretize the continuous 

distribution. Figure 6.3 shows the influence of different numbers of size bins 

in the particle size distribution, where 9,11 and 15 bins were used in the 

calculation, we can see the mean particle radius is nearly the same value, and 

the standard deviation is similar as well. This figure shows that the number of 

bins has little influence on the distribution curve, and 9 bins are enough to 

describe the particle distribution. For the distribution of the bins in particle 

size, Challis et al (2005) suggested that a simple logarithmic progression 

centred on a modal value u is enough, so the bin sizes are: 

JU x 
r=, --- x4 

, 9' 9z , ý, xP, x1u, x3ý, x4P (6.4) 

where x represents the logarithmic increment in particle radius r. Given the 

value p, the bin heights can be calculated using the following equation: 

O(r) = 
p(r)r 3 

exp 3,. t +2Q2 

(6.5) 

Previous experience has indicated that a value of x=3 works well in most 

situations, although in cases where an unacceptable fitting error arises the 

value of x itself can be taken into the fitting procedure and set to values 

greater or less than three (see Challis et al, 2005). 
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The PSDs measured in these experiments are compared with those 

obtained using the Mastersizer instrument in figures 6.4a and 6.4b. There are 

two curves in each figure, one corresponds to measurement on the Mastersizer 

2000, and the other from the attenuation fit. From figures 6.4a and 6.4b we see 

that the values of the mean particle radius are similar for both curves; however 

the standard deviation was larger when determined by the ultrasound method 

than by Mastersizer, resulting in a broader distribution curve, which means 

that around the mean diameters, there is a smaller frequency of sizes of 

particles. The difference of the width of the distribution curves could be 

caused by many reasons: such as, the different thermo-physical properties used 

in the two methods, the different frequency range measured in the two 

methods, the different number of input parameters and the different measured 

attenuation accuracy between the two methods. 

The PSDs measured using ultrasound spectrometry were obtained by 

adapting the ECAH model to measured attenuation data in a least squared 

error sense. We note here that in the case of ECAII the adaptation process was 

based on the full matrix form of ECAH with the extension of Lloyd and Berry 

(1967). The question now arises as to whether the resulting PSD would in 

reality give rise to the attenuation that was initially measured. In order to test 

this we have recalculated attenuation using these PSDs and compared the 

results with the original experimental data. The accuracy of the measured 

attenuation for all the frequencies is given by the merit quality (the lower merit, 

the better fit). The merit quality is defined (Malvern 1998) as: 

N (JI) 
ý 

Meritquality(%) =1ý 
ancýory (f )- aýxP 

x 100% (6.6) 
N r=ý aý«p (. T ) 

2 
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where N is the number of point in the attenuation spectrum. 

Figure 6.5 shows the experimental attenuation spectra and the simulation 

data predicted using the ECAH model of Lloyd and Berry by using the PSDs 

measured by ultrasound spectrometry. Also shown in this figure is the ECAII 

model simulation data with the PSDs obtained by the Mastersizer. We can see 

there is a good agreement between these simulation data, and both of them 

closely follow the experimental data from about 3 MHz to nearly 25 MHz. 

The merit qualities calculated from equation 6.6 are 1.3% and 2.7% for the 

Mastersizer and the ultrasound method, respectively. This factor represents the 

precision of the fit and is related to the accuracies of the predicted attenuation, 

obtained from the determined PSD, in comparison with the measured one. We 

therefore can conclude that the particle size distributions calculated using the 

ultrasonic method are as accurate as those obtained by the Mastersizer. 

The Mastersizer 2000 is used as a reference technique for the particle size 

distribution measurement and can provide precise distribution data. Therefore, 

in the following experiments, all the simulations are calculated using the PSDs 

measured by the Mastersizer instead of the ultrasound method, in order to test 

the applicability of different models. However, this technique needs sample 

dilution and not suitable for working in-line, the ultrasound spectrometry is 

then used in the PSD measurement for emulsions with different concentrations 

as a comparison with the Mastersizer results. 
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Figure 6.3. Particle size distribution for 5% n-hexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with 2% 

Tween using different bins. The broken line is for 9 bins; the solid line for 11 bins, and dash 

line for 15 bins. 
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Figure 6.4a. Particle size distribution for 5% n-hexadecane in water emulsion with 1% Tween. 

The broken line is the measurement using Afastersizer; the solid line is the measurement using 

attenuation data. 
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Figure 6.4b. Particle size distribution for 5% n-hexadecane in water emulsion with 2% Tween. 

The broken line is the measurement using Mastersizer; the solid line is the measurement using 

attenuation data. 
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Figure 6.5a. Experimental data (triangles) and simulation with ECAII model for 5% n- 

hexadecane in water with 1% Tween using the particle size distribution shown in figure 6.4a. 

The solid line is the attenuation fitted data, and the dash line is the Afaslersizer PSD fitted data. 
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Figure 6.5b. Experimental data (triangles) and simulation with ECA)! model for 5% n- 

hexadecane in water with 2% Tween using the particle size distribution shown in figure 6.4b. 

The solid line is the attenuation fitted data, and the dash line is the Afastersizer PSD fitted data. 

6.3 Experiment 2: 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsions with large particle radius at different 

concentrations 

6.3.1 Emulsion preparation 

The aim of the following experiments was to investigate the applicability 

of the ECAH model to the study of density-matched oil-in-water emulsions of 

low (6.25% v/v) and high (50% v/v) concentration and with small (0.09 µm) 

and large (1.2 µm) particle radii. The match with the density of water is 

expressed as the ratio of densities PW°fe' 
= 0.997. Thermal phenomena will be 

Pb/iex 

dominant in the attenuation mechanism, and viscoinertial effects can be 

neglected. The ECAH explicit expressions for AO and A, terms are enough in 
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the attenuation calculation, although it is likely that A, can be neglected. The 

thermo-physical properties of the continuous phases and dispersed phase are 

shown in table 6.1. 

To obtain emulsions with other particle concentrations, the 50% v/v 

emulsion was diluted. For example, for a 200 ml 25% v/v emulsion, 100 ml 

distilled water is added to 100 ml 50% v/v emulsion then blended it to make it 

uniformly dispersed. Other concentrations were prepared in the same way. 

The size of the droplets in the emulsions was measured using a 

commercial particle-sizing instrument based on static light scattering (Iioriba, 

LA-900, Irvine, CA). For a very dilute (< 0.01%) 1-bromohexadecane oil-in- 

water emulsion, the PSD is shown in figure 6.6, which is not a log-normal 

distribution. The median droplet radius measured by the light scattering 

technique was 1.2 µm. 

Volume 

r' 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 127166711 10 20 

Particle Diameter (pm( 
Figure 6.6. The particle size distribution of the diluted (<0.01% v/v) I-bromohexadecane oil- 

in-water emulsion estimated using the optical method. Median particle radius is 1.2µm. 
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6.3.2 Experimental results 

The same experimental method is used as described in section §6.2.2. 

The only difference here is the extension of the frequency range. In this 

experiment, the ultrasonic attenuation spectra were measured in the frequency 

range from 3 MHz to 37 MHz using two different Perspex test cells and three 

different broadband ultrasonic transducers (10 MHz, 20 MHz and 30 MHz) to 

cover the whole range. The first test cell was used for low frequency 

measurements (10 MHz transducer), which had a 26 mm gauge length; the 

second test cell was used for middle to high frequency measurements (20 MHz 

and 30 MHz) with options for 8 mm or 4 mm gauge lengths. Again, the 

average of five separate samples was calculated as the final attenuation. 

Figures 6.7 to 6.10 show the experimental attenuation data obtained for 

emulsions at different concentrations. There are three lines in each figure, each 

line corresponds to an attenuation result for different centre-frequency 

transducers. These figures show that the attenuation results from the different 

transducers coincide or are close to a single isotonic curve. This coincidence 

gives confidence in the experimental techniques. All of the attenuation curves 

showed a discontinuity between 37 MHz and 40 MHz. This is attributed to the 

effects of noise mapping nonlinearly into the measurements at high 

attenuations (see chapter 5, section §5.4.1, figure 5.19). It is concluded here 

that the working limits for all of the measurement frequencies were in the 

range from 3 MHz to 37 MHz. 
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Figure 6.7. Experimental attenuation for 6.25 % 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion, 

using different centre frequency transducers, with the error bars (± 5%) shown on the 

attenuation curve. The solid line is the measurement for 10 Mllz transducer with 26 mm 

gauge length, the broken line for the 20 MF1z transducer with 8 mm gauge length, and the 

dotted line for the 30 MHz transducer with 4 mm gauge length. 
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Figure 6.8. Experimental attenuation for 12.5 % 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion, 

using different centre frequency transducers. The line descriptions are the same as those in 

figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.9. Experimental attenuation for 25 % 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion, 

using different centre frequency transducers. The line descriptions are the same as those in 

figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.10. Experimental attenuation for 50 % 1-bromohexadecane in water emulsion, using 

different centre frequency transducers. The line descriptions are the same as those in figure 6.7. 
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6.3.3 PSD measurement and simulations 

The PSDs for all emulsions with different concentrations are measured 

using the method discussed in section §6.2.3 and arc plotted in figure 6.11. 

Two models were used in the PSD calculations: the full ECAII model with 

Lloyd and Berry and the HHM model. The first observation from figure 6.11 

is that the mean particle diameters have nearly the same value after dilution, 

which means that the mean particle diameter is relatively insensitive to the 

droplet concentration. The second observation is for higher concentrated 

emulsions, there is a slight difference in the standard deviation compared to 

that at the lower concentrations, which implies that the maximum value of the 

concentrations was different as well. Now we are trying to compare the PSD 

results calculated using the ECAH model and the IIHM model. We can see 

that the mean particle diameters gave the same result for the same particle 

concentration even at high volume fraction, which gives the confidence that 

the ECAH model still can be used for emulsions with large particle radius 

even at high concentrations. However, the standard deviation is larger when 

determined by the HUM model than by the ECAII model, resulting in a 

broader distribution curve, which means that around the mean diameters, there 

is a wider range of particle sizes. The main reason for this difference is 

because the ECAH model requires more independent parameters than the 

HHM model. 
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Figure 6.11. The PSDs of the I-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsions, calculated using 

the full ECAH model and the HHM model. The blue lines represent the PSDs for 6.25%. the 

pink lines for 12.5%, the red lines for 25%, and the green lines for 50%. 

The simulation data were calculated using four different models - the 

`full' ECAH model with Lloyd and Berry, the ECAH model simplified to its 

explicit approximations, the HHM model, and the CP model of Evans and 

Attenborough. All the calculations are based on the particle size distribution 

obtained by the optical method, and the results for a series of oil 

concentrations are shown at figures 6.12 to 6.15. 

The first observation is that the three models based on the ECAI-I 

formulation give results that are very close to each other and that they are also 

close to the experimental data. The second observation is that the coupled 

phase theory of Evans and Attenborough gives attenuations that are very much 

smaller than these observed experimentally - except at the very low 

frequencies, below 7 MHz for the 6.25% and 12.5% concentrations, and below 

3 MHz for the 25% and 50% concentrations. Turning now to the small 

difference between the ECAH based models we note that all three give similar 
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predictions up to approximately 25 MHz for all concentrations; above that 

frequency the HEIM model gives the closest match. The implications of this 

result for particle sizing will be discussed further at the end of this section. 

We note that half the distance between particle surfaces at 50%, for the mean 

particle radius r =1.2 µm, would be 0.31 µm, for particle sizes at one 

standard deviation of magnitude either side of this mean the distance between 

particles would be 0.01 µm and 16.7 µm, respectively. The thermal skin depth 

is plotted versus frequency in figure 6.16 with three circled lines 

corresponding to the three half-interparticle spacings. We note that for the 

majority of the particle sizes the half distance between particles is greater than 

the thermal skin depth, although there will be some smaller particles where 

this half distance is less than the skin depth. We would thus expect the ECAII 

model to apply quite well but not perfectly. 

We also note that the earlier assumption that only partial wave 

coefficients AO and A, would be required in the analysis has been borne out in 

practice. As we showed in figure 2.6a for 12.5% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in- 

water emulsion in chapter 2, the dominant part is A0, the higher order terms of 

partial wave coefficients are much smaller than A0, and they can be neglected 

in the attenuation calculation. 
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Figure 6.12. Attenuation and simulation data for 6.25% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, calculated using the PSD obtained by optical method. 
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Figure 6.13. Attenuation and simulation data for 12.5% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 
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emulsion, calculated using the PSD obtained by optical method. 
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Figure 6.14. Attenuation and simulation data for 25% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, calculated using the PSD obtained by optical method. 
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Figure 6.15. Attenuation and simulation data for 50% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, calculated using the PSD obtained by optical method. 
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Figure 6.16. Thermal skin depth (solid line) versus frequency, also shown is the half-distance 

between particles at selected radii: the triangles for the maximum particle radius, circles for 

mean particle radius and the stars for the minimum particle radius. 

6.4 Experiment 3: 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion with small particle radius at different 

concentrations 

6.4.1 Emulsion preparation 

Emulsions of 1-bromohexadecane in water for different concentrations 

were prepared, this time with smaller particle radius. These emulsions were 

prepared by the Procter Department of Food Science at the University of 

Leeds and the particle size distributions were measured using the Mastersizer 

instrument (see figures 6.17 and 6.18) at that institution as before. For these 

experiments, both the aqueous and dispersed phase are exactly the same 

half distance between particles using mean radius 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000 
101 

half distance between particles using minimum radius 
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materials as those in section 6.3, but the particle radius is much smaller, 

around 90 nm for the low concentrated emulsions, and around 120 nm for 50% 

emulsion. Because the 50% oil emulsion was made separately from the lower 

concentration emulsions, there is a slight difference in the mean particle sizes. 

This group of experiments was used to test the applicability of the ECAII 

model at small particle sizes, especially at high concentrations. Again, it was 

required to determine whether the ECAH explicit expression could be used to 

replace the full ECAH model in this situation, and also whether or not the 

McClements CS model and the Evans and Attenborough CP model arc 

applicable. 

small 40%-2 - Average, 0511810618: 07: 19 -small-20% - Average, 0511810618: 12: 47 
small-10% - Average, 0511810618: 18: 08 -- small 5% - Average, 0511810618: 26: 07 v 

Figure 6.17. PSD for 5%, 10%, 20% and 40% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion 

using the Afastersizer, calculated in Leeds University. 
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Figure 6.18. PSD for 50% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion using the Afaslersirer. 

calculated in Leeds University. 

6.4.2 Experiment results 

The same test cell and transducers were used as in the previous 

experiment, section §6.3.2. Figures 6.19 to 6.23 give the experimental results 

for the 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with small particle sizes at 

different particle concentrations. The attenuation results from the different 

transducers lie close to a single isotonic curve, and the useable frequency 

range extended from 2 Ml lz to 37 MHz for emulsions up to 20%, and up to 

over 30 MI Iz for the high concentrations of 40% and 50%. 

Figures 6.24 to 6.28 show the PSUs for each emulsion using the full 

FC'AII model, and the McC'lements ('S model, in comparison with the 

Mastersier results. For particle concentrations smaller than 10%. the two 

models gave same values for both the mean particle diameter and the standard 

deviation, which are identical to the Mastersizer mean radius. For higher 

concentrations, the difference in PSI)s using the two models becomes 

significant: the mean particle diameter appears to he larger when the FVAI I 
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model is used, whereas as when the CS model is used the mean particle 

diameters are quite close to those obtained from Mastersizer. This is not 

surprising since when the particle concentration increases, there may be some 

particle-particle interactions in the form of thermal wave overlaps, and the 

ECAH model may not precisely predict the particle size distribution because it 

did not take into account the thermal wave overlap effects and will give higher 

predictions of the attenuation data for small particle sizes at low frequencies. 

The ECAH model may not be the best model for emulsions with small particle 

sizes. Observing figure 6.28, the PSD curves for 50% emulsion, there is a 

different shape between the PSDs using ultrasound spectrometry and the 

Mastersizer method, it seems the second lobe in the Mastersizer PSD is due to 

the influence of bubbles. 
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Figure 6.19. Attenuation experiment for 5% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with 

small particle sizes using different transducers. The solid line represents the attenuation 

measurement using the 5 MHz transducer at 26 mm gauge distance, the dash line is the 

measurement using the 10 MHz transducer at 26 mm, the dotted line is the measurement using 

the 20 MHz transducer at 8 mm, and the triangles is 30 MHz transducer at 4 mm. 
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Figure 6.20. Attenuation experiment for 10% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with 

small particle sizes using different transducers. Line descriptions are the same as figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.21. Attenuation experiment for 20% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with 

small particle sizes using different transducers. Line descriptions are the same as figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.22. Attenuation experiment for 40% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with 

small particle sizes using different transducers. Line descriptions are the same as figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.23. Attenuation experiment for 50% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water emulsion with 

small particle sizes using different transducers. Line descriptions are the same as figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.24. Particle size distribution for 5% 1-bromohexadecane in water emulsion. Volume 

fraction contribution is plotted against particle sizes. The solid line is the 1llastersi: er result, 

the square line is the ECAH result, and the dash line is the HIM model result. 
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Figure 6.25. Particle size distribution for 10% 1-bromohexadecane in water emulsion. 

Volume fraction contribution is plotted against particle sizes. The solid line is the RfastersJzer 

result, the square line is the ECAH result, and the dash line is the 1111M model result. 
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Figure 6.26. Particle size distribution for 20% 1-bromohexadecane in water emulsion. 

Volume fraction contribution is plotted against particle sizes. The solid line is the Afastersizer 

result, the square line is the ECAH result, and the dash line is the 1111M model result. 
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Figure 6.27. Particle size distribution for 40% 1-bromohexadecane in water emulsion. 

Volume fraction contribution is plotted against particle sizes. The solid line is the Rfasterslzer 

result, the square line is the ECA11 result, and the dash line is the 1111M model result. 
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Figure 6.28. Particle size distribution for 50% 1-bromohexadecane in water emulsion. 

Volume fraction contribution is plotted against particle sizes. The solid line is the hfastersizer 

result, the square line is the ECAH result, and the dash line is the IIIIM model result. 

6.4.3 Simulations 

Figures 6.29 to 6.34 show the simulation results for attenuations versus 

frequency for 1-bromohexadecane emulsion with small particle sizes, using 

the PSDs obtained by the Mastersizer. Each figure gives the experimental data 

together with the simulations for the full ECAH model, its explicit expressions, 

the HHM model, and Evans and Attenborough's CP model. The fitting 

procedure has been discussed above in section §6.3.3. Figure 6.29 is the 5% 1- 

bromohexadecane in water emulsion with the mean particle radius of 90 nm, at 

this low particle concentration, the half particle-particle distance (d = 0.15 µm) 

is large compared to the thermal skin depth (S,. = 0.1 µm) at 2 MIIz. It is clear 

that there are no thermal wave interactions, and the ECAH model works well 

over the whole frequency range. In the long wavelength regime (the particle 

radius is much smaller than the compressional wave length 150 pm at 10 

I' I' 
II 
II 
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MHz), we can see that the explicit expressions gives good prediction 

compared with the experimental data, and it closely follows the full ECAII 

result. The simulation result using HUM model is also in good agreement with 

the experimental data as well as the ECAII model, as we discussed in chapter 

3, the thermal term in HHM model tends to give same value as that in ECAII 

model at very low concentration. We can conclude that all the three ECAII 

based models gave similar results, and all of them agreed with the 

experimental data for the whole frequency range. However the Evans and 

Attenborough's CP model predicts a much lower attenuation than the 

experimental data for the whole frequency range. 

Increasing the particle concentration to 10% roughly doubles both the 

experimental and the simulated results, as can be seen in figure 6.30. The same 

comments apply as for the 5% attenuation. 

As we discussed in chapter 2, the ECAII model will break down for small 

particle sizes at high particle concentrations because of the thermal and 

viscous wave interactions. In these experiments, the density of 1- 

bromohexadecane is almost the same as that of water. Therefore, thermal 

absorption is the dominant attenuation mechanism. From the former 

discussion (equation 2.39), calculation shows that the critical volume fraction, 

for emulsions with a particle sizes of 100 nm, is 11%, which means below this 

concentration, half the average distance between the particles is larger than the 

thermal skin depth, as a result, there is no thermal wave overlap effect, and the 

ECAH model can be used; on the contrary, above this concentration, there are 

thermal wave interactions between neighbouring particles, and the ECAII 
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model is expected to give a higher prediction than the experimental data at low 

frequencies. 

The simulation data for 20% emulsion using the Aastersizer PSD is 

shown in figure 6.31. Both the ECAH model and its explicit expression 

predicted a slightly higher prediction than the experimental data at low 

frequencies (say f< 15MHz ); above this frequency, the predictions using 

these two models converged to the experimental data. The 1II1M model 

prediction closely followed the experimental data from 2 MHz to 37 MHz. 

The CP model still gave lower predictions compared with the experimental 

results. The merit qualities of the ECAH model and its explicit expression are 

6.2% and 6.4%, respectively, and the merit quality of the 1111M model is 1.6%. 

With a further increase in concentration up to 40%, these phenomena 

become much clearer, figure 6.32; we see that both the ECAH model and its 

explicit expression gave a much higher attenuation (about 13% higher) 

compared with the measurement along the whole frequency range. At higher 

frequencies (f > 30 MHz), the ECAH model and its explicit expression kept 

increasing and converged to the experimental data. The 1111M model took into 

account the thermal wave overlap effects, and was in good agreement with the 

experimental data across the frequency range. 

For the 50% emulsion, the mean particle radius increases to 120 nm, 

obtained using the Mastersizer. Although the particle radius becomes larger, 

there are still particle-particle interactions in this emulsion, both the ECAII 

model and its explicit expression gave a higher prediction (about 18% higher) 

for the whole frequency range; at large frequencies, it began to converge to the 

experimental data. The HHM model still closely followed the measurement 
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data for the whole frequency range and again the CP model gave a lower 

prediction across the whole frequency range. 
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Figure 6.29. Attenuation and simulation data for 5% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, using the PSDs in figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.30. Attenuation and simulation data for 10% 1-bromohcxadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, using the PSDs in figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.31. Attenuation and simulation data for 20% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, using the PSDs in figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.32. Attenuation and simulation data for 40% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, using the PSDs in figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.33. Attenuation and simulation data for 50% 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water 

emulsion, using the PSDs in figure 6.18. 

6.5 Experiment 4: encapsulated emulsions 

6.5.1 Emulsions preparation 

A set of encapsulated emulsions and their unencapsulated precursors was 

supplied by Dow AgroSciences Ltd, Kings Lynn, UK. The encapsulated 

emulsions were prepared to give the combinations of concentrations and 

particle size, and the precursor emulsions were prepared to give a guide to the 

initial state of the encapsulated ones, see table 6.2.20% v/v (sample 16-C) and 

40% v/v (sample 17-A). Solvesso 100S unencapsulated emulsions were 

prepared by weighing 30 or 60 ml of Solvesso 100S oil and 120 ml aqueous 

solution into a glass beaker and blending with a high speed blender for I min. 

The continuous phase consisted of distilled water with 4 wt% Gonsenol G103 

(PVA) as the surfactant in solution. The thermo-physical properties of the 

continuous phase are the same as those of water, table 6.3. The Solvesso 1005 
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is a petroleum-derived complex substance used in agrochemicals. The particle 

size distributions of these emulsions were measured using a Alastersizer 

instrument by Dow AgroSciences (see appendix 6.1). This was done three 

times. The first measurement was made just after the emulsion was made, the 

second one day later, and the third after 10 days. The first two measurements 

gave PSDs which were identical within the limits of experimental error, whilst 

the 10 day result indicated the mean particle radius of the unencapsulated 

emulsions increased significantly (see table 6.3). This indicates that the 

unencapsulated emulsions are not stable with time, and most probably 

flocculated over a period of days. However, they could be redispersed by 

vigorous stirring before each experiment. This can be demonstrated by figure 

6.34, when shows the measured attenuation for 20% unencapsulated emulsion 

(sample 16-C) with the change of time, using 5 MHz transducer at a 26 mm 

gauge distance. The blue line shows the attenuation measured after receiving 

the sample; several days later, this emulsion is flocculated, and the attenuation 

changed because of the flocculation, as the black line shows; after redispersing, 

the flocculation was reversed and the attenuation was measured again, sec the 

red line, which is identical to the first one within the limits of experimental 

error. 
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Figure 6.34. The experimental attenuation for 20% Solvesso 100S oil-in-water emulsion, with 

mean particle diameter of 1.64 gm. The attenuation was measured over a period of days: the 

solid line shows the first experimental data, the dash line shows the attenuation data several 

days later, when the emulsion become flocculated; and the broken line shows the experimental 

data after stirring the flocs. 

The encapsulation process was as follows: an oil emulsion without shell 

is first made with the desired droplet size; 0.24% EDA (Ethylene diaminc) was 

added into the emulsion to form capsules and 0.4% Atlox (a blend of 

polyoxymethylene surfactant) was added as a dispersant. All the three samples 

of the encapsulated emulsions were made using these procedures. Sample 16- 

D (20% encapsulated emulsion) was made using sample 16-C (20% 

unencapsulated emulsion), and they have the same particle radius. Sample 16- 

B was also made using sample 16-C, but this time further processing was 

applied to give a smaller particle radius before encapsulation. Sample 17-13 

(40% encapsulated emulsion) was made on the basis of the 40% 
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unencapsulated emulsion (sample 17-A), with the same particle sizes. All the 

samples and particle sizes are listed in table 6.2. 

For the encapsulated emulsions, the oil phase is the mixture of 1% 

Voranate M-220 (a polyisocyanate) and 20% Solvesso IOOS, the aqueous 

phase is distilled water with the surfactant, and the shell phase is a kind of 

polyurethane, which results from a reaction of the Voranate M-220 with EDA 

(Ethylene diamine). The thermo-physical properties of these three media are 

shown in table 6.3. For the oil phase, the inclusion of small amount (1%) of 

Voranate M-220 does not change the thermo-physical properties significantly, 

so we assumed that it has the same properties as Solvesso IOOS; the properties 

of the continuous phase is the same as water. The density, shear rigidity and 

heat capacity of the shell were stated by Dow AgroSciences Ltd; to be quite 

similar to those of polystyrene, hence, the other properties, such as velocity, 

the attenuation coefficient, thermal conductivity and thermal expansivity of 

the shell were taken to be those of polystyrene. 

Sample Type of emulsions Volume Mean particle Mean particle 
fraction diameters diameters 
(v/v) (measured after (10 days later) 

made) 
16-B encapsulated 20% 1.46 pm 1.75 pm 

emulsion 
16-D encapsulated 20% 1.64 pm 1.84 pm 

emulsion 
17-B encapsulated 40% 1.64 pm 1.79 pm 

emulsion 
16-C Unencapculated 20% 1.64 pm 8.54 pm 

emulsion 
17-A Unencapculated 40% 1.64 pm 15.25 pm 

emulsion 
Table 6.2. Particle sizes and concentrations of Dow emulsions. 
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Properties Oil phase Aqueous 
phase 

Shell 

Ultrasonic velocity (m s' 1357.1 1497.0 2330.0 
Attenuation coefficient 
(Np m' 

2.48x 10-13f2 2.5 x 10-14f2 1.0 x 10-11f 2 

Shear rigidity - - 1.27 x 109 

Density (kg m') 878.0 997.0 1053.0 

Viscosity (Pa s) 8.341 x 10-4 8.8 x 104 - 

Specific heat 
JK"'k"1 

1740.5 4177.0 1193 

Thermal conductivity 
Wm" S'I 

0.162 0.5952 0.14 

Thermal expansivity 
K"" 

6.1 x 10 4 2.6 x 10-4 2.6 x 10-' 

Table 6.3. Thermo-physical properties of three different phases at 25°C. 

6.5.2 Experiment results and simulations 

Figure 6.35 shows the attenuation experiment for the 20% Solvesso 100S 

oil-in-water emulsion together with the predictions using the ECAII model. 

The particle size distribution for this emulsion was determined using 

ultrasound spectrometry and compared with the Mastersizer result in figure 

6.36; the particle sizes are nearly the same but with a slightly different 

standard deviation. The frequency working limit for the measurement is from 

2 MHz to 27 MHz, obtained using three different transducers. The three sets of 

data appeared to be consistent in that they formed a smooth continuous line. 

The prediction using the ECAII model with the PSDs calculated by the 

Mastersizer showed very good agreement with the experimental data. It is not 

surprising that no thermal or viscous wave interactions are expected in this 

emulsion since half the average distance between the particles (0.58 µm) is 
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larger than both the thermal (8 = 0.13 µm) and viscous (Ss = 0.28 ltm) skin 

depths. The ECAH model results agree well with experiment. 

Similar results were obtained for the 40% v/v emulsion (sample 17-A), 

and these are shown in figure 6.37, with the PSDs shown as figure 6.38. We 

note that the model and experiment were in good agreement up to 15 MHz and, 

after that, the model slightly underpredicted the attenuation between 15 and 22 

MHz. The increasing variance above 22 MHz is typical of a measurement 

system when the effects of noise become significant. 

The equivalent results for the encapsulated emulsions are shown in 

figures 6.39 and 6.40. In these experiments, the same three transducers and 

gauge lengths were used as before. Figure 6.39 shows the results for sample 

16-B and sample 16-D, both are 20% encapsulated emulsions with 0.17 pm 

shell thickness, but the mean particle diameter is different, for sample 16-B the 

mean diameter is 1.46 µm, while the mean diameter is 1.64 pm for sample 16- 

D. Comparing the two experimental data we can see that the slight difference 

in particle radius changes the attenuation curve a little: for sample 1643, the 

emulsion with a smaller suspended particle, its attenuation is slightly larger 

than that of sample 16-D, the emulsion with at larger particle radius. This 

phenomenon is much clearer at higher frequencies (f > 17 Mllz) when the 

effects of the noise become significant. The attenuation for these samples was 

calculated with the PSDs from Afastersizer using the Anson and Chivers 

model. These two attenuation results are quite close to each other, which 

means the slightly difference in the core radius has little influence on the 

attenuation curve. 
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Figure 6.40 shows" the experimental result for sample 17-13,40% 

encapsulated emulsion, and the simulation data using Anson and Chivers 

model with the PSD from Mastersizer (mean particle diameter 1.64 tm and 

shell diameter 1.97 gm). The simulation data gave a good prediction at high 

frequencies. 

Comparing the attenuation result of sample 16-C with that of sample 16- 

D in figure 6.41a, each having the same particle concentration and suspended 

particle sizes, we see that there is a dramatic increase in the attenuation when 

the emulsion undergoes encapsulation; it is about three times greater than that 

without shell. Figure 6.41b shows the ratio of the attenuation in the 

encapsulated and unencapsulated systems as function of frequency. This 

increase of the attenuation depends on the properties of the shell. If the 

thermo-physical properties of the shell were similar to those of the continuous 

phase, the increase would be small, but, on the contrary, the increase is large. 

A similar result was obtained in the case of the 40% v/v emulsion where, again, 

the attenuation of encapsulated emulsion at high frequencies is nearly three 

times larger than the attenuation of emulsion without a shell. 

On the basis that the theory and techniques described here could lead to a 

means to non-destructively estimate the properties of encapsulated emulsions, 

it is of interest to investigate the sensitivity of the theoretical formulations to 

some of the key properties of the encapsulated particles. To this end a brief 

analysis has been done to assess the effects of shell thickness, shell density 

and thermal properties on the attenuation data. The influence of the shell 

thickness on the attenuation is shown in figure 6.42. It is clear that when we 

decrease the shell thickness, the attenuation decreases as well; however, the 
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extent of the decrease depends on the properties of shell. When the shell 

thickness was set to zero, which means there is no shell around the particles, 

the attenuation is greatly decreased, and the result converged to the ECAII 

model. This convergence indicates that for a well-defined emulsion system, 

the attenuation could be used to estimate the shell thickness. 

The changes in the shell density lead to a dramatic change in the 

attenuation, see figure 6.43. There is an inverse proportion between the shell 

density and the attenuation. The influence of thermal properties (such as the 

thermal conductivity, thermal expansivity and specific heat) on the attenuation 

is quite small, shown in figure 6.44. The changes of the ultrasonic properties, 

such as the velocity and the attenuation coefficient have no influence on the 

attenuation curve. The implication of this result for the non-destructive 

evaluation of encapsulated emulsions is that it is possible to estimate shell 

thickness or density from ultrasonic attenuation measurement, but not both at 

the same time. 
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Figure 6.35. Attenuation experiment data for 20% Solvesso 100S oil-in-water emulsion 

(sample 16-C), the simulation data was predicted using the ECAIU model with the PSDs 

obtained by the Mastersizer. 
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Figure 6.36. PSDs for 20% Solvesso 100S oil-in-water emulsion (sample 16-C). The solid 

line is PSD by Mastersizer (just after the emulsion was made) and the dash line is using the 

ultrasound spectrometry (just after receiving this sample). 
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Figure 6.37. Attenuation experiment data for 40% Solvesso INS oil-in-water emulsion 

(sample 17-A), the simulation data was predicted using the ECAII model with the PSDs 

obtained by the Mastersizer. 
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Figure 6.38. PSDs for 40% Solvesso 100S oil-in-water emulsion (sample 17-A). The solid 

line is PSD by Mastersizer (just after the emulsion was made) and the dash line is using the 

ultrasound spectrometry (just after receiving this sample). 
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Figure 6.39. Attenuation experiment data for 20% encapsulated emulsions: sample 16-I3 with 

particle diameter of 1.46µm (dots) and sample 16-D with particle diameter of 1.64µm (stars), 

the shell thicknesses for both of the emulsions are 0.165 µm. The simulation data was 

predicted using the Anson-Chivers shell model using the PSDs by the Afastersi: er. The solid 

line for sample 16-B and the broken line for sample 16-D. 
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Figure 6.40. Attenuation experiment data for 40% Solvesso oil-in-water encapsulated 

emulsion (sample 17-B), particle diameter is 1.64 µm, and shell diameter is 1.971im. The 

simulation data was predicted using the Anson and Chivers shell model. 
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Figure 6.41a. The comparison of attenuation as functions of frequency for 20% oil in-water 

emulsion (sample 16-C) (the blue dots and blue line) and the 20% encapsulated emulsion 

(sample 16-D) (red dots and pink line), which have the same suspended particle radius. 
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Figure 6.41b. The ratio of the attenuation in the two emulsions (sample 16-C and 16-D) 

shown in figure 6.41a: both have the same suspended particle radius and concentration. 
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Figure 6.42. The influence of shell thickness on the attenuation for encapsulated emulsions 

(sample 16-D). The triangles are the experimental data, black line is the shell model fit, the 

dash line is the shell model results when the shell thickness decreases 10%, and the broken 

line is the ECAH model result, the dots are the shell model result when the shell thickness is 

zero. 
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Figure 6.43. The influence of density on attenuation for encapsulated emulsion (sample 16-D). 

The triangles are experimental data, the solid line is the shell model fit result, and the dash line 

and broken line represent for the shell model results when density of shell decrease or increase, 

respectively. 
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Figure 6.44. The influence of thermal properties on attenuation for encapsulated emulsion 

(sample 16-D). The triangles are experimental data, the solid line is the shell model fit result, 

broken represents the result when specific heat changes, dash line represents the result when 

thermal conductivity changes, and dots is the change of expansivity. 

6.6 Conclusion 

The aim of the work described in this chapter was to evaluate the range of 

applicability of the ECAH model and associated explicit expressions in the 

long wavelength limit and also to test the HIM model for higher 

concentrations when thermal overlaps could be expected. Also included here 

was a test of the validity of Evans and Attenborough's coupled phase theory 

when applied to emulsions. In line with the commercial significance of 

encapsulated emulsions we also examined the applicability of the Anson and 

Chivers extension of the ECAH model to these materials. In all of the 

subprogrammes experiments to measure attenuation over as wide a bandwidth 
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as possible were performed on carefully prepared emulsion samples. It is 

hoped that the data from these experiments will go some way to a `once and 

for all' benchmark of the various propagation theories. This will enable 

designs of ultrasonic spectrometers and process monitors to be as robust as the 

hardware technology would allow and for them to use software that derives 

from the simplest propagation model that successfully simulates measured 

data. In this respect the principal conclusions of this chapter are: 

1. The basic ECAH formulation as interpreted by Lloyd and Berry (equation 

2.25) works well for concentrations as high as 50% for mean particle 

diameters 2.4 µm up to a frequency of 37 MHz. Importantly the explicit 

approximations in the ECAH theory give results identical with the full 

model. This is particularly significant because it will lead to much simpler 

software embedded into process instruments, avoiding the computations 

and ill-conditioning associated with the full boundary condition matrix. 

2. Around the wavelength-particle size region where thermal wave overlaps 

could become significant, the basic ECAII model begins to overpredict 

attenuation, as expected. In these circumstances the HHM model was 

shown to give accurate simulations of measured results. In the dilute limit 

this model gives results equivalent to the ECAII model, and it is not 

complex from a computational point of view. So, returning now to the 

issue of a process instrument to measure PSD, it would make sense to use 

the HHM model as the basis of the instrument, using long wavelength 

approximations to aid computation, since this would cover both the dilute 

and the concentrated regions. 
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3. The coupled phase model of Evans and Attenborough has been shown to 

underpredict attenuation by a considerable margin; it is thought that this is 

due to the absence of a true elastic scattering term. The failure of this 

model is somewhat of a disappointment as it initially appeared to have 

potential for a much simplified computational kernel for a process 

instrument. 

4. The problem of encapsulated emulsions was addressed and it was shown 

that the Anson and Chivers model gives good simulations of measured 

attenuation. It was also shown that the attenuation was sensitive to the 

thickness of the encapsulating shell, an important factor in the 

determination of the proper functionality of the emulsion. It is therefore 

concluded that the techniques of bulk wave ultrasonic spectrometry can be 

extended to include encapsulated emulsions. This may be significant for 

the agrochemical, pharmaceutical and food industries. 
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Chapter 7 Discussion 

7.1 Introduction 

This thesis has formed part of an ongoing programme of which the aim is 

to develop low cost and robust instrumentation to estimate the PSD of 

emulsions in an on-line situation. The overall programme includes low cost 

test cells which can be connected to pipework, electronic pulser-receiver 

platforms which are compact, robust, and also of low cost, and software to 

interpret raw compression wave data. This thesis focuses on part of the 

software development, namely on the mathematical and computational 

modelling of bulk wave attenuation in emulsions. This area is important 

because of the way in which PSD is determined from experimental data: the 

measured attenuation as a function of frequency is calculated and compared 

with the attenuation predicted by a mathematical model which has as one of its 

inputs a parameterized analytic function to represent the PSD, the log-normal 

function being the most common. 

The error between experimental and predicted attenuations is calculated 

in a least mean square sense and the parameters of the analytic PSD are 

adjusted until this error is minimized. The resulting PSD is then taken as 

representing the PSD of the test material. This procedure requires many 

computations of the predicted attenuation and because of this it was thought 

worthwhile to focus attenuation on mathematical/computational models in 

order to determine the applicability of the various models available (i. e. are 

they good predictors) and also to arrive at the simplest model possible. Here 
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advantage would be gained in avoiding where possible the matrix operations 

associated with the full ECAH model. There were a number of problem spaces 

in which the models were to be evaluated, for example, small or large particles, 

high and low emulsion concentrations, and also special cases such as the 

encapsulated emulsions. 

At the beginning of the project, there was much evidence in the literature 

to suggest that the ECAH model and extensions to it gave good prediction 

across a broad range of emulsion types. The alternative coupled phase model 

of Evans and Attenborough had the advantage that it was computationally 

simple and might provide a valid predictor. The question was which forms of 

the model(s) should be used in each problem space. These considerations form 

the basis of this discussion. 

7.2 Coupled phase theory versus scattering theory 

According to the models discussed in this thesis for the emulsion systems, 

they can be divided into two groups: scattering theory and coupled phase 

theory. Scattering theory describes the ultrasonic wave propagation on a 

system of isolated single-particles in the long wavelength limit. Examples are 

the ECAH model, which had been widely used in the semi-dilute systems; and 

the HHM model, which accounts for the thermal wave overlap effects, 

encountered on high concentrated emulsions. The coupled phase model was 

derived by Evans and Attenborough, and was based on the former 

hydrodynamic model by Harker and Temple with added the thermal effects. It 

took the ensemble of all particles as one imaginary `phase' and the continuous 

phase as another, and used the conservation of mass and momentum to 
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account for the viscoinertial losses and the conservation of energy to account 

for the thermal losses. As far as our experimental results and simulation data 

are concerned, the coupled phase theory can not give accurate predictions for 

emulsions either with small particle sizes or with large particle sizes, at any 

volume fractions. Table 7.1 shows the difference between scattering model 

and the coupled phase model. 

Scattering model Coupled phase model 

Main difference Scattering (thermal and Not scattering, use self- 
elastic), non-self consistent, consistent: i. e. volume 

averaging for variables 
Set up of Conservation equations, Conservation equations 
equations Stress-strain relationship, (energy, mass and 

Thermodynamic equations momentum) for each 
(temperature and pressure phase 
coupling) 

Attenuation Intrinsic absorption, Intrinsic absorption, 
mechanisms visco-inertial and thermal visco-inertial and thermal 

losses, and scattering losses losses 
Heat fluxes and Evaluated from gradients at Evaluated from 
hydrodynamic the particle boundary differences between 

phases 
Table 7.1. Differences between scattering theory and coupled phase theory. 

Figure 7.1 is a typical example, which shows the attenuation predicted 

using ECAH model and coupled phase model for a 25% 1-bromohexadecane 

oil-in-water emulsion, with a particle mean radius of 1.2 µm, together with the 

experimental data. It shows clearly that the ECAH model gave good fit to the 

experimental result whilst the coupled phase model diverged from the ECAII 

model from 3 MHz and underpredicted the attenuation compared with the 

experimental data. It is to be noted that the coupled phase model is attractive 

due to its computational simplicity, notwithstanding the fact that, in its current 

form, it is not a good simulator. It therefore warrants further study which, due 

to time constraints, could not be included in this project. Its mathematical 
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formulation should be thoroughly checked in the first instance. 't'his should be 

followed by careful computations using the ECAII model with scattering 

phenomena removed to check whether the lack of these in the coupled phase 

model is the cause of the discrepancy. 

" experimental data 
-ECAH model fitting 

" coupled phase model 

0 5 10 15 20 
frequency (MHz) 

25 30 35 40 

Figure 7.1. ECAH (the solid line) and coupled phase (the dotted line) predictions of 

attenuation compared to experimental data (triangles) for a 25% v/v 1-bromohexadecane oil- 

in-water emulsion, with particle radius 1.2 µm. 

7.3 The ECAH model: computation of wavenumber 

There are three established ways in which the partial wave solutions in 

the ECAH model are summed to get the composite wavenumbcr; these are the 

single scattering formulation of Foldy (1961), the multiple scattering 

formulation of Waterman and Truell (1961), and the multiple scattering model 

of Lloyd and Berry (1967) which according to its authors overcome errors in 

the approximates used by Waterman and Truell. The differences between these 

have been discussed by Challis et al (1998). All of the computations were 
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done in chapter 2 (see figure 2.4) using all three for comparison purpose and it 

was found that the results did not differ significantly between the models. The 

majority of the graphs in the rest of this thesis show the Lloyd and Berry 

computation. It is thought that this alignment between the models arose 

because the emulsions under study exhibited a low contrast in the density of 

the dispersed phase with respect to that of the continuous phase. It should not 

be assumed that the three methods will always give similar results, and so all 

three should always be tested in any given situation. 

7.4 The explicit approximations to the ECAH model 

The ECAH explicit expression for liquid-in-liquid systems was first 

derived by Epstein and Carhart (1953), as shown in equations 2.26 and 2.27, 

these equations then modified by Povey and Pinfield (1997) to get a simpler 

form, but the same result. Povey's simplifications for AO and A, terms were 

used in this thesis, leading to equation 2.30. Since the emulsions are 

polydispersed, Lloyd and Berry's multiple scattering formulation (equation 

2.25) was modified to calculate the complex wavenumber, setting the higher 

order terms of attenuation coefficients to zero, the equation then becomes: 

2 
16 

kZ 
ý 

J No Jr 270j2 (A0A1)_E r 540r(ll 
k3r3 

(A+A, 
Jý_k6r6 k6r6 \ýIJ/ 

J=I cJ J`I cJ J'I cJ 

(7.1) 

Equation 7.1 was evaluated using the full ECAII model and using the explicit 

expressions for attenuations for a range of 1-bromohexadecane emulsions with 

large and small particle sizes (see chapter 6 sections §6.3 and §6.4, the mean 

sizes are 1.2 µm for large particle and 90 nm for small particle) and over a 

range of concentrations. Figures 7.2,7.3,7.4 and 7.5 show attenuation versus 
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frequency for large particles at 6.25%, 50%, and for small particles at 5% and 

50%. These figures showed that the full ECAH model and the explicit 

expressions for all particle sizes and concentrations gave virtually identical 

results. This has the important implication that the complex computation 

associated with the full ECAH model can be avoided and the explicit 

expressions used, instead for emulsions of this type. It is expected that the 

same will be true for other emulsions with different contrast in physical 

properties, although it is recommended that test computations are carried out 

in each new case. 

A brief analysis of the data used shows that the compressional wave 

length is much greater than the particle radius (in the long wavelength domain), 

for example, at 25 °C and 40 MHz, the wavelength of the compressional wave 

is A= f= 37.5 µm; which is much larger than the particle radius 0 .2 pm or 

90 nm). Moreover, the attenuation in dispersed and continuous phases was 

1.45e-13 f2 and 2.5e-14 f2, respectively, which can be neglected compared 

with the real part of the compressional wavenumber (2xf ). The velocity of 
c 

the compressional wave is much larger than the velocity of the shear and 

thermal waves, which means thermal wavelength and shear wavelength 

smaller than the compressional wavelength. These factors provide conditions 

for successful application of the explicit approximations to the ECAl l theory. 

Pinfield (1996) pointed out that the explicit expressions have different 

formulations depending on different thermal and viscous wavelengths. For 

emulsions with similar densities between the dispersed phase and continuous 

phase, the dominant phenomenon is thermal transport, and so the zero-order 
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coefficient Ao is important. The different analytical expressions for this term 

depended on whether the thermal wavelength is smaller than the particle size 

or not. In our calculations, the thermal wavelength was always much shorter 

than the particle radius during the whole frequency range from I to 40 Milz 

for large particle sizes r=1.2 gm, but for small particle sizes r= 90 nm, the 

thermal wavelength is always larger than the particle radius. Because of this 

we did choose a different formulation based on particle radius in the 

calculation. For emulsions with different density contrast, both the zero-order 

and the first-order coefficients should be taken into account. Therefore, 

different expressions for the first-order coefficient A, should be determined 

depend on whether the shear wavelength is smaller than the particle size or not. 

As a result, it is necessary to calculate the thermal and viscous wavelengths 

and then choose which approximation should be used. 
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Figure 7.2. Attenuation versus frequency for 6.25% 1-bromohexadecanc emulsion, using the 

Mastersizer PSD, predicted using full ECAII model (solid line) and its explicit expression 

(broken line). 
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Figure 7.3. Attenuation versus frequency for 50% 1-bromohexadecane emulsion, with the 

Mastersizer PSD, predicted using full ECAII model (solid line) and its explicit expression 

(broken line). 
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Figure 7.4. Attenuation versus frequency for 5% 1-bromohexadccanc emulsion, with the 

Mastersizer PSD, predicted using full ECAII model (solid line) and its explicit expression 

(broken line). 
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Figure 7.5. Attenuation versus frequency for 50% l-bromohexadecane emulsion, with the 

Mastersizer PSD, predicted using full ECAH model (solid line) and its explicit expression 

(broke line). 

7.5 ECAH model at high concentrations 

It is well known that the ECAH model when applied to emulsions breaks 

down at high concentrations due to the overlapping of the thermal waves 

evanescent from adjacent particles in close proximity. The Ill1M model has 

been shown to overcome this problem. The model invokes a shell of 

continuous phase around each particle, with a volume equivalent to the mean 

free volume in the mixture. Outside of this `shell' a new continuous phase is 

invoked as an equivalent medium with thermo-physical properties calculated 

as the volume or mass averages of the two phases. The model yields a new 

form for the partial coefficient A0 , which can then be used to compute the 

attenuation using the ECAH explicit expression. The question to be answered 

in this work was what particle size-concentration space we should use the 

HHM model. In chapter 6, experiments were performed to examine this. 
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Figures 6.27 to 6.31 show attenuation versus frequency for the small 

particle emulsions (90nm) for concentration of 5% to 50% v/v, and figures 

6.12 to 6.15 give corresponding data for the large particle emulsions. All of 

these graphs also show the attenuation simulated using the basic ECAI I model 

in the explicit approximation and the simulations using the II1IM model. On 

each figure there is a frequency at which the HHM model and the 

experimental results, diverge from the basic ECAII model. Since this 

divergence is quite subtle and all experimental data has same variance, it is 

difficult to exactly quantify the divergence frequency. It makes more sense to 

identify a divergence frequency from the fundamental relationship between 

half the separation distance between particles and the thermal skin depth. 

Figure 7.6 shows the relationship between the diverged frequency and the 

volume fraction for large (1.2 µm) and small (90 nm) particle sizes, 

respectively. The points in this figure show the frequencies when the thermal 

skin depth equals to the half particle distance according to each volume 

fraction, above this frequency, there is no thermal wave interactions. For 

example, at 40% v/v, when frequency is smaller than 40 Mliz, there is thermal 

overlap between particles, the ECAH model overpredicted the attenuation and 

the CS model can give a close prediction compared to the experimental data, 

see figure 6.30. At higher frequencies, the ECAH model will converge to the 

HHM model and the experimental data. It can be concluded that the IIIIM 

model can replace the ECAH model for concentrated emulsions with small 

particle radius at low frequency. At low concentrations or at high frequencies, 

it converges to the basic ECAH model. For emulsions with high particle 

concentration, it is suggested that the HHM model is used to calculate the PSD 
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instead of using the ECAH model, because the ECAH model can not give an 

accurate prediction in this situation. 
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Figure 7.6. Diverged frequencies versus volume fraction for large 1.2 µm (the line with 

triangles) and small 90 nm (the line with circles) particle sizes. 

7.6 An anomalous result for small particle emulsions 

Figure 7.7 shows attenuation versus concentration for the small particle 

emulsion at 40 MHz calculated using the ECAI!, lillM model and from 

experiment. The calculation was based on the PSD for each emulsion. There is 

a steadily rising curve at first, whereas the attenuation measured appeared to 

fall dramatically between 0= 40% and 0= 50%. An estimation of the PSD at 

50% using the Mastersizer instrument at Leeds showed that it was different 

from the PSD at lower concentrations. The PSDs showed in figures 6.17 and 

6.18 for lower concentrations and 50%, respectively. 
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Recalculation using the PSD of 40% gave the result in figure 7.8, where 

the ECAH model formed a straight line, and the 1111M model has a drop at 

high concentration, which matched well with the measured data. Clearly, the 

emulsion had ripened, the increase in particle size causing the fall in 

attenuation at high concentrations. This result does show that ultrasonic 

attenuation measurements can be used effectively to estimate PSDs at high 

concentrations of dispersed phase, provided that one can `believe' the 

underpinning mathematical models. This is necessary because optical 

techniques can not be used at high concentrations. 
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Figure 7.7. Attenuation versus volume fraction for 1-bromohexadccanc in water emulsion, 

using PSDs calculated for each emulsion at 40MHz. 
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Figure 7.8. Attenuation versus volume fraction for 1-bromohexadecane in water emulsion, 

using PSD for the 40% emulsion at 40MHz. 

7.7 Encapsulated Emulsions 

The simulation of ultrasonic wave propagation in encapsulated emulsions 

requires some kind of shell model to represent the encapsulated particle. The 

relatively simple model of Hemar McClements, whilst appropriate for use with 

emulsions as we have shown, is not applicable in a general sense to complex 

particles in which either the base particle, the shell, or both exhibit strong 

contrasts with the continuous phase in respect of their densities and elastic 

properties, as distinct from their thermal properties as was Ilemar 

McClements' case. There was a requirement to develop an inspection tool for 

agrochemical products which were emulsions with oil droplet particles 

encapsulated by polymer and suspended in an aqueous continuous phase, and 

so a more comprehensive shell model was required. The shell model of Anson 

and Chivers was chosen as the most appropriate for use with the emulsion 
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materials. Its appropriateness derived from the fact that it incorporated all of 

the loss mechanisms associated with the ECAII model --- thermal, inertial and 

scattering. The many other shell models available in the literature tended to 

focus on metal shells, probably because their basis way have been in the area 

of target recognition in marine warfare. We have shown that the model works 

as well as the Hipp model (chapter 4) in the case of concentrated non- 

encapsulated emulsions and suspensions. For encapsulated emulsions we have 

shown that the model successfully simulates the unencapsulated and the 

encapsulated emulsions. It is also sensitive to the thickness and density of the 

shell and so, in principle, could be used as the basis for examining this 

dimension in real systems nondestructively. Figures 6.39 to 6.42 give 

representative results. 

7.8 Concluding Remarks 

Overall the work described in this thesis has answered the principal 

questions associated with the use of ultrasonic attenuation measurements to 

estimate the PSD of emulsions. Most of these questions were associated with 

the applicability of the theoretical models to emulsions of various particle 

sizes and concentrations. Excepting the encapsulated emulsions, the emulsions 

used were mainly based on l-bromohexadecane as the dispersed phase. It is 

recognized that this is slightly limiting in relation to the range of emulsion 

products that might be tested, but this limit was accepted for the following 

reason: The Applied Ultrasonics Laboratory at Nottingham does not have 

advanced expertise in emulsion preparation, and so the emulsions used have to 

be prepared elsewhere, characterised and then transported to Nottingham. The 
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stability of the emulsions is therefore paramount, and so density matched 

mixtures like 1-bromohexadecane oil-in-water, were preferred. Within the 

above limitation, the work has shown that the ECAII model in its explicit 

approximation form is applicable across a wide range of particle sizes and 

concentrations, and that above a certain concentration limit the IIIIM model 

can be used. The coupled phase model of Evans and Attenborough is rejected 

for the time being. The HHM model can also be used with confidence for low 

concentrations and therefore could form a singular basis for an emulsion 

particle sizing instrument, particularly if a fast and stable algorithm is 

developed to represent it computationally. In summary the working limit for 

[jr can be derived from formula 2.39: 

Jr < 1PC`' 
-D 

ý3 _j 

(7.2) 

which means given the particle concentrations, when the products of jr is 

less than the constant D, the HHM model is applicable. 

The utility of the Anson-Chivers model has been demonstrated in the 

context of encapsulated emulsions. It requires high computational effort which 

could be reduced at a later date if it could be reduced to a form of explicit 

approximation along the lines of the basic ECAII model. 
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Chapter 8 Summary, Conclusion and Future 

Work 

8.1 Summary 

Chapter 1 presented a brief introduction of the background of this work 

and a framework to this thesis. 

Chapter 2 gave an in depth examination of the wave propagation in 

emulsions. The most widely used scattering theory in suspensions and 

emulsions is due to Epstein and Carhart (1953) and Allegra and Ilawley (1972) 

(known as the ECAH model), which incorporates both thermal and visco- 

inertial loss mechanisms in a single scattering system. The wave equations, 

boundary conditions, and the matrix equations were discussed in this chapter. 

The single scattering theory by Foldy (1961), and the multiple scattering 

theories by Waterman and Truell (1961), and Lloyd and Berry (1967) were 

presented. In order to avoid solving the complex matrix equation, Epstein and 

Carhart and Allegra and Hawley developed the explicit expressions for 

attenuation coefficients AO and Ai terms for both fluid particles and solid 

particles, these terms were revised by Pinfield (1996) and Povey (1997) to 

obtain a simpler formulation. At the end of this chapter, we investigated the 

reasons why this model fails in the case of high particle concentrations. The 

problem is that in concentrated systems, each suspended particle cannot be 

regarded as independent of its neighbours. For instance, in the case of 

emulsions, thermal flux away from a particle is affected by a corresponding 
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flow of heat away from adjacent particles. The basic ECAII model did not 

take account of these interactions. 

Chapter 3 investigated the theories which can be used in concentrated 

emulsions. They are HHM model and Evans and Attenborough's coupled 

phase model. The HHM model attempted to deal with the heat flux problem 

by imposing a shell of pure continuous phase around the particle, outside the 

shell there is a continuous phase with properties averaged to take account of 

both suspended particles and continuous phase. Heat transport away from the 

particle and its shell is then determined by the boundary condition at the shell 

boundary - an interface between pure continuous phase and the averaged 

continuous phase. This model was developed to take into account of the 

thermal overlap effect. It has been shown in this thesis that it can be used in 

highly concentrated emulsions with low density contrast. 

The coupled phase theory of Evans and Attenborough includes both 

hydrodynamic and thermal effects and can be used for a wide range of mixture 

types. It does not incorporate effects due to the crowding of adjacent particles, 

but due to the self-consistent property, it could in principle be used for a wide 

range of concentrations. The advantage of the coupled phase model is there are 

no complex Bessel and Hankel functions, and it is very easy to solve for the 

complex wavenumber. Besides this, it can be used in any mixture with 

different concentration. However it was shown to seriously underprcdict 

attenuation. 

Chapter 4 investigated the Anson and Chivcrs (1993) shell model, which 

considered the, sound scattering and attenuation by shell structures immersed 

in fluids. There maybe different combinations of the three media. This thesis 
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examined is a fluid core sheathed in a layer of polymer shell, suspended in a 

fluid. It took into consideration of viscoelasticity in the shell, thermal and 

viscous effects in the core and the surrounding fluid. A software based on the 

Anson-Chivers shell model was developed, which is stable at very low 

kr value when considering the thermal effects. The result was compared with 

previous results obtained by Anson and Chivers on the basis of f(O) (tlie far 

field scattering amplitude when 0= ir ), and showed good agreement. We also 

calculated the attenuation for the encapsulated emulsions and then compared 

with the experimental data. The work done by Hipp (2002a, 2002b) was also 

included in this chapter, who used Anson and Chivers boundary conditions to 

set up a 12 x 12 matrix equation for the HHM model, which is the case of an 

imaginary shell of pure continuous phase around the particle, outside the shell 

there is an effective medium, whose properties can be calculated using the 

volume average relationships. At the last part of this chapter, the comparison 

of Hipp's model with Anson and Chivers' model showed that they gave 

identical results. 

Chapter 5 gave a brief description of the wide bandwidth ultrasonic 

spectrometer that was used for all the experimental measurements. The 

electronic apparatus that was used and the construction of the test cell were 

presented, along with the procedures that were utilised for data capture and 

digitization of the received acoustic signals. The methods by which ultrasonic 

attenuation and phase velocity were calculated from the frequency spectra 

were also presented. We presented an example experiment to measure the 

attenuation and phase velocity of pure oil, the result was successfully 

compared with the previous results from others. The errors and uncertainties in 
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this experiment were investigated. It was found that the electronic noise, 

expressed in the frequency domain, maps into errors in attenuation in a highly 

nonlinear way, which suggested that the minimum error can be obtained when 

the product of attenuation and gauge length is around I Np. 

Chapter 6 presented the comparisons of experimental data and 

simulations using the models we discussed in chapter 2 and 3 for emulsions 

with different concentrations. The samples chosen to be examined 

encompassed both the large and small suspended particle sizes. Four models 

were compared with the experimental data for all the samples. It was found 

that the full ECAH model gave good predictions for all the volume fractions at 

large particle sizes, whereas, for the small particle sizes, it began to give a 

discrepancy with respect to the experimental data at high concentrations, due 

to the thermal wave interaction effects between the neighbouring particles. 

The ECAH explicit expression closely followed the results of ECAII model 

for all samples, therefore, we can use it to replace the full ECAII model in the 

long wavelength region. However, the explicit expression has some limitations, 

it can be used when the following conditions were met: 

1. It can only be used in the long wavelength region; 

2. The imaginary part of compressional wavcnumber can be neglected for 

both particles and continuous phase; 

3. Both the thermal wavelength and shear wavelength must less than the 

compressional wavelength. 

All the three conditions were met in this work, with the frequency range from 

1 to 40 MHz and particle size between 0.09 µm to 1.2 µm. At high particle 

concentrations, the ECAH explicit expression also gave a higher prediction for 
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small particle size systems, and this was expected because it did not take into 

account the particle interactions. Our simulations showed that the III IM model 

worked well at high volume fraction (for example 50% v/v). This is because 

this model considered the thermal overlap effects, reducing the attenuations at 

a high concentration and at low frequencies. The coupled phase model did not 

give the correct attenuation in any of the experiments, although it can be used 

for all volume fractions, it seemed to give a much smaller prediction than the 

experimental result. The experiments for the encapsulated emulsions showed 

good agreements with our simulations using the Anson and Chivers shell 

model, which means that we can use this model in the future to predict the 

attenuation for the encapsulated emulsions without wavelength and frequency 

limit. Examining the parameters of the media, we found that the attenuation is 

very sensitive to the density and thickness of shell. 

In chapter 7, the experimental results and simulation results were 

analysed. From the initial investigations, it was concluded that the 1111M 

model is a good alternative for measuring the emulsions with high volume 

fraction. The Anson and Chivers shell model can be used for both emulsions 

and suspension, either with shell or without shell. 

8.2 Conclusions 

The principal group of conclusions are that the ECAII model works well 

for density matched emulsions with concentrations up to around 20% v/v, the 

exact figure depending on the particle sizes in suspension. The explicit 

approximations to the ECAH model, as modified by Povey and Pinfield work 

equally well and are to be preferred due to their computational simplicity. 
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Above the concentration limit cited above, the HIIM model is appropriate for 

use in particle sizing, and it can also be used for lower concentrations. It is 

therefore the preferred basis for a particle sizing algorithm. 

The second group of conclusions concern the Anson-Chivcrs shell model: 

this can be used both for emulsions and suspensions, as demonstrated by I Iipp. 

More significantly, it has been experimentally verified that it applies to 

encapsulated emulsions and could usefully form the basis of an ultrasonic 

characterization tool for these materials. 

8.3 Potential areas for future development 

Perhaps the most important of these is to repeat the work on non- 

encapsulated emulsions using all phases which differ in densities from the 

continuous phase. It would also be worthwhile to try to extend the work to 

emulsions of ultra-high concentration, say 60-70% v/v. Given the framework 

already set up, this could be done relatively rapidly provided that preparation 

and characterisation of the emulsions could take place in the laboratory. 

In terms of the engineering of instruments it will be important to develop 

a fast and robust algorithm for the HHM model, and to embed this into an over 

arching particle sizing algorithm. The same could apply to the Anson-Chivers 

shell model, and here it would be useful to apply analytical methods in order 

to arrive at an explicit approximation so as to reduce its computational 

complexity. 

The problems of small and large particles in low and high concentrations 

apply equally to suspensions of solid particles with a high density contrast 

with respect to the continuous phase. It would therefore make good sense to 
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carry out a very similar programme of work for these materials. here the high 

concentration problem arises due to overlapping of viscosity wave fields 

between adjacent particles, and some kind of shell model could be developed 

here. At the end of this PhD programme the Anson-Chivers model was applied 

to concentrated suspensions. The shell was pure water phase, as with the I II IM 

model, whilst the continuous phase was given properties volume averaged 

between the materials of both phases. The simulation of attenuation versus 

frequency and concentration was much better than the basic ECAII model. 

Figure 8.1 shows the attenuation simulation and experimental results for a 

Ludox-in-water suspension, with particle radius around 16.5 nm and 

concentration of 33.6% v/v, using ECAH model, the Anson-Chivcrs shell 

model (Homles et al, 2007). This figure shows that there are exciting prospects 

for the future. 

0 

-- ECAH model 
o Experimental data 

-shell model 

5 10 15 
frequency (MHz) 

20 25 30 

Figure 8.1. The experimental attenuation results (the red circles) and prediction using CCAII 

model (broken line), and Anson-Chivers shell model (solid line) for Ludox-in-watcr 

suspension with particle radius of 16.5 nm and concentration of 33.6% v/v. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1.1. Bessel and Hankel functions and 

Legendre Polynomials: 

The solution to of equation 2.20 requires evaluation of spherical Bessel 

and Hankel functions, the arguments of which takes the form of particle radius 

times wavenumber products for the six partial wave types in the system - 

compression, transverse and thermal waves inside and outside of particles. 

1.1. The spherical Bessel function of the first kind with the order n is given as: 

Xn_x2X4 Jn x =2nn! 2.2n+2+2.4.2n+2.2n+4 

which converges for all values of x, real or complex, see figure Al. 1. 

Bessel function of the first kind 

argument (x) 

Figure A. 1.1. Spherical Bessel function of the first kind when the order n=0,1,2,3 (the red 

line is for n=O, the yellow line is for n=1, the green line is for n=2, and the blue line is for na3). 
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Epstein and Carhart gave the approximate expressions for Besscl function 

with small arguments in the calculation of the matrix equation 2.20. The 

function can be simplified for the zero, first and second order: 

ýo fix) _ 
sin x, il (x)= 1 (sin x_ cos x, xx 

j2 (x) =z3 -1 sin x-3 cos x 

1.2. The spherical Hankel function used here is the second kind of ßesscl 

function, which is defined as: 

H�(x)=Jn(x)+iYn(x), 

where Y� (x) is the Neumann's function, which is spherical Bessel function of 

the second kind. And the function can be simplified by using Epstein and 

Carhart formulations for small arguments: 

u ix 
ho(x)=-1eý , h, (x)=-e (1+i/x), h2(x)=ie 1+3r- 

2; xxxxx 
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1.3. Legendre Polynomials of different order 
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Figure A. M. Polar diagram of the magnitude of Po (cos 0) 

Po (cos 9) =1 

Legendre Polynomials of first order 

Figure A. M. Polar diagram of the magnitude of P1 (cosO) 
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P. (cos 9) = cos 0 
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Figure A. 1.6. Polar diagram of the magnitude of P2 (cosO) 

P2 (cos 6) =2 cos(0)2 -2 cos(©) 

Legendre Polynomials of third order 

Figure A. 1.7. Polar diagram of the magnitude of P3 (COS ©) 
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P3 (cos 0) =2 cos(9)3 -2 cos(©) 
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Appendix 2.1. Terms in the Matrix Equation 2.20 

The left hand side of six by six matrix [M], 
_c 

in equation 2.20 is as follow, 

see Challis et al (1998) 

M, = ac2h, (act ) 

Ml' _-h,, (ac2 ) 

M, 3= bc2h� (( ac2 ) 

a Ml = x2ac2bc2hn(aC2) 

Mi = -172 
1h, 

º 
(acz )(as2 -2a c2 

)J-2a ý2hn (a 
c2 

)} 

6 M, =-'12 aczhn(acz)-h�(acz)} 

M; M2 =a, zhn(ar2) 

MZ = h,, 
n(ar2) 

M23 = bt2hn (ar2 ) 

M4 2= x2at2br2hn (a12) 

Mi = -1l2 
hn (an )(as2 - 2a z )]- 2a Zhn (a, 2) 

) 

m6 =- %2 arzhn (at2 )-h,, (a12 )} 

M; = -n(n + 1)hn (as2 ) 

M3 = -[hn (asz )+ as2hn, (as2 )l 

M3=0 

M3 =O 

M3 = -rf 12n(n + 1)[as2h� (asz )- hn (asi )1 

230 
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M3 = -12-[a' sihn 
(asz )+ (n - 1)(n + 2)h,, (a. 2)] 

M4 = iwa ', (a,, ) 
cl. 

l 

M2= ICVj� lac, 

M4 = iovbl. %n (ac1 ) 

M4 4= iwKI QclbclJn (pc, 

M4 - . 
ýn(acl)i0)2r2P1 -2%Iacl)+2,7la 1. ln\act) 

Al: = 'J71 [a1 jn (acl )- jn (a, l )] 

M1 5=1 CVal1. l n 
(all ) 

Ms = irvj�(a, ") 

Ms = iwb, Ijn(arl 
) 

a MS = iCVKlarlbrl. ln(a, 1) 

Al: = '. In (an )(wr 2pt 
-2 rJ, afi )+2 tJ, ali .! �» 

(ar, ) 

Ms = -q1[a, 1j�(a, l)-j., (an)l 

M6 = -icvn(n + 1)j, ', (a.,, ) 

M6 = -1CO[. l n 
(as1) + asl. %n (asi )] 

0 M=O 

M6 =0 

M6 = -2n(n + 1)rJl [as1. %1n (as1) 
- 

. 
%n (asl )] 
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M6 = 
7' [a 

.l 1n 
(aasl )+ (n -1)(n + 2)J,, (a, l )J 
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The right hand side of a six by one vector C6: 

Cl --ac2in(ac2) 

C2 
- Jn(ac2) 

C3 _ 'bc2. ln (ac2 ) 

C4 - -K2ac2bc2. ln (ac2 ) 

_ C/ S_ 
%2 flfn (ac2 )(a 2 

$2 - 2a 2 
c2 

)J-2a z 
c2. l 

"n \ac2 
)} 

C6 
- 172 

{ac2. 
ln (ac2 )- 

. 
ln (ac2 )} 
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Appendix 4.1 Analytical form of the matrix elements 

The left hand side of twelve by twelve matrix equation 4.2 is as follow, sec 

Anson and Chivers (1993): 

First column: 

d, I= nhn (xcl )- xci hn+l (xcl ) 

d21 = 
hn(xc, ) 

b 
ý, / d 31 =b hn lxc, 

c2 

dal 

ds l 

bc, 

bC2 

[nhn 
('x�) 

-xc. 
j1n+1 ('x�)J 

= 
p' TX 1. h� (x, 

ý 

4xc, hn 
2 

(xc, ) 

Pz x2 

d 61 = 
x2 [(n 

-1)h, ý 
(xC, )-x,, hn+, (x,, )]Pi 

S, Pz 

Second column: 

d12 = 
ls [niin (x� )-x,, h�� (x� )] 

d22 = 

x1, 
1 
3 

xr, 
hn (x1) 

_br, 
1 dsz 

b x3 
h� (x� ) 

C2 J, 

br, 1 d42 
b3 

[nh(x, )- xr, hn+, (xr, )] 
C2 11 

233 

d p' 1 LTX1 .h 
/x 

- 
4x`' hn+, (x, 

ý 
) 

52 -3n! ýý 
)2 

p2 x,, xsi 
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11! p, d62 =3 
x2 

[(ý 
-1)hn lxr, 

)- xt, hn+1 ýxr, )ý 

P2 11 S, 

Third column: 

d13 =-1 n(n + 1)hn (xs') 
x S, 

d23 =- 
[n(n 

+ 1)h� (X�) - . xs. h�+, (x�, )] 

x Si 

P, 1 d53 =- 3 
P2 xs, 

d63 =- 
1 
3 xs, 

2n(n + 1)((n -1)h� (xs, )- xs, h�+, (xs, )) 

x2 
2 -1- S' hn (xs, )+ xs, hn+1 (xs, ) 

2 ]P2 

Fourth column: 

d14 - nJn \xC2 xC2jn+1 
(xC2 

d24 = in 
`xc2 

) 

d34 = i. 
`xc2 

) 

1 
_2 d44 
-KK, 

[nj,, ('xc= ý- xc3 J n+1 
// 
lýxcl 

)J 

1 

d' 
4xý, I 

n+ý (xc, ) 
54 = TX 2ýn (xc2 )2 

xs : 

d64 
x 

S2 

[(n 
-1). %n ('Xci )-x 

c2 
in+1 ('xc= )] 

d 
74 - nJ 

n 
(. Yc= )- yc= jn+1 

l yc= ý 

d84 = in (. yc2 ) 

231 

d 94 = 
.ýn 

(Yc2 ) 
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d 
10,4 =- 

KKz [nj,, (. Yc= ý YC2 . 
%n+l (Y,, ) 

3 

) 
d114 =TY2j�(Yc)- 

4Yc2 
. 
ln+i (yc2 

z 
. 
Ysi 

d12,4 =2 
[(n 

-1)Jn (Y,, )- xy= j�+l (Y12 )] 
YSZ 

Fifth column: 

d15 
- 

x3 

[nj� 
(x, ) -x 

12 

des =z1 ill (x, 
2 
) 

r2 

br2 1 d3s 
b x3 

in (xt2 ) 
C2 l2 

1C'2 
bt2 n. l 

n 
(xt1 )- xt2 

. 
%n+i (X� ) 

d45 
=3 

Kl bc2 xt 2 

dss = s TX 2. j� (x, 
2 

4x, 
2 

jn21 (x�) 

Xt2 x32 

d [(n 
-1)1n(x165 Xx2 

)- x12 f n+i 
(X 

12 
12 s2 

d75 
x 

12 

n. ln (Yt2 b)-Q 
xt2 . %n+l (Yt2 ý 

d85 =13 
z. 

l 
r2 

d95 
-_1 .% nl 

(( 
3 , 

yI 
b: Xr2 

C2 

K2 b 12 1b d 
t°'s i c3 x3 

[nj, 
(y 

12 
)- 

Q 
xr2 jn+l (Yr2 ) 

3 CZ t2 
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4 (bI a)x,, Jn+i (y,, ) 
d>>s =s TY2. jnýYr, )- z x, 2 

yJ3 

d12,5 = 
zZ [(n 

-1) J� (Yr2 )-QX, 
2 
J�+t (Yr2 ) 

t2 YS2 

Sixth column: 

d16 =-1 n(n + 1)Jn (xs= ) 

xs z 

d26 =-X [(n + 1)jn (x 32 
) 

-'x32 Jn+l ('x32 
/J 

s2 

d56 =3 2n(n + 1)((n - 1)jn (xs, )-x, 
2 jn+1(xs, )) 

xs : 

d66 =-z 

32 

S2 2 x2 
n -1- 2 in / lxsz 

)+ xsi Jn+1 / 
lxs= ) 

d76 =-x n(n + 1)J� (Ys2 ) 
S2 

d86 =-X n(n+1)jn(. Ys2) 

ab S2 

d� 
,6=zz 

2n(n + 1)[(n -1)J,, (Ys, ) +Ys, Jn+1(Ys, 
S, Ys, 

112 
d 12 ,6 =- 

X2n 
2-1- Y22 

in ýYS2 )+ Ys, 1 
n+, \YS2) 

S2 YS2 

Seventh column: 

d17 
= nhn (xC2 )- xC2 hn+l (xc, ) 

d27 = hn (xC2 ) 
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d37 = hn (Xc2 ) 

-1 
K2 Lii.. \ .. Li. _ NI 
KI 

n ltc2 )- Ac2 rýn+1 kAc2 )l 

d57 =TX2h�(x. =)_ 

4xc2 h�2, (xc=) 

xs 
z 

d 
67 x 

S2 

[(n 
-1)hn ('xc2 )-x 

c2 
hn+1 ('Xc2 ýJ 

d77 
= nhn (YC2 YC2 hn+1(YC2 

d87 = h� (Y,, 2 ) 

d97 = hn (Yc2 ) 

din7 = 
K2 [nhn (yc2 )- yc2 hn+1 (yc2 )] 

K, 3 

d= TY2h ()_ 
4y°2 hn+l (yc2 ) 

11,7 -n 
. 
Yc2 2 

. 
Ys2 

d12,7 
-2 

[(n 
-1)hn 

(yc2 )- xy2 hn+1(Yc= )] 

Ys2 

Eighth column: 

d 
18 =X 

[nhn 
(x/2 )- xt2 h�, (x� ), 

t2 

1 d28 =3 hn (Xt ) 
12 

b12 1 d3g 
-- 3 h�(x12) 

2 
x, 

2 b, 

x2 b, 
2 

Y! h(aC, 
2 
)- x� h�� (x� ) d48 =3 

xý bc2 xý2 
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dss x l: 
TX 2. h� (x1 )- 

4x12 hn 
ý1(x12 

) 
xs2 

I1 d68 
-32 

x12 xs2 

d78 = 

[(n 
-1)h� 

(x�) 

- xr2 h�+, (x�)] 

3 
[nhn 

(Yt= )ý xt2 hn+1 ýYr= ý 

'I, 
x, 

T 

d88 =1 
x3 

hn (Yrt 
22 

I br2 
d 

9g =3 
hn (. yr2 ý 

Xr2 bC2 

x2 b t, 1b 
xt, h, 

ý+1 
iYt, ) d 10'ß xb x3 

[nh,, 
ývt, )- 

a 3 c, 12 

d>>, 8 

dl2, 
s 

hn+I(Yt, ) 
=3 TY2. h� ( yt, 

4(bla)x,, 
2 xt2 ys2 

ý2 [(n 
-1)hn (Yt2 )_b -UX, 2 hn+1(Yt2 ) 

t2 YS2 

Ninth column: 

d19 =-z n(n+1)h�(xs=) 
S2 

d29 =-x 
[(n 

+ 1)hn (xs2 
S2 

d59 
x 

3 
s2 

)- 
. xs2 hn+1 (xs2 )] 

2n(n + 1)((n -1)h� (xs, )- xs, h�+ý (xs= )) 

x2 
d69 =- 

x3 
n2 -1- 2 hn (xs, )+ xs2 hn+i (xs, ) 

s2 

d79 =-_ 
I 

n(n + 1)hn (ysi ) 
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b d89 =-X n(n + 1)hn (yS2 )-a 

xS2 " "n+1 
(y 

,l) 

S2 

d11,9 
=1Z 2n(n + 1) [(n 

-1)hn (ys2 )+ ys2 hn+1(ys2 
xs2 ys2 

2 
h� (Ys, )+ Ys, h, 

ý+i 
(Y:, ) d 12'9 xs YS 

n22 
:2 

Tenth column: 

d7, lo 

ds, lo 

d9,10 

= njn 
(YC3 ) -J 

C3�/l+j 

(Y 

C3 

) 

= 
J It 

ýYC3 ý 

= 
bcs 

b 
C= 

j. \Yc, 

1 dio, 
jo =b Cb 3 LnJn (YC3 ý- XC3 J�+l (YC3 )J 

C2 

P3 4Y"j�+t (Y") 
dtt, 

io -A TY3. j� (Y, 
3 
)- 

Y2 s3 

d 
12,10 =12 

[(n 
- 1) jn (Yc, )- vc, 

. 
ln+1(yc, )] 

p3 

J S3 

Eleventh column: 

d7,11 =-1- 3 

[nj 

n (Yy )- Yt, %n+1 (Yt, )] 

Yt, 
I d8,11 
3 

ill (Yt, ) 
Yt, 

b, 1 d91 I= , 
býz y3JniY,, ) 

d1o, t t= 
br, 
b 

ýnjn (Yr, ) -Y"I n+, 
(Yr, )] 

1 

CZ Yý, 

P2 
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P3 1 4Yr, j�+t lYf, ) 
d1111 3 LTY3. in ý. Yt, )-z 

A Y,, YS3 

d, 2, t1 =11 s y22 
(n-1)J�(Yr, )-Yr, Iº, 

+t(Yy)j 
P3 

Yr, s, P2 

Twelfth column: 

d7,12 

ds, l z 

I 
n(n + 1)J� (YS3 ) 

YS3 

_- 
1 {n(n 

+ 1)j (y53 )- y3 
f+1 (y33)] 

ys, 

P3 1 dl1,12 
=-3 P2 Ys3 

2n(n+1)((n-1)j�(! s3 )-Ys3 J�+l (Ys, )) 

12Y 
2S, 

Ps d12,12 =- 3n -1- 
2 

jn(Ys, )+Ys, Jn+1(Ya, ) 
- 

YS3 Jp2 
Terms on the right hand side of the matrix equation: 

M1 = -[njn (xc1) - xc1 jn+1(xc1)l 

M2 = -in 
(xc1) 

bc, M3 
- 

in('xc1 ) 

bc2 

M4 =- 
bcl Ln. ln (xc1 )- X'c1. ln+1 lxcl 

ýJ 

c2 

M5 =- 
Pi 

-' TX 1 j� (x�) -4 
xZ' j�� (xý, ) 

Pz xsý 

M6 =_ 
pl 1 «n 

-1)J� 
('xc1) 

- xC1. %n+1 

l02 sl 

240 

where the products of wavenumber and radius for the core and the shell arc 

defined as: 
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XC, = kc, rc 

xs, = ks, rý 

Yc, = k,, r, 

Ys, = ks, r. 

X1ý = ktf rý Yr, = k� rs 

241 

j=1,2, and 3 represents the surrounding medium, the shell medium and the 

core medium, respectively, and 

( 
=ý1- TXj 

2n(n -1) 
z x i 

1- - 
Si 

TYl = 1- 2n(n - 

. vs, I 
where j=1,2 and 3. 
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Appendix 5.1 Transducer descriptions 

243 

The transducers used in the experiments were the Panametrics-NDPM V309, 

V311, V354 and V356 immersion-type transducers with centre frequencies of 

5 MHz, 10 MHz, 20 MHz and 30 MHz respectively. The following figures 

show the description of these transducers: 
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Appendix 6.1 PSDs calculated using Mastersizer 2000 

MASTERSIZER 'ý 
Result Analysis Report 

Sample Name: small 5%- Average SOP Name: 1-Bromohexadecane Measured: 05118106182607 

Sample Source & type: Factory- Pads Measured by: USERNAME Analysed: 05/15/061ß 2e 0S 

Sample bulk lot roll' 123-ABC Result Source: Averaged 

Particle Name: 1"Bromohexadeeans Accessory Name: Hydro 20006 (A) Obscuratlon: 13 21 % 

Particle RI: 1.481 Absorption: 00.. AnaysIs model: General purpose 

Dispersant Name: Water Size range: 0 020 to 2000.000 um Weighted Residual: 2 795 % 

Dispersant RI: 1.330 

Concentration: 0 0373 %Vol Vol. Weighted Mean 0(4.31: 0.185 um Specific Surface Ana: 46 9 m'19 

Span (10%" 90%): 1 757 

Result units: Volume 

Uniformity: 0 555 Surface Weighted M.. n o(3,21: 0 128 um 

tl)0.6): 0.183 um um 
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Figure A. 6.1. PSDs for small particle sizes 1-bromohexadecane emulsions with 5%, 10%, 

20% and 40% volume fraction, calculated using Mastersizer 2000 in University of Leeds. 
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s. ý )SrIMMMMIa 

Sample Name: 
mastersizer5O 
Sample Source & type: 
Factory   Paris 
Sample bulk lot ref: 
123-ABC 

Particle Name: 
n-hexadecane 
Particle RI: 
1.434 
Dispersant Nano: 
Water 

Concantratlon: 
0.0208 YaVol 

Specific Surface Area: 
29.8 m? g 

d(0.1): 0.110 

Result Analysis Report 

SOP Name: 
20% n-hexadecane. Ran Huo, one time 

Measured by., 
USERNAME 
Result Source: 
Measurement 

Accessory Name: 
Hydro 20006 (A) 
Absorption: 
0.005 
Dispersant RI: 
1.330 

Span : 
1.773 

Surface Weighted Mean D(3,2]: 
0.202 um 
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Figure A. 6.2. PSDs for small particle sizes 1-bromohexadecane emulsions with 50% volume 

fraction, calculated using Mastersizer 2000 in University of Leeds. 
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NOTTINGHAM'S PROJECT 

Composition of : 

Capsules CS 
J 

Emulsion EW 

544 C 16-C 17-A 
- 1 %w/w %w/w 

Solvesso 1005 20.00 40.00 

Propylene Glycol 4.34 3.68 
Antifoarn C 0.07 0.11 
Surfactant' 4.00 3.00 
Water 71.19 52.41 
Atlox 0.40 0.80 
Total 100.00 100.00 

C1544 16-B 16-D 17-B 
- % W/W % W/W % W/w 

Solvesso 1005 20.00 20.00 40.00 
Voronate 1.01 1.01 2.02 

EDA 0.24 0.24 0.49 
Propylene Glycol 4.34 4.34 3.68 
Antifoam C 0.07 0.07 0.11 
Surfactant' 4.00 4.00 3.00 
Water 69.94 69.94 49.90 
Atlox 0.40 0.40 0.80 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 
+ýrýI1ý211W ý 

20-Jul-06 

D[v, 0.5] 

D[v, 0.9j 
20-Jul-06 

D[v, 0.5J 

D[v, 0.8] 
21-Jul-06 
D[v, 0.5J 
D[v, o. s] 

Particle Size Determinationwith code: NAD 

1.48 CS 1.46 CS 1.43 CS 1.40 1.33 

3.06 CS 3.47 CS 3.37 CS 2.68 2.68 
>! "K G Particle Size Determinationwith code: NH D 

1.75 CS 3.13E 1.75 CS 1.64 y 1.6441 
2.66 EW 
3.16 CS 

"M. 80 Gb 
3.48 

3.1b LA 
3.42 CS 2.73 2.72 

Particle Size Determ nabonwith code: NH D 
1.81 -T. 86 

31-Jul-06 Particle Size Determinationwith code: NAD 
D[v, 0.5J 
D v, 0.9 

31-Jul-06 Particle Size etarm nationwith code: NH D 
D[v, 0.5J 4 1.19 " 
Dv, 0.9 

Note: 
For making CS, a EW is made first to the desired (like EW's made) droplet size oil( droplet size 

determination) at that stage oil phase is Voranate&Solvesso. Once the droplet size is attained, 
addition of EDA 10% to form capsules and Atlox to disperse CS (dropletsize determination after 
addition of EDA " 20-Jul 06) then I day after and after 11 days. 

EW's as shown above are not stable with time, the droplet size determination of 31 -Jul-06 
have been determined after shaking by hand the flask. 

CS's flasks HAVE TO BE SHAKEN by hand In order to well disperse CS's. 

DOW RESTRICTED - For internal use only 

250 

Figure A. 6.3. PSDs for encapsulated emulsions and unencapsulated emulsions, tested with 

delay of days. 
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MASTER SIZER 
Result: Analysis Report 

Sample Details 
Sample ID: C154416"C Run Number; 270 Measured: 20 JU 200614 33 
Sample File: JULO6 Record Numbs 16 Matysed: 20 Jul 20061433 
Sample Path. C: tSl2ERSIDATAI Raul Saxes Analysed 
Semple Notes: Monk Ew from Steve Wilson with 4%goheend 03-20% of 

EW de C1544-16B 
9mn HS 
VD+NF 

System lls 
Range Lena: 30ORF mm Beam Length: 2.40 mm Sampler. M811 Obacumtion: 1194% 
Presentation: 3NHD (Panicle R. I. a (14584,0.1000); Dlapereant R 1.   1.33001 
Analysis Model: Polydeperae Reskkal' 0 646 % 
Modifications Non. 

Result Statistics 
Distribution Type. Volume Concentration a 0.0052 %Vol Density a 1.000 9I cub, cm Specdb S A.   48992 sq. mIg 
Mean Diameters: D (v, 0.1) a 0.72 um 0 (v. 0.5)   1.64 um D (v, 0 9) e2 73 um 
D14,31- 1.68 um D (3,21   1.22 um Span 11.233E+00 Unltormly a 3.603E. 01 

Size Low um In % Size High um Under% its Low um % ue High um 
005 000 0.06 000 663 000 7 72 100 
0 D6 000 0.07 0.00 7.72 0.00 900 10000 
0.07 0.00 008 000 900 000 1048 10000 
008 000 0.09 000 1048 000 12 21 10000 
009 000 0.11 0 01 1221 0.00 1422 10000 
011 0.01 013 001 1422 0.00 1657 10000 
0.13 002 015 003 1657 000 1931 10000 
015 0.05 0.17 0.09 19 31 0.00 2249 10000 
017 0.13 0.20 0.22 2249 0.00 2620 10000 
0.20 0.30 0.23 0.52 2620 000 3053 100.00 
023 058 0.27 1.08 30.53 0.00 35.56 100,00 
0.27 0.86 0.31 1.94 35.56 000 41.43 10001) 
0.31 1 05 0.38 2.99 4143 000 4827 10000 
0.36 1.13 0.42 4.11 48.27 0.00 56,23 100.00 
0 42 1.24 0.49 5.36 56.23 0.00 65.51 100.00 
0 49 1.53 0.58 6.89 85.51 000 7532 100.00 
0.58 2.03 067 892 76.32 000 88 91 100.00 
0 67 2 91 0.78 11.82 88 91 000 103 58 10000 
0.78 4 51 0.91 1634 103.58 000 12067 10000 
0.91 6.08 1,06 22.42 120 61 000 140.58 10000 
1.06 7.81 1.24 30.22 140.58 000 163.77 100.00 
1.24 989 1.44 40.12 163.77 000 190.80 100.00 
1.44 11.92 1.68 52 04 190.80 0.00 22228 10000 
1 68 13.42 1.95 65.46 222.28 000 258.95 100.00 
1.95 1264 228 78.10 258.95 000 301.68 100.00 
2.28 10.23 265 88.34 301.68 010 351.48 100 00 
2.65 706 309 95.40 351.46 000 40945 100.00 
309 3 89 360 99.28 409.45 000 477.01 100.00 
360 0 72 4.19 100.00 477.01 0.00 555.71 10000 
419 
488 

000 
000 

488 
569 

100.00 
100.00 

655.71 
647.41 

000 
0.00 

647.41 
75423 

100.00 
100.00 

5 69 0.00 6.63 100.00 754.23 0,00 87867 100A0 

20 

Malvern Instruments Ltd. 
Malvern, UK 
Tal -+(44) (0)1884892456 Fax +(44) (0)1684892789 
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Figure A. 6.4. PSDs for sample 16-C 20% unencapsulated emulsion calculated using the 

Mastersizer 2000 in Dow AgroSciences Ltd just after this emulsion made. 



Reference 

MASTE R SIZER 
Result: Analysis Report 

Sample betalls 
Sample 10: CI 544-17-A Run Number. 274 Measured. 20 Jul 200615.22 

Sample Fie: JUL06 Record Number: 20 Analysed: 20 Jul 2006 15.22 
Sample Path: C: LSIZERSIDATA% Result Source. Analysed 
Sample Notes: blank Ew from Steve Wilson with 3%gohsenol 03-40% oil 

1.6um aimed 
4mn HS 
VD+NF 

System Deta9a 
Range Lena: 300RF mm Beam Length: 240 mm Sampler. MS17 Obecurabon: 206 % 
Presentation: 3NHD (Particle R. I.   (1.4564,0.1000); Dispersant R I, a 1.33001 
Analysis Model: Polydisperse Residual. 0.750 % 
Modifications: None 

Result Statistics 
Distribution Type: Volume Concentration a 0.0056 %Vol Density " 1.000 gl cub. orri SpecUio S. A. "4 5531 p. m1p 
Mean Diameters: D (v, 0.1) " 0.80 um D (v, 0.5) a 1.64 tan D (v, 0.9) " 2.72 um 
D 14,31- 1.71 um D (3.2(" 1.32 um Span   1.170E+00 Undormdy a3 637E-01 

Sae Low (um In % Size Hi h um Under% Size Low (um) In % Size Hh um nder% 
0. D5 0.00 0.06 0.00 663 0.00 7.7 100.00 
006 0.00 0 07 0.00 7.72 000 9.00 10000 
0.07 0.00 0.08 0.00 " 9.00 000 1048 10000 
0.08 0.00 0.09 0.00 10.48 0.00 1221 10000 
0.09 0.00 0.11 0.00 1221 0.00 14.22 100.00 
0.11 000 0.13 0.00 14.22 0.00 16.57 100.00 
0.13 0.01 0.15 0.01 16.57 0.00 19.31 100.00 
015 0.02 0.17 0.03 19.31 0.00 22.49 100.00 
0.17 0.05 0.20 0.08 22.49 0.00 26.20 10000 
0.20 0.12 0.23 0.20 26.20 0.00 30.53 1 00.00 
0.23 0.26 0.27 0.46 30.53 000 35.58 10000 
0.27 0.43 0.31 0.89 35.56 0.00 41.43 100.00 
0.31 0.60 0.36 1,49 41.43 0.00 48.27 10000 
0.36 0 75 0 42 2.23 48.27 000 56.23 100.00 
0.42 0.97 0.49 3.20 56.23 0.00 65.51 100.00 
0.49 1.37 0.58 4.57 65.51 000 78.32 100.00 
0.58 1.98 0.67 655 76.32 0.00 88 91 100.00 
0.67 2.95 0.78 9.50 88.91 000 10358 100.00 
0.78 4.60 0.91 14.10 103.58 0.00 120.67 100.00 
0.91 6.33 1.06 20.43 120.67 0.00 140.58 100.00 
1.06 8.28 1.24 28.71 140.58 000 163.77 100.00 
1.24 10.54 1.44 39.24 163.77 0.00 190.80 100.00 
1.44 12.58 1.68 51.82 190.80 0.00 222.28 100.00 
1.68 13.95 1.95 65.77 222.28 0.00 258.95 100.00 
1.95 12.79 2.28 78.56 258.95 0.00 301.68 100.00 
2.28 10.10 2.65 8866 301.68 0.00 351.46 100.00 
2.65 6.74 3.09 95.40 351.46 000 40945 100.00 
3.09 3.64 3.60 99.04 409.45 0.00 477.01 100.00 
3.60 096 419 10000 477.01 0.00 555.71 100.00 
4.19 0.00 4.88 100.00 555,71 0.00 647.41 100.00 
4.88 0.00 5.69 10000 647.41 0.00 754.23 100A0 
5.69 0.00 663 100.00 75423 000 878.67 100.00 

1.0 . 10.0 -1Ö00. O 
Particle Diameter (pm. ) 

Malvern Instrumenh Ltd 
Malvem, UK 
Tel. "+(44) (0)1684892456 Fax: +(44) (0)1684.892789 
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MastereirwSVer. 2.11 p 177 
Sarlal Number: 20 Jul 0615 22 

Figure A. 6.5. PSDs for sample 17-A 40% unencapsulated emulsion calculated using the 

Mastersizer 2000 in Dow AgroSciences Ltd just after this emulsion made. 



Reference 

Jký A, 

APIPIML 
ýýMASTERSIZER 

Result: Analysis Report 
Sample Details 

Sample 10: C1544.1d541y Run Number. 266 Measured: 20 Jt4 2006 13 49 
Sample File: JUL06 Record Number. 12 Analysed. 20 Jul 200613 49 
Sample Path: C: %SIZERS\DATA1 Result Source: Analysed 
Sample Notes: blank Ew from Stew Wilson with 4%9oheend 03-20% oil 

VD. NF 

system Details 
Range Lens: 300RF mm Beam Length: 2.40 mm sampler. MS1T Obeaustlon: 20 8% 
Presentation: 3NH0 (Particle R. I. " (1.4564,0.1000); Disperwd R. I.   1.3300) 
Analysis Model: Polydisperw Retdual 0 532 % 
Modifications: None 

Result Statistics 
Distribution Type: Volume Concentration " 0.0069 %Vol Density " 1.0009 l cub. cm Specft SA "4 6844 eq m 19 
Mean Diameters, D(v, 0.1)e 0.68um D(v, 05)a 1.75 um D(v, 0.9)a 3.1sum 
014,31- 1.85 um 0 P. 2)   1.26 um Span a 1.416E00 UrWormMy a4 361E-01 

Size Low um In % Size High um Under% Sae ow um n% Sin Hr um % 
005 0.00 0.06 0.00 63 00 7.7 10000 
0.06 0.00 0 07 000 7.72 0,00 900 10000 
0 07 000 0.08 0.00 9.00 000 1048 100.00 
008 000 0.09 0.00 1048 000 12.21 10000 
0.09 000 0.11 000 12.21 000 14 22 10000 
0.11 000 013 0 01 14.22 0.00 16 57 100.00 
0.13 0.01 0.15 0.02 18.57 000 1931 100.00 
0.15 0.03 0.17 0.05 1931 000 2249 100.00 
0.17 0.08 0.20 0.12 22.49 000 2620 10000 
020 019 0.23 0.31 26.20 000 30.53 10000 
0.23 039 027 0.70 30.53 Goo 35.56 100.00 
027 068 0 31 1.38 35.58 0.00 41.43 100.00 
0.31 0.98 036 2.36 41.43 000 4827 100.00 
0.36 1.25 0.42 3.81 48.27 0.00 66.23 10000 
0 42 1.59 0 49 520 56.23 000 65.51 100.00 
0.49 204 0.58 7.23 65.51 0.00 76.32 10000 
0.58 2.54 067 9.77 78.32 000 88.91 100.00 
0.67 3.23 0.78 13.00 88 91 0.00 103.58 100.00 
0.78 433 0 91 17.34 10358 000 12061' 100.00 
0.91 545 1.06 22.79 120.67 000 14058 10000 
1.06 6 67 1.24 2945 14058 0.00 16377 100.00 
1.24 808 1.44 37.54 163.77 0.00 190.80 10000 
1.44 9.47 168 47.01 190 80 0.00 222.28 100.00 
1.68 10 61 1.95 57.62 222.28 0.00 25895 100.00 
1.95 1164 2.28 6926 258.95 0.00 301.68 1 o0 00 
2.28 1083 265 80.09 301.68 000 361.48 10000 
2.65 8.79 309 88 88 351.48 0.00 40945 100.00 
309 6.25 3.60 95.13 409.45 0.00 477.01 100.00 
3.60 3.71 4.19 9884 477.01 000 555.71 100.00 
4.19 lie 488 10000 555.71 0.00 647.41 100.00 
488 0.00 5.69 100.00 647.41 000 754.23 100.00 
5 69 000 6 63 10000 75423 000 578 67 1 00 T-1 
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Figure A. 6.6. PSDs for sample 16-B 20% encapsulated emulsion calculated using the 

Mastersizer 2000 in Dow AgroSciences Ltd just after this emulsion made. 



Reference 254 

ýMASTERSIZER 
Result: Analysis Report 

Sample Details 
Sample ID: C1544-16-D cs Run Number. 272 Measued: 20 Jul 20061500 
Sample File: JUL06 Record Number. 18 Analysed: 20 Jul 20061500 
Sample Path: C. ISIZERSIDATAI Re" Source Analysed 
Sample Notes: blank Ew from Steve Wilson with 4%gohsenol 03-20% ml 

"C1544-16B for 1.6um aimed 
2mn HS 
VD+NF 

System Details 
Range Lena: 300RF mm Seem Length: 2.40 mm Sampler: MSI7 Obscu atlon: 20 0% 

Presentation: 3NHD [Particle R. I.   (1.4564,0.1000); Dispersant R. I. a 1.33001 
Analysis Model: Polydisperse Residual: 0 583 % 
Modifications: None 

Result Statistics 
Distribution Type: Volume Concentration   0.0060 %Vol Density a 1.000 01 cub cm Specltlo S. A. n 4.6439 eq. m 10 
Mean Diameters: D (v, 0.1) a 0.66 um D (v, 0.5) a 1.80 urn D (v, 0.9) o3 48 um 
D 14,31 a 1.95 um D 13,21   1.29 um Span   1.566E+00 Uniformity  4 624E-01 

Size Low um In % Size High um Under% Size Low um In % Size nq um nder% 
0.05 0.00 0.06 0.00 6.63 000 7.72 10000 
0.06 0.00 0.07 0.00 7.72 0.00 9.00 100.00 
0.07 0.00 0.08 0.00 9.00 0.00 1048 100.00 
0.08 0.00 0.09 0.00 10.48 0.00 1221 100.00 
0.09 0.00 0.11 0.00 12.21 0.00 14.22 100.00 
0.11 0.00 0.13 0.01 14.22 0.00 1657 100.00 
0.13 0.01 0.15 0.02 16.57 0.00 19.31 100.00 
0.15 0.03 0.17 0.05 19.31 0.00 22.49 100.00 
0.17 0.07 0.20 0.12 22.49 0.00 26.20 100.00 
0.20 0.17 0.23 0.29 26.20 0.00 30.53 10000 
0.23 0.35 0.27 0.65 30.53 0.00 35.56 100.00 
0.27 0.63 0.31 1.28 35.56 0.00 41.43 100.00 
0.31 0.96 0.36 2.24 41.43 0.00 4827 100.00 
0.36 1.31 0.42 355 48.27 0.00 56.23 100.00 
0.42 1.74 0.49 5.30 56.23 0.00 65.51 100.00 
0.49 2.29 0.58 7.58 65.51 0.00 76.32 10000 
0.58 2.85 067 10.43 76.32 0.00 88.91 100.00 
0.67 3.53 0.78 13.97 88 91 0.00 103.58 100.00 
0.78 4.43 0.91 18.39 103.58 000 120.67 100.00 
0.91 5.34 1.06 23.73 120.67 0.00 140.58 100.00 
1.06 6.31 1.24 30.04 140.58 0.00 183.77 100.00 
1.24 7.37 1.44 37.41 163.77 0.00 190.80 100.00 
1.44 8.37 1.68 45.78 19080 000 222.28 10000 
1.68 9.24 1.95 55.02 222.28 0.00 258.95 100.00 
1.95 10.17 2.28 65.19 258.95 0.00 301.68 10000 
2.28 10.08 2.65 75.26 301.68 0.00 351.48 100.00 
2.65 900 3.09 84.26 351.48 0.00 409.45 100.00 
3.09 7.17 3.60 91.43 409.45 0.00 477.01 100.00 
3.60 5.02 4.19 96.45 477.01 0.00 555.71 100.00 
4.19 2.86 4.88 99.30 555.71 0.00 647.41 100.00 
4.88 0.70 5.69 100.00 647.41 000 754.23 10000 
5.69 000 6 63 10000 754.23 0.00 87867 100.00 
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Figure A. 6.7. PSDs for sample 16-D 20% encapsulated emulsion calculated using the 

Mastersizer 2000 in Dow AgroSciences Ltd just after this emulsion made. 



Reference 

ýMASTERSIZER 
Result: Analysis Report 

255 

Sample Details 
Sample ID: Cl 544-17-B Run Number. 275 Measured: 20 Jul 2M6 15.35 
Sample File: JUL06 Record Number. 21 Analysed. 20 Jul 2006 1515 
Sample Path: C: ISIZERSIDATAI Result Source. Analysed 

Sample Notes, blank Ew from Steve Wilson with 3%gohsenol 03-40% oll 
1.6um aimed 
1.5mn HS before vaddition ads+stlox 
VD+NF 

system Details 
Range Lens' 300RF mm Beam Length: 2.40 mm Sempker: MS17 Obsour Lion: 16 7% 
Presentation: 3NHD (Particle R. I. " (1,4564,0.1000); Dispersant R. I. " 133001 
Analysis Model. Polydisperss Residual: 0.380 % 
Modifications: None 

Result Statistics 
Distribution Type: Volume Concentration   0.0052 %Vol Density   1.000; 1 cub. cm Specific 8A a 5.0773 eq mIp 
Mean Diameters: D (v, 0.1) a 0.58 um D (v, 0.5)   1.70 um D (v, 0.9) a3 49 um 
D14,31- 1.89 um D[3,2)- 1.18 um Span   1.713E+00 Uniformity   5.307E-01 

Size Low um In % Size Hi h um Under% Size Low (um) In % Size High um Under 
0.05 0.00 0.06 0.00 6 63 000 7.2 10000 
0.06 0.00 0.07 0.00 7 72 0.00 9.00 100 00 
0.07 000 0.08 0.00 900 000 1048 10000 
0.08 0.00 0 09 0.01 10.48 000 1221 100.00 
0.09 0.01 0.11 0.01 12.21 0.00 1422 100.00 
0.11 0.02 013 0.03 14.22 0.00 16.57 100.00 
0.13 0.03 0.15 0.06 16.57 000 19.31 100.00 
0.15 0.08 0.17 0.14 19.31 000 22.49 100 DO 
0.17 0.16 0.20 0.30 22.49 0.00 26.20 100.00 
0.20 0.31 0.23 0.61 26.20 0.00 30.53 100.00 
0.23 0.56 0.27 1.17 30.53 0.00 35.56 100.00 
0.27 0 91 0.31 2.08 35.56 0.00 41.43 100 DO 
0.31 1.28 0.36 3.37 41.43 0.00 48.27 10000 
0.36 1.67 0.42 5.03 48.27 0.00 58.23 100.00 
0 42 2.11 0.49 7.15 56.23 0.00 65.51 100.00 
0.49 2.66 0.58 Sal 65.51 0.00 76.32 10000 
0.58 3.23 0.67 13.04 76.32 000 8891 10000 
0.67 3.91 0.78 1894 88.91 0.00 103.58 100.00 
0.78 4.75 0.91 21.69 103.58 0.00 12067 100.00 
0.91 5.59 1.06 27.28 120.67 000 140.58 100.00 
1.06 6.46 1.24 33.74 140.58 0.00 163.77 10000 
1.24 7.36 1.44 41.10 16377 0.00 190 80 100.00 
1.44 8.15 1.68 49.25 190.80 000 22228 10000 
1.68 8 78 1.95 68.03 222.28 0.00 258.95 100.00 
1.95 9.40 2.28 67.44 258.95 0.00 301.68 10000 
2.28 9.09 265 78.53 301.68 0.00 351.48 10000 
2.65 8.08 3.09 84.61 351.46 0.00 40945 100.00 
3.09 6.52 3.60 91.13 409.45 0.00 477.01 10000 
3.60 4.72 4.19 95.85 477.01 0.00 555.71 100.00 
4.19 2.96 488 98.80 655.71 0.00 847.41 100.00 
4.88 1.20 5.69 100.00 647.41 0.00 754.23 10000 
669 000 6.63 100.00 754.23 000 878.67 100.00 
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Figure A. 6.8. PSDs for sample 17-B 40% encapsulated emulsion calculated using the 

Mastersizer 2000 in Dow AgroSciences Ltd just after this emulsion made. 



Reference 256 

,.,,. MASTERSIZER 
Result: Analysis Report 

tsampra uaaas 
Measured: 31 Jul 2006 15 14 

Sample ID: C1544-16"C EW Run Number. 17 
Malysed: 31 Jul 20061&: 14 

Sample File: OCT 05 Record Number: 87 
Result Source Malysed 

Sample Path: C. ISIZERSIDATAI 
Sample Notes: 20% SOLVESSO 

PUMP 4 SPEED 3 ULTRASON 2 
11 DAYS 
311071X106 

System ails 
Range Lena: 300RF mm Beam Langft: 2.40 mm Sampler. MS17 Obecutaaon: 100% 
Presentation: 3NHD jPerocle R. I. " 14564,0.1000); Dispersant R. I. " 1.33001 

Analysis Model: Polydispersa Residua 0 464 % 
Moddications' None 

Result Statistics 
Distribution Type Volume Concentrations 0.0120 %Vol Density " 1000 gI cub. em Spee fa S A. "2 3717 a¢ mIg 
Mean Diameters: D (v, 0.1) a 0.75 um D (v, 0 5) " 8.54 um D (v. 0.9) " 19 25 um 
D14,31- 8.38 um D (3,2)   2.53 um Span " 1.698E100 UnAmnity aS 041E-01 

Sine Low um In % Size High um Under% Size Low (um) In % 9¢e HH (un nder% 
005 000 0 06 0 00 9 63 9 14 7.72 ii 54 
006 0.00 

. 0.07 . 000 , 7.72 . 1049 900 5382 
0.07 000 0.08 0.00 9.00 12.23 1045 66,06 
0.08 0.00 0.09 0.00 1048 11.37 1221 7743 
0.09 0.00 011 0.00 12.21 9 24 1422 8667 
0.11 0.00 013 0.00 14.22 6.56 1657 93.23 
0.13 0.00 0.15 000 16.57 400 1931 97.73 
0.15 000 017 0.00 19.31 202 2249 9925 
0.17 0.01 0.20 0.01 2249 0.76 2820 10000 
0.20 0.04 0.23 0.05 26.20 0.00 3053 10000 
0.23 0.15 0.27 0.21 30.53 0.00 3556 100.00 
0.27 0.41 0.31 0.62 35.58 000 41.43 100.00 
0.31 0.78 036 1.39 41.43 coo 48.27 10000 
0.36 1.15 0.42 2.55 48.27 0.00 5623 10000 
0.42 1.55 0.49 4.10 5623 000 6551 10000 
0.49 1.97 0.58 6.07 6551 000 76.32 10000 
0.58 2.19 0.67 8.26 76.32 000 8891 10000 
0.67 2.31 0.78 10.56 88.91 0.00 103.58 10000 
0.78 2.18 0.91 12.74 103.58 000 120.67 100,00 
0.91 200 1.06 14.74 120.67 0 00 140.58 10000 
106 1.80 1.24 16.54 140.58 000 163.77 10000 
1.24 1.62 1.44 18.16 16377 0.00 190.80 10000 
1.44 1.36 1.68 1952 190.80 0.00 222.28 10000 
1.68 1.04 1.95 20.56 222.28 0.00 258.95 100.00 
1.95 0.78 2.28 21.34 258.95 0.00 301.68 100 OD 
2.28 0.39 2.65 21.73 301.68 0.00 351.46 100.00 
2.65 0.41 3.09 22.14 351.46 0.00 40945 100.00 
3.09 0.63 3.60 22.78 409.45 0.00 477.01 100.00 
360 1.13 4.19 23.91 477.01 0.00 555.71 100.00 
4.19 2.05 4.88 25.96 555.71 0.00 647.41 100.00 
4.88 3 57 5.69 29.53 647.41 0.00 754.23 10000 
5.69 566 6.63 35.19 75423 000 87867 10000 

Particle Diameter (pm. ) 

Malrom Instrumente Ltd. Maateraizar S Var. 2.17 
Malvern, UK Senat Number 
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Figure A. 6.9. PSDs for sample 16-C 20% non-encapsulated emulsion calculated using 

Mastersizer 2000 in Dow AgroSciences Ltd, measured 10 days later. 



Reference 

M ASTE RSIZE R 
Result: Analysis Report 

Sample Details 
Sample 10: C1544-17-A EW Run Number: 16 Mossu"d" 31 Jul 20001511 
Sample File: (Result Not Saved) Malysed. 31 Jul 20061511 
Sample Path: C ISIZERSIDATA1 Resut Source Analysed 
Sample Notes: 40% SOLVESSO 

PUMP 4 SPEED 3 ULTRASON 2 
11 DAYS 
31107/2006 

System Details 
Range Lens 300RF mm Beam Length: 2.40 mm Sampler: MS17 0bso elion 19 3% 
Presentation, 3NHD (Particle R. I. " (1.4564,0.1000); Dispersant R I. " 1.3300) 
Analysis Model: Potydispersa Residual 0 446 % 
Modificatons* None 

Result Statistics 
Distribution Type: Volume Concentration- 0.0126 %Vol Density " 1.000 01 cub. cm Specific 8A "2 3712 sq mfp 
Mean Diameters. D (v, 0.1) " 078 uni D (v, 0 5) " 8.92 um 0 (v, 0 9) " 1916 um 
D 14,31 " 9.61 um D (3,2) " 2.58 um Span   2.060E400 Uniformity "6 222E-01 

Sure Low (um) In % Size High (um) Size ow hum In % ¢s hum ýý 

0.05 000 0.06 000 863 664 7.12 42 49 
0.06 000 0.07 000 7.72 7 97 900 5046 

007 000 008 0.00 900 8.84 1048 6930 
0.08 000 0.09 0.00 10.48 9.34 12.21 6863 
009 000 0.11 coo 1221 852 1422 7715 
011 000 0.13 000 1422 7.26 1657 8442 
0.13 0 00 0.15 000 1657 584 1931 9026 
0.15 000 0.17 0.01 1931 4,34 22.49 9460 
017 0.02 0.20 0.03 22.49 2.96 2620 97,56 
0.20 0.07 0.23 0.10 26.20 1.80 3053 9936 
0.23 0.20 0.27 0.30 30.53 0.64 36.56 10000 
0.27 0.46 0.31 0 76 35.56 0.00 41.43 10000 
0 31 0.80 0.36 1.56 41.43 000 4827 10000 
036 1.11 0.42 267 48,27 0.00 58.73 10000 
0.42 1.45 0.49 4.12 56.23 0.00 6651 100.00 
0.49 1.80 0.58 5.92 6551 0.00 76.32 10000 
0 58 2.01 0.67 7.93 76.32 0.00 8891 10000 
067 2.14 0.78 1007 8891 0.00 10358 10000 
0 78 2.08 0.91 12.15 103.58 0.00 12061 10000 
0.91 1.96 1.06 14.11 12067 0.00 140.58 100.00 
106 1.81 1.24 15 92 140.58 0.00 16177 10000 
1.24 1.63 1.44 17.55 163.77 0.00 19080 10000 
1.44 1.38 1.68 18.93 190.80 0,00 222.28 10000 
1.68 1,07 1.95 20.01 222.28 0.00 25695 100.00 
1.95 0.83 2.28 20.83 258.96 000 30168 100100 
2.28 069 2.65 21.53 301.68 0.00 351.46 100.00 
2 65 0.72 309 22.25 361.48 000 40945 10000 
3.09 098 3.60 23.24 40945 0.00 47701 100.00 
360 152 4.19 24.76 477.01 000 555.71 100.00 
419 2.39 488 27.14 556.71 0.00 647.41 10000 
4.88 3.62 5.69 30.76 64741 000 75423 10000 
5.69 509 863 3585 75423 000 878 87 10000 
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Figure A. 6.10. PSDs for sample 17-A 40% non-encapsulated emulsion calculated using 

Mastersizer 2000 in Dow AgroSciences Ltd, measured 10 days later. 


